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The interplay between evolutionary and ecological processes results in the extraordinary diversity of
life we observe on Earth. Understanding these processes is one of the fundamental aims of biology.
Species interactions are one of the multiple factors thought to influence the evolution and persistence
of organisms. An example of the importance of species interactions comes from experimental work
with the bacterium Escherichia coli, in which an isogenic population grown in a homogeneous glucose
medium evolved into two strains whose coexistence is maintained through cross-feeding interactions:
one strain consumes glucose from the medium and excretes a by-product metabolite on which the
other strain thrives.
In this thesis, I investigate the role of cross-feeding on the evolution and persistence of microbial
communities. I do so theoretically by modeling species with metabolic networks. Specifically, I use
genome-scale metabolic networks containing all the metabolic reactions known to take place in a given
organism; random viable metabolic networks which are networks similar in complexity to genome-scale
networks, but that have an otherwise random complement of reactions; and methods developed for
their analysis like Flux Balance Analysis. Metabolic modeling is convenient for my purpose since it
allows me to infer, rather than assume, interactions between organisms such as cross-feeding.
In chapter 2, I perform an exhaustive search of the cross-feeding potential of different organisms.
I begin by exploring the cross-feeding interactions that could arise in populations of E. coli grown
in glucose medium. To this end, I search for those metabolites that E. coli excretes as by-products
of growth on glucose and which, in turn, permit growth of those individuals who consume these by-
products as sole sources of carbon. Then I change the carbon source of the growth medium from
glucose to each one among 180 metabolites, and search for potential cross-feeding interactions in each
medium. I find that 58 cross-feeding interactions could arise when E. coli grows in glucose medium,
and this number rises to almost 10000 when considering all growth media analyzed. I also explore the
cross-feeding potential in metabolic systems other than E. coli. Specifically, I analyze Bacillus subtilis,
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, and 500 random viable metabolic networks. Similar results emerge from the
analysis of these organisms and from random viable networks. Together, these results suggest that
bacterial diversity can increase extensively as cross-feeding interactions evolve between individuals in
a population.
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Whereas experiments demonstrated cross-feeding interactions only for two metabolites - acetate
and glycerol - in E. coli my computational analysis predicts that 58 metabolites can be cross-fed in the
same conditions. In chapter 3, I investigate the reason for this difference. I hypothesize that greater
metabolic changes (and more mutations) might be required for the evolution of those computationally
predicted cross-feeding interactions that were not experimentally observed. To explore this possibility,
I develop a method to find the minimal metabolic rearrangement required to evolve from an ancestral-
like to a cross-feeding strain. I find that the metabolic changes required for the evolution of acetate and
glycerol cross-feeding are no less complex than those needed for the evolution of eighteen other cross-
feeding interactions, and conclude that many other cross-feeding interactions may await discovery.
In species-rich communities, few ecological niches may be free for new species to colonize, which may
constrain community biodiversity. At the same time, however, in species-rich communities species-
species interactions such as cross-feeding might be frequent, which may promote biodiversity. In
chapter 4, I explore how niche availability and niche construction through cross-feeding may affect
community biodiversity. To this end, I simulate the assembly of thousands of communities in a
chemostat-like environment where species compete for available resources and create new niches as
they excrete by-products of metabolism. I observe that because of cross-feeding, communities can
accommodate multiple species in environments that initially contained only a single resource. Compe-
tition further fosters diversity by reducing the breadth of a species’ realized ecological niche. However,
once communities consist of dozens of species, no new niches are created, existing niches become filled,
these niches cannot be partitioned further, and species diversity reaches a maximum.
Altogether, the results of this thesis reinforce the importance of species-species interactions in the
evolution and persistence of communities, and suggest that considerable microbial biodiversity may
have evolved and persist due to cross-feeding interactions.
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Zusammenfassung
Das Zusammenspiel von evolutionären und ökologischen Prozessen führt zu der außergewöhnlichen
Biodiversität des Lebens, die wir auf der Erde beobachten. Das Verständnis dieser Prozesse ist eines
der grundlegenden Ziele der Biologie. Interspezifische Wechselwirkungen sind einer der zahlreichen
Faktoren, von denen angenommen wird, dass sie die Evolution und das Überleben der Organismen
beeinflussen. Ein Beispiel für die Relevanz von interspezifischen Wechselwirkungen stammt aus einem
Experiment mit dem Bakterium Escherichia coli, in dem sich aus einer anfänglich genetisch identischen
Population, die in einem homogenen glukosehaltigem Nährboden wuchs, sich zwei Stämmen entwick-
elten, deren Koexistenz durch Kreuzfütterung gesichert wurde: Ein Stamm nahm Glukose direkt aus
dem Nährboden auf und schied einen Abfallstoff aus, der dem anderen Stamm als Nahrung diente.
In dieser theoretischen Studie untersuche ich die Rolle der Kreuzfütterung für die Evolution und Er-
haltung von Gemeinschaften von Mikroorganismen. Ich verwende zur Simulation von unterschiedlichen
Arten sogenannte metabolische Netzwerke. Genau genommen verwende ich ‘genome-scale’ metabolis-
che Netzwerke, die alle von einem bestimmten Organismus bekannten Reaktionen enthalten; nach dem
Zufallsprinzip generierte metabolische Netzwerke, die ähnliche Komplexität wie ‘genome-scale’ Netzw-
erke aufweisen, aber ansonsten zufällige Reaktionen beinhalten; und Methoden, die für ihre Analyse
entwickelt wurden, wie zum Beispiel ‘Flux Balance Analysis’. Die metabolische Simulation ist für
meine Zielsetzung praktisch, da ich damit direkt nach Kreuzfütterung zwischen Arten suchen kann,
anstatt sie a priori anzunehmen.
In Kapitel 2 führe ich eine umfassende Suche nach dem Kreuzfütterungspotential von verschiedenen
Organismen durch. Ich beginne mit der Erforschung der Kreuzfütterung, die in Populationen von
E. coli entstehen könnte, welche auf einem Glukosemedium wachsen. Zu diesem Zweck suche ich
nach Metaboliten, welche E. coli als Nebenprodukte des Wachstums auf Glukose ausscheidet und die
daraufhin von anderen Organismen aufgenommen werden und deren Wachstum möglich machen. Auch
untersuche ich neben Glukose noch 180 andere Kohlenstoffquellen auf ihr Kreuzfütterungspotenzial.
Ich fand dabei heraus, dass auf Glukose 58 Wechselwirkungen möglich sind, und fand insgesamt fast
10000 mögliche Wechselwirkungen. Außerdem suche ich auch nach dem Kreuzfütterungspotential in
anderen metabolischen Netzwerken als dem von E. coli (ich analysiere Bacillus subtilis, Saccharomyces
cerevisiae und 500 zufällig generierte Netzwerke). Dabei ergeben sich ähnliche Resultate. Insgesamt
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weisen diese Befunde darauf hin, dass Kreuzfütterung ein hohes Potenzial für die Diversifizierung von
Bakterien darstellt.
Während Experimente nur für zwei Metaboliten - Azetat und Glycerin - Kreuzfütterung aufzeigten,
sagt meine Computeranalyse vorher, dass unter denselben Bedingungen 58 Metaboliten ausgetauscht
werden können. In Kapitel 3 untersuche ich den Grund für diesen Unterschied. Ich gehe dabei
der Hypothese nach, dass für von mir vorhergesagten Kreuzfütterungen, die nicht experimentell
nachgewiesen sind, eine drastischere Veränderung in einem metabolischen Netzwerk notwendig ist (also
mehr Mutationen). Um diese Möglichkeit zu untersuchen, entwickle ich eine Methode, um die mini-
malen metabolischen Veränderungen zu finden, die erforderlich sind um von einem ursprünglich nicht
kreuzfütternden Stamm einen kreuzfütternden Stamm zu evolvieren. Ich finde, dass die metabolis-
chen Veränderungen, die für die Entwicklung der Azetat- und Glycerin-Kreuzfütterung erforderlich
sind, nicht weniger komplex sind als diejenigen, die für die Evolution von achtzehn anderen Kreuzfüt-
terungen erforderlich sind, und schließe daraus, dass viele andere Kreuzfütterungswechselwirkungen
möglicherweise erst entdeckt werden müssen.
In artenreichen Gemeinschaften sind möglicherweise nur wenige ökologische Nischen frei, in denen
sich neue Arten ansiedeln können, was zur Einschränkung der Artenvielfalt einer Gemeinschaft führen
könnte. Gleichzeitig aber könnte in artenreichen Gemeinschaften Kreuzfütterung häufig sein, was die
Biodiversität fördern kann. In Kapitel 4 untersuche ich, wie die Verfügbarkeit von Nischen und der
Aufbau von Nischen durch Kreuzfütterung die Biodiversität einer Gemeinschaft beeinflussen können.
Zu diesem Zweck simuliere ich den Aufbau von tausenden von Gemeinschaften in einer chemostatähn-
lichen Umgebung, in der Arten um verfügbare Ressourcen konkurrieren und Nischen schaffen, wenn
sie Nebenprodukte des Stoffwechsels ausscheiden. Ich beobachte, dass als Folge der Kreuzfütterung
sich diverse Gemeinschaften in einer Umgeben formen können, die ursprünglich nur eine Kohlen-
stoffquelle enthielt. Des weiteren wird die Biodiversität außerdem noch vom Wettkampf um einzelne
Kohlenstoffquellen gefördert, da Wettkampf die Breite einer realisierten ökologischen Nische verringert.
Sobald jedoch Gemeinschaften aus Dutzenden von Arten bestehen, werden keine neuen Nischen mehr
geschaffen, bestehende Nischen füllen sich, diese Nischen können nicht weiter aufgeteilt werden und
die Biodiversität erreicht ein Maximum.
Insgesamt bestätigen meine Resultate die Bedeutung von interspezifischen Wechselwirkungen für
die Evolution und das Überleben von Gemeinschaften. Sie legen nahe, dass Kreuzfütterung eine
wichtige Rolle im Ursprung und Erhaltung der mikrobiellen Biodiversität spielt.
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Life’s diversity is astonishing. Approximately 8,7 million eukaryotic species (Mora et al., 2011) and a
trillion microbial species (Locey and Lennon, 2016) are estimated to inhabit planet earth. Diversity at
local scales is no less surprising. More than 300 tree species are found on a single hectare of tropical
rainforest (Gentry, 1988), 580 species of benthic invertebrates are found in the deep waters of Lake
Baikal in Russia (Sanders, 1968), hundreds of coexisting phytoplankton species are found in marine
ecosystems (Cermeño et al., 2014), and between 2000 to 18000 different microbial genomes have been
estimated to exist per gram of soil (Daniel, 2005).
In the following subsections I first briefly describe how new diversity is created by different modes
of speciation. I also demonstrate the role of niche construction in diversification. Throughout the
section I discuss the similarities or differences between populations of microbes and macro-organisms.
1.1.1 Generation of new diversity
Speciation is the evolutionary process by which a population diversifies into two distinct biological
species. Before I describe how speciation occurs, I want to note that more than twenty species concepts
have been proposed for eukaryotes, based on different properties (De Queiroz, 2007). For instance, the
ecological species concept emphasizes the occupation of distinct ecological niches by different species
(Andersson, 1990), where a niche is defined as all components of the environment that characterize the
requirements of an individual (Begon et al., 2006; Hutchinson, 1957). In contrast, one version of the
phylogenetic species concept emphasizes monophyly (Mishler, 1985), in which case a species consists
of an ancestor and all of its descendants. Here, I refer to species as in the popular biological species
concept of Mayr (Mayr, 1999) which states that species are interbreeding groups separated from other
such groups by reproductive barriers (de Queiroz, 2005).
Speciation is commonly divided into four modes based on the geographical separation of individuals
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in a population. These modes are allopatric, peripatric, parapatric, and sympatric speciation. Below,
I briefly describe the two most contrasting modes, which are allopatric and sympatric speciation.
Most biological diversity probably arose through allopatric speciation (Coyne and Orr, 2004) in
which a population gets subdivided by a physical barrier that prevents contact between individuals in
the two subpopulations. In this speciation scenario, as mutations arise in each subpopulation, they stay
there, because the physical barrier prevents the flow of organisms between subpopulations. With time
different mutations accumulate on each side of the barrier. Eventually, the two subpopulations become
so different that they can no longer reproduce with one another and a new species is born. A beautiful
example of this process involves the snapping shrimp of Central America (Coyne, 2010). The Isthmus
of Panama closed gradually some 3.1 million years ago, separating the Caribbean from the Pacific
waters. This separation caused multiple speciation events of the snapping shrimp, a crustacean with
a distinctive claw that can grow to be half the size of its entire body length and which, when closed,
produces a loud snap that gives the snapping shrimp its name. The similarities between snapping
shrimp’s species on the sides of the Isthmus accompany the closure of the Isthmus, such that more
similar species are found in shallower waters which were separated more recently.
In contrast to allopatric speciation, diversity can also arise without any physical barrier through
a process called sympatric speciation. This speciation mode can rapidly give rise to different plant
species through polyploidy (Wood et al., 2009; Vallejo-Marín et al., 2015), in which case the doubling
of chromosome number results in reproductive isolation between progeny and ancestral population.
Sympatric speciation is also often driven by ecological factors. For instance, when apples were intro-
duced to North America, individuals of the apple maggot flies changed their plant hosts from hawthorn
to apples. Today, the apple maggot fly population feeds on hawthorns or on apples, but not both.
This ecological barrier can over time lead to the creation of new fly species, just like a physical barrier
would (Feder et al., 1988).
In the context of prokaryotes, controversy is not exclusively centered on the different modes that
can create new species but on the concept of species itself (Rosselló-Mora and Amann, 2001). The role
that physical barriers play in microbial diversification is not clear and is intensely debated (Whitfield,
2005). Bacterial diversification may be understood in light of ecological speciation, which is the for-
mation of new ecologically distinct populations (i.e., ecotypes) and which can occur either in allopatry
or sympatry (Kassen and Rainey, 2004; Van den Bergh et al., 2018). A little over half a century
ago, Atwood, Schneider, and Ryan (Atwood et al., 1951) demonstrated that in simple environments
composed of single niches (here: resources) the phenomenon of periodic selection is expected, where
diversity within a microbial population is purged recurrently by natural selection. In contrast, in com-
plex environments composed of many niches, selection favors the evolution of ecotypes that specialize
on each of the available niches (Kassen and Rainey, 2004). Although complex environments have been
2
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regarded as the most important factor for diversification to occur, fluctuating environments have also
been shown to facilitate the maintenance or rise of diversity (Cooper and Lenski, 2010; Yi and Dean,
2013; Sandberg et al., 2017).
In simple environments, the growth of one ecotype can create new niches, and thus allow an
increase in diversity in much the same way as occurs in complex environments (Rozen and Lenski,
2000a; Rosenzweig et al., 1994). In the subsection that follows I describe the processes by which
microbes can transform a simple environment into a complex one and show how this transformation
can result in an increase of diversity.
1.1.2 Niche construction and its role in microbial diversification
Organisms may help create niches for other organisms, for example because they serve as hosts to
parasites, or because they change the environment in ways that others may profit from. Some or-
ganisms modify the environment in a very noticeable way, such as spiders when they create webs,
rabbits when they dig burrows, birds when they build nests or beavers when they construct dams.
Others do so in more subtle ways, such as plants and earthworms that alter the chemical composition
and humidity of soil, or microalgae from Antarctica that absorb light within ice and thus reduce its
strength (Jones et al., 1996). Bacteria also change their environment (McNally and Brown, 2015).
They consume resources, form biofilms and stromatolites, secrete toxins, metabolites, antibiotics and
antibiotic-degrading enzymes.
There are various terms in the literature used to refer to these environmental changes caused by
organisms. The differences are subtle. If the environmental change consists of a physical change that
provides a niche for another species, then it is referred to as ecosystem engineering (Jones et al., 1996).
If the change alters also the species’ own niche, then it is called niche construction (Day et al., 2003).
And when the modification persists for many generations, the term ecological inheritance is used
(Odling-Smee et al., 2003). It has been argued that all these terms are special cases of the extended
phenotype concept presented by Dawkins (Dawkins, 2004; Erwin, 2005). In this thesis I use the term
niche construction in a broad sense to refer to any environmental change created by an organism, such
that this change has direct or indirect consequences on the same organism and on other coexisting
organisms.
Cross-feeding
The term cross-feeding was first coined by the British biologist Hermann Reinheimer in 1921 to refer
to the exchange of metabolites between organisms belonging to different kingdoms of life. He proposed
the term in-feeding for metabolic exchange within a kingdom (D’Souza et al., 2018). The distinction
did not catch on and today we use cross-feeding to refer to any exchange of metabolites, regardless of
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the kingdom to which producer and receiver of the metabolites belong.
The results of a meta-analysis (D’Souza et al., 2018) based on cross-feeding interactions found
in the literature showed that cross-feeding is common between bacteria and between bacteria and
members of other kingdoms. There are striking differences in the nature of the metabolites exchanged,
depending on the kingdom to which the interacting organisms belong. Bacteria are a great source of
nitrogen for protists, fungi and plants, and they receive carbon sources from plants, protists, fungi and
other bacteria. Bacteria also exchange multiple amino-acids with animals, and produce vitamins that
are taken up by animals or other bacteria.
Cross-feeding interactions play essential roles in the maintenance of communities (Baran et al.,
2015; Magnúsdóttir et al., 2017; Goldford et al., 2018; Enke et al., 2019; Blasche et al., 2019). It
has also been argued that cross-feeding could contribute to the problem of bacterial unculturability,
where bacteria that are observed under the microscope resist cultivation on agar plates (Pande and
Kost, 2017). The explanation is that resources lacking in the culture medium are normally supplied
by cross-feeding partners.
Cross-feeding can occur with or without physical contact between interacting organisms (D’Souza
et al., 2018). Cross-feeding with physical contact can be mediated by vesicles or nanotubes and causes
no change in the environment. In contrast, when cross-feeding occurs in a contact-free way, metabolites
are first excreted to the environment, thus changing it. Then other organisms may profit by importing
these metabolites. This import can, in turn, indirectly affect the producer positively, for example if
the released metabolite is toxic for the producer, or negatively, if the recipient benefits extensively
from the cross-fed metabolites, thus increasing its population size and competing more strongly with
the producer for other resources. Contact-free cross-feeding can be considered a special case of niche
construction.
The evolution of cross-feeding interactions facilitates bacterial diversification
The competitive exclusion principle (Hardin, 1960) posits that if two species are in direct competition
for a single resource, one of the species eventually goes extinct, and only the species with the larger
fitness on the limiting resource survives. In apparent contradiction to this principle, the evolution
of stable coexistence of two or more strains has been repeatedly observed in long term evolution
experiments performed in homogeneous environments containing glucose as the sole source of carbon.
In the following paragraphs I present two independent studies where such coexistence was observed,
and explain this apparent contradiction.
The first study was performed on isogenic populations of E. coli growing in a glucose-limited
chemostat (Helling et al., 1987; Rosenzweig et al., 1994; Treves et al., 1998; Kinnersley et al., 2009,
2014). A chemostat is a culturing vessel experiencing a constant influx of new media and a constant
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efflux of culture medium containing microbial cells, unused nutrients, and metabolic excretions. In 11
out of 15 parallel laboratory evolution experiments in such a chemostat, initially isogenic populations of
E. coli developed genetic and phenotypic polymorphisms (Helling et al., 1987). These polymorphisms
were not transient and persisted over hundreds of generations. Further analysis of a polymorphism that
evolved in one of these experiments showed that the evolved strains stably coexisted in the chemostat
as a result of cross-feeding (Rosenzweig et al., 1994). That is, one strain consumed the primary carbon
source glucose and excreted a secondary carbon source (acetate or glycerol), whereas the other strain
fed on the secondary carbon source.
These phenotypic differences resulted from a set of mutations in global regulators, as well as in
transcription factors and proteins that directly alter glucose transport, central metabolism, fermen-
tative pathways, the TCA cycle and the glyoxylate shunt. Since cross-feeding interactions involving
acetate and glycerol evolved, mutations more closely related to the metabolism of these metabolites
are of particular interest. An example of such mutation is a cis-regulatory mutation that affects the
expression of acetyl CoA synthetase, an enzyme that catalyzes the transformation of acetate to acetyl
CoA, which enters the tricarboxylic acid cycle to produce energy. In addition, a structural mutation
occurred in the glycerol-3-phosphate repressor, which may result in constitutive expression of glycerol
utilization genes (Treves et al., 1998; Kinnersley et al., 2014).
The second study comes from a famous long term evolution experiment led by Richard Lenski
which began more than 30 years ago (Pennisi, 2013). In this study, isogenic populations of E. coli
were grown in glucose limited media, but in batch culture instead of in a chemostat. In contrast to a
chemostat, cells in batch culture are exposed to changing conditions as nutrients get depleted and as
waste and cells accumulate. In this experiment, isogenic populations evolved into strains that coexisted
for at least 10000 generations in nine out of twelve populations (Good et al., 2017). Though it remains
unknown what maintains this polymorphism in eight of these populations, the polymorphism of one
population (designated Ara-2) has been fully characterized.
In the Ara-2 population, two strains originated after 6500 generations and coexisted for over 12000
generations (Rozen et al., 2005). Their coexistence was also maintained through glucose-acetate cross-
feeding (Rozen and Lenski, 2000b; Le Gac et al., 2012; Plucain et al., 2014). Sequencing of clones
from each strain sampled at generation 6500 revealed that the population had become hypermutable,
with each clone showing on average 199 mutations (Plucain et al., 2014). Transcriptional profiling of
clones of both strains sampled at 6500, 17000 and 40000 generations (Le Gac et al., 2012) showed a
dramatic change in global expression, with more than 2000 genes changing expression in the evolved
relative to the ancestral strain. In addition, the number of genes differentially expressed between
the cross-feeding strains kept increasing with time. Many genes more highly expressed in the acetate
consumer strain were involved in the Entner-Doudoroff pathway and in the glyoxylate cycle. From
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the list of genes more highly expressed in the acetate producer strain, a secondary glucose transporter
stands out which might explain the larger glucose consumption observed in this strain.
Taken together, these experiments suggest that E. coli can easily diversify in homogeneous envi-
ronments. It does so by filling niches initially absent from the environment that are created by the
organism itself.
1.1.3 Processes involved in the maintenance of diversity
While evolution brings new species into communities, it does not by itself explain how diversity is
maintained once established. Ecological factors must be responsible for this maintenance, because a
new species will be able to evolve and persist only if it finds its place in a habitat or community.
The number of different species that a community hosts (the community richness) is influenced by
the specific order and timing in which species happen to join the community (Chase, 2003; Fukami,
2015), by abiotic factors such as pH, temperature, climate, geography, availability of resources, and
environmental heterogeneity, as well as by biotic (species-species) interactions that include competition,
predation, mutualism, commensalism and parasitism (Hanson et al., 2012).
Ten years ago, Mark Vellend and Anurag Agrawal proposed a theory of ecological communities
(Vellend and Agrawal, 2010) that groups all these low-level processes which influence the presence
of an organism into four high-level processes (figure 1.1). Their aim was to facilitate the study and
interpretation of the mechanisms of community assembly and biogeographic patterns. In analogy to
the four central processes of population genetics theory (selection within species, drift, gene flow, and
mutation) the proposed theory is based on four processes - selection among species, drift, dispersal,
and diversification. Diversification and dispersal bring organisms into communities, while drift and
selection influence the organisms’ persistence over time (Vellend and Agrawal, 2010; Vellend, 2016).
Although this theory was not originally conceptualized for the description of microbial communities,
the same basic processes guide the assembly of such communities (Hanson et al., 2012; Nemergut et al.,
2013). In the next paragraphs I describe these processes in the context of microbes.
Selection, for example, is an important force shaping microbial community assembly (Martiny
et al., 2006; Lozupone and Knight, 2007; Chaffron et al., 2010). Though there is extensive evidence
for the role of selection via abiotic factors, we know much less about how biotic factors shape mi-
crobial communities, since these interactions are much more difficult to study in microbes than in
macroorganisms (Nemergut et al., 2013).
Studies on macroorganisms demonstrated that drift is most important when selection is weak,
diversity is low and the total number of community members is small (Chase and Myers, 2011). These
conditions are also met in some microbial communities (Nemergut et al., 2013) which suggests that
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Figure 1.1: Processes involved in the evolution and persistence of diversity. Communities result
from four (high-level) processes: selection, drift, dispersal and diversification. In turn, these processes are
affected by low-level processes (shown in blue boxes). Biogeographic patterns emerge as a consequence of
these processes. The low-level processes and biogeographic patterns shown are only examples and do not
pretend to enumerate all possibilities. Superscripts a and b indicate processes or patterns specific to microbes
and macroorganisms respectively. The gray box highlights the area of study in this thesis and the processes
written in bold are processes I explore specifically.
Last, the genetic diversity of a community can increase as mutations or horizontal gene transfer
takes place in or between community members. Another source of community diversity, which is
specific to the microbial world, involves dormancy, where a cell can persist for a long time until
favorable conditions are met (Wood et al., 2013). A cell might leave the dormant state in a community
different from the one it knew when entering dormancy. Additionally, community diversity can increase
as organisms disperse and arrive to a new community. Like macroorganisms, microorganisms disperse,
but microbial dispersal is typically a passive process. Long-distance transport usually occurs via wind,
water or by hitchhiking onto macro-organisms (Fenchel and Finlay, 2004).
The joined actions of selection, drift, dispersal, and diversification gave rise to the biogeograph-
ical patterns observed in nature. For instance, in macroorganisms there are latitudinal gradients -
diversity increases from the poles to the tropics (Pianka, 1966; Hillebrand, 2004). Various not mutu-
ally exclusive hypotheses have been proposed to explain such diversity gradients. For example, the
evolutionary speed hypothesis proposes that for a community to have high species richness it must
have a long uninterrupted evolutionary history which might be easier to achieve in the tropics where
climatic disasters like glaciations are rare. The geographic area hypothesis suggests that the tropics
support more species simply because they cover a greater area, which allows for higher population
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sizes. Larger population sizes, in turn, reduce the risk of extinction. Competition theory suggests
that rich communities, such as those of the tropics, experience greater interspecific competition, which
causes a reduction of niche breadth, which allows communities to accommodate more species. All
these hypotheses can be reinterpreted in terms of the four high-level processes proposed by Vellend
and Agrawal. While the evolutionary speed hypothesis explains the latitudinal gradients in terms
of diversification, the geographical area hypothesis and competition theory explain this observation
stressing the actions of drift and selection respectively.
Latitudinal gradients seem to be absent in microbes (Fenchel and Finlay, 2004). However, other
biogeographical patterns are shared between microbes and macroorganisms. Like communities of
macroorganisms, most microbial communities harbor many rare species and just a few common species,
a pattern that is known by the name of species abundance distribution (Martiny et al., 2006). Another
pattern observed both for microbes and macroorganisms is the distance-decay relationship, in which
similarity in species composition between two communities decreases with the geographic distance that
separates them (Astorga et al., 2012).
Analysis of massive sequencing data of microbial communities sampled on a wide range of ecological
settings has been immensely valuable to understand microbial organization (Chaffron et al., 2010;
The Human Microbiome Project Consortium, 2012; Sunagawa et al., 2015; The Earth Microbiome
Project Consortium et al., 2017). However, a mechanistic understanding of the process of community
assembly is still lacking. Such an understanding would help predict microbial community composition
and function, as well as explain the biogeographic patterns observed in nature in a bottom-up manner.
This knowledge could also be used to build synthetic communities with potential applications in food
and energy production or smart waste treatments (Widder et al., 2016).
1.2 Metabolic modeling
All life is sustained by a complex network of chemical reactions known as metabolism. These reactions
comprise enzymatic and transport processes. They allow a cell to get resources and energy from the
environment, which is then used for the synthesis of all building blocks required for cell maintenance
and growth. Evolution has created organisms with metabolic pathways and regulatory rules encoded
in their genomes, which allow them to respond to environmental changes, and survive in different
environments.
In this section I review theoretical methods used for the analysis of metabolism. I begin with a




1.2.1 History of metabolic modeling and analysis
The study of metabolism originated in the study of its components - metabolic enzymes. Enzymes are
catalysts that help convert a chemical reaction’s substrates into products by lowering the free energy
of activation of the reaction. They can speed up a reaction up to 10 million times (Lehninger et al.,
2013), while remaining unchanged by the reaction. They are also highly specific, usually catalyzing
the reaction of only one particular substrate or closely related substrates (Keener and Sneyd, 2009).
Although the word enzyme was first coined by Wilhelm Kühne in 1877, it was not until 1897 that
Eduard Buchner gave it the meaning we recognize today. Buchner found that sugar was fermented by
yeast extracts which contained the necessary enzymes for sugar fermentation, even in the absence of
living yeast cells. This discovery yielded him the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1907.
In 1913, Leonor Michaelis and Maud Menten proposed the well-known Michaelis-Menten model of
enzyme kinetics. The model was originally proposed to explain the enzymatic reaction that catalyzes
the hydrolysis of sucrose into glucose and fructose (Johnson and Goody, 2011). Later it was noticed
that biochemical reactions involving a single substrate often follow Michaelis–Menten kinetics. The
Michaelis-Menten model predicts a hyperbolic relationship between the rate of product formation v




Here, Vmax corresponds to the maximum product formation rate and is defined as Vmax = kcat[E]0
where kcat is the catalytic rate constant and [E]0 the initial (total) enzyme concentration. KM is known
as the Michaelis-Menten constant. It is commonly used to characterize enzymes, and corresponds to
the substrate concentration at which product formation is half maximal. It is defined as KM =
(kr + kcat)/kf , where kf and kr are, respectively, the forward and reverse rate constants for the
formation and breakdown of the substrate-enzyme complex.
However, not all enzymes obey Michaelis-Menten kinetics. For instance, cooperative enzymes and
many allosterically regulated enzymes exhibit nonhyperbolic kinetics (Lehninger et al., 2013; Cornish-
Bowden, 1979). Cooperativity occurs when an enzyme binds more than one substrate molecule and
the binding of one molecule affects the binding of subsequent ones. The reaction rate of cooperative
enzymes shows a sigmoidal shape when plotted as a function of substrate concentration (Keener and
Sneyd, 2009). Allosteric regulation occurs when molecules (known as regulators) bind to sites on
the enzyme that are different from the active site causing an increase or decrease of enzyme activity
(Koshland et al., 1966; Changeux, 2011; Keener and Sneyd, 2009). In this way enzymes can be
regulated by complicated positive and negative feedbacks which allow precise control of their reaction
rates. Various models that predict the kinetic activity of cooperative and allosteric enzymes have been
developed (Cornish-Bowden, 1979).
Once models that correctly predicted enzyme activity were available, the study of metabolism
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evolved from the study of isolated enzymes to the analysis of metabolic pathways. The nomenclature
changed accordingly. For example, the term reaction rate was increasingly replaced by flux rate - the
amount of substrate that a metabolic reaction in a pathway converts to product per unit time. And
the term flux distribution appeared. It refers to the set of fluxes through every reaction in a pathway.
In 1972, Goldbeter and Lefever (Goldbeter and Lefever, 1972) presented a model to study glycolysis
that combined enzyme kinetics and ordinary differential equations. Their simplified model involved
the activation of phosphofructokinase (PFK1, an enzyme that catalyzes the third step of glycolysis) by
one of its products via an allosteric mechanism. This model could reproduce the oscillatory behavior
observed under special conditions in the concentration of metabolites involved in yeast glycolysis (Betz
and Chance, 1965; Hess and Boiteux, 1968).
With time, the complexity of the modeled pathways increased. For example, in 1995 a mathe-
matical analysis of the energy and redox metabolism of human erythrocytes was published (Schuster
and Holzhütter, 1995), which included the activity of 19 enzymes. A few years later, an analysis
which included 30 enzymes was performed to simulate the central carbon pathway in Escherichia coli
(Chassagnole et al., 2002). The analysis was based on detailed kinetics of enzymes from the phospho-
transferase system (PTS, pathway used by bacteria for sugar uptake), glycolysis and pentosephosphate
pathway (metabolic pathway parallel to glycolysis that produces NADPH).
In parallel, Metabolic Control Analysis (MCA) was proposed by Kacser and Burns (Kacser and
Burns, 1973) and, independently from them by Heinrich and Rapoport (Heinrich and Rapoport, 1974).
MCA is a mathematical framework that permits the analysis of the steady-state change in the concen-
tration of a metabolite or in the flux through a metabolic pathway when, for example, the activity of
an enzyme from the pathway changes. In this context, steady-state is reached once the concentration
of all metabolites in the pathway no longer change. One of the most important findings of MCA is that
the control of flux is distributed among all enzymes in a pathway. This finding substituted the intu-
itive, but incorrect concept of a rate-limiting step. Most often, when a single enzyme from a pathway
changes its enzymatic activity, the flux through the pathway changes only modestly (Moreno-Sánchez
et al., 2008).
Some 20 years back, whole genome sequencing and gene annotation revolutionized the study of
metabolism. At this time, it became relatively easy to find the reactions that comprise a metabolic
pathway in an organism of interest. However, the enzymatic analysis required to measure the kinetic
parameters of every enzyme from a pathway did not keep up with the speed at which pathways were
discovered. Thus, the field shifted from the detailed simulation studies that began in the 70s to an
analysis of metabolism based solely on reaction stoichiometry, where the only knowledge needed is
the ratios in which substrates are combined and converted to products. In the next section I describe
these stoichiometric models in detail.
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1.2.2 Stoichiometric modeling of metabolism
Building genome-scale metabolic networks
Today, we can sequence and annotate whole genomes of organisms quite easily. This allows the recon-
struction of metabolic networks, which consist of metabolites and of biochemical reactions transforming
these metabolites into each other, at genome-scale. This reconstruction can be done even of organisms
for which there is little biochemical information. As a result, 20 years after the first genome-scale
metabolic network of Haemophilus influenzae was published (Edwards and Palsson, 1999), public
databases host thousands of metabolic networks for different organisms (5897 bacteria, 127 archaea
and 215 eukaryotes (Gu et al., 2019)).
The genome-scale reconstruction of a metabolic network consists of finding a list of all metabolic
reactions that take place in an organism. This reconstruction process can be divided into four main
steps (Feist et al., 2009). First, a list of metabolic enzymes thought to be present in the organism is
inferred from genome annotations. With the help of databases, one determines the metabolic reactions
these enzymes carry out. Nowadays, this step of the network reconstruction is done semi-automatically
and results in an initial set of candidate metabolic reactions. The second step is more laborious
and is essential for a high quality reconstruction. It consists of curating the draft reconstruction.
This means establishing organism-specific features such as substrate and enzyme cofactor specificity
as well as the sub-cellular localization of enzymes. Third, a biomass reaction is established. This
reaction drains biomass precursor compounds, such as amino-acids, lipids, nucleotides, and cofactors,
in experimentally determined ratios. It is fundamental for the simulation of cell growth with methods
such as Flux Balance Analysis (explained below) but it is also essential for testing the quality of the
reconstruction. Finally, high-throughput growth data for the organism in different environments and
across different genetic conditions is used to identify discrepancies between modeling predictions and
experimental data. This information is used to add or remove pathways to improve a metabolic model
and increase its predictive power.
Once the reconstruction process is finished one (ideally) has a list of all metabolic reactions taking
place in a organism, together with each reaction’s stoichiometric coefficients. This information can be
mathematically represented as a stoichiometric matrix S with as many rows as metabolites (m) and as
many columns as reactions (r). Each entry Sij of the stoichiometric matrix contains the stoichiometric
coefficient with which metabolite i participates in reaction j.
Pan-metabolism and random viable networks
To date, the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) contains 11383 biochemical reactions
in its database (Kanehisa et al., 2016) - the universe of known metabolic reactions. The analysis of
networks created by taking subsets of reactions from this pan-metabolism may be instructive. For
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example, one can create a subnetwork containing only the reactions that are part of a metabolic
pathway, to better understand the pathway’s functioning (Hädicke and Klamt, 2017; Rawls et al.,
2019). Alternatively, one may find broad commonalities of metabolic systems through the analysis of
networks that emulate genome-scale networks, but which contain a random complement of reactions
that is not observed in any existing organism.
A simple random selection of reactions from the pan-metabolism is unlikely to result in a network
capable of synthesizing all chemical building blocks needed for growth. Yet, a method based on
Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling can be efficiently used to find viable metabolic networks with an
otherwise random set of reactions (Rodrigues and Wagner, 2009; Samal et al., 2010). Random viable
networks have been used to study the evolution of metabolism (Rodrigues and Wagner, 2009) and the
role of historical contingency in evolution (Barve et al., 2014). They have also been used to show that
evolutionary innovations may occur non-adaptively (Barve and Wagner, 2013), or to study the role of
recombination on producing organisms able to survive in new environments (Hosseini et al., 2016).
Pan-metabolisms, its subnetworks and random viable networks can be mathematically represented
by stoichiometric matrices just as I described before for the genome-scale metabolic networks of living
organisms. The same methods can thus be used to study all these networks. These methods are
described in the next sections.
Analysis of metabolic networks based on graph theory
The stoichiometric matrix of a metabolic network can be represented as a graph. A graph is a
mathematical structure used to represent connections between pairs of objects. Two objects (or nodes)
are connected to each other (by an edge) if the nodes show a specific relationship (Pavlopoulos et al.,
2011). For example, a graph could be used to represent airport connectivity if its nodes are airports,
and if an edge exists between these nodes if there is a flight between the respective airports.
Hypergraphs are a generalization of graphs (Klamt et al., 2009). In a hypergraph an edge can link
any number of nodes. Since most metabolic reactions are multi-molecular, a metabolic network can
be viewed as a hypergraph. Nonetheless, metabolic networks are usually represented as graphs. Even
though information is lost in this representation, it has the advantage that one can use the extensive
tools and algorithms available from graph theory (Bondy and Murty, 1976) which have not been yet
developed for the analysis of hypergraphs.
There are various ways in which metabolic networks can be represented as graphs (Takemoto,
2012). One possibility is to use a bipartite graph in which there are two different types of nodes -
reactions and metabolites. Edges connect only metabolites to reactions (and vice versa), but these do
not connect metabolites with other metabolites and reactions with other reactions. Bipartite graphs
can represent all information a hypergraph represents. However, with this type of graph we deal
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with the same disadvantage mentioned earlier with respect to hypergraphs, that is, not all available
graph-theoretical methods can be used for the analysis of bipartite graphs (Klamt et al., 2009). An
alternative is to use substrate or reaction graphs. In the former, nodes correspond to metabolites,
and two nodes are connected by an edge if they occur in the same reaction (either as substrate or
product). In the latter, nodes correspond to reactions, and two nodes are linked if they share at least
one metabolite (either as substrate or product).
Graph-theoretical analysis of metabolic networks has proven informative. For example, it showed
that in metabolic networks a few nodes are highly connected while the remaining ones are only more
modestly connected (Jeong et al., 2000; Albert, 2005; Broido and Clauset, 2018). It also showed that
the distance between any pair of nodes is surprisingly small, a property referred to as the ’small world’
property (Watts and Strogatz, 1998; Wagner and Fell, 2001). Also, metabolic networks are composed
of small highly connected modules, each carrying discrete functions (Ravasz et al., 2002). In addition,
graph-based analysis combined with DNA sequence analysis of metabolic enzyme-coding genes showed
that central and highly connected enzymes evolve more slowly than less connected ones (Vitkup et al.,
2006).
Constraint-based modeling
Various physicochemical, environmental, and regulatory constraints limit the phenotypic potential of
organisms. Constraint-based modeling refers to a group of methods that use these constraints to predict
the metabolic phenotype of an organism (Price et al., 2004). Metabolic phenotype is a broad concept
used to refer to those observable characteristics of an organism which have to do with metabolism.
In the context of metabolic networks, these characteristic refer to, for example, the capacity of an
organism to synthesize biomass in certain environment, or the repertoire of metabolites consumed or
produced by an organism.
The most important constraint imposed on metabolic networks is that of steady-state, where no
metabolite changes its concentration. In other words, the production rate of a metabolite has to be
equal to its consumption rate. This steady-state assumption is valid whenever there is time-scale
separation between fast intracellular metabolic conversions and slow genetic regulation (Maarleveld
et al., 2013). Mathematically, this constraint can be written as Sv = 0, where S is the stoichiometric
matrix, describing the stoichiometry of the metabolic reactions included in the network; v is a vector
whose entries vi represent the metabolic flux through reaction i in the network. Large networks usually
contain more reactions than metabolites; hence there are more unknown variables than equations and
there is no unique solution to this system of equations.
Thermodynamic constraints set the directionality of reactions and enzyme capacity constraints
limit the maximum rate at which an enzymatic reaction can occur. Both principles cause further
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constraints that can be added as lower and upper bounds to the flux through a reaction i: li ≤ vi ≤ ui.
Any other constraint affecting a metabolic network can be added analogously. Constraints are usually
not restrictive enough to reduce the flux distribution through a metabolic network to a single possibility.
Instead, constraints limit flux distributions to a space of possibilities known as the ’solution space’. In
a space with as many dimensions as there are reactions in a network, the solution space corresponds
to the volume in that space that fulfills all constraints. In other words, every point in the solution
space corresponds to one possible flux distribution compatible with the constraints imposed.
Once all relevant constraints are introduced, it is possible to characterize potential phenotypes
that satisfy all constraints. One possibility is to uniformly sample the solution space (Almaas et al.,
2004). An alternative is to determine the extreme pathways or elementary modes (Schilling et al., 1999;
Papin et al., 2004). These are sets of flux distributions which can be combined to describe all possible
solutions in the solution space. These approach have been useful, for example, to study metabolic
network redundancy (Price et al., 2002b), robustness of an organism to gene deletion (Stelling et al.,
2002), and optimal design of bacterial strains (Carlson et al., 2002).
Alternatively, one can perform an optimization to find, among all potential phenotypes that satisfy
all constraints, one that best achieves a certain function. For example, in the widely used method of
Flux Balance Analysis (FBA) (Orth et al., 2010), biomass production is usually the function that is
maximized to find a flux distribution that results in maximal biomass growth of an organism. The
argument behind this optimization strategy is that organisms have been tuned by evolution to achieve
maximal growth. Various other optimization strategies, such as maximization of ATP production, or
minimization of resource consumption, have also been used (Schuetz et al., 2007).
FBA has been successfully used for predicting biomass growth, nutrient uptake rates, by-product
excretion, the effects of adaptive evolution, as well as optimal strain design (Edwards and Palsson,
2000; Edwards et al., 2001; Ibarra et al., 2002; Förster et al., 2003; Varma and Palsson, 1994a; Raman
and Chandra, 2009; Gianchandani et al., 2010).
Other commonly used methods to predict metabolic phenotypes based on metabolic constraints and
optimization include Flux Variability Analysis (FVA (Gudmundsson and Thiele, 2010)), Minimization
of Metabolic Adjustment (MOMA (Segrè et al., 2002)) and Regulatory on/off minimization (RooM
(Shlomi et al., 2005)). In FVA the flux through a reaction is both maximized and minimized to find
the range of flux values that a reaction can take without violating the constraints imposed. MOMA
and RooM were developed to improve predictions of an organism’s metabolic phenotype after gene
knock-out mutations. Both methods rest on the assumption that it takes time for regulatory changes
to occur, and for an organism to reorganize fluxes to grow optimally. They propose that immediately
after a gene knock-out mutation occurs, metabolic flux distribution will be sub-optimal and close to
that observed in the wild-type. While in MOMA the flux distribution for the knock-out mutant is
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found by minimizing the Euclidean distance of the post mutation flux distribution to the wild-type
flux distribution, in RooM the number of reactions requiring a flux change is minimized. Lately, a
modified version of FBA, named dynamic FBA (dFBA,(Mahadevan et al., 2002)), has gained attention.
It couples FBA with ordinary differential equations to quantify microbial growth and resulting changes
in environmental composition over time.
1.2.3 Modeling microbial communities
Various modeling strategies have been used for the analysis of microbial communities, each best-suited
for a specific problem. Often the dynamics of microbial communities are modeled using differential
equations, where typically, a modified version of the well-known Lotka-Volterra model (Lotka, 1910)
is used (Stein et al., 2013; Lenski, 1988). The Lotka-Volterra model is a classical ordinary differential
equations model. It is used to describe the change of a community of species over time, as a function
of their intrinsic growth rates and the interactions between species. When one is interested in the com-
munity composition of interacting organisms (which cooperate or compete) which persists unchanged
with time, instead of in the whole community dynamics, a game theoretic analysis may be best (Gore
et al., 2009; Healey et al., 2016). For this analysis one needs to have information about the pay-off
associated with different strategies, such as cooperation or defection. In a game where each "player"
(species) can use one of two strategies, each player is awarded a pay-off that depends on the strategy
of the other player. A third class of models are individual-based models. They are well-suited, for
example, to analyze how spatial structures (such as biofilms) emerge (Nadell et al., 2010; Mitri et al.,
2011; Estrela and Brown, 2013; Ghosh et al., 2015). In this modeling framework, each cell is modeled
explicitly and the dynamics of the whole community arises from that of individual cells.
Community models based on stoichiometry are often used as a mechanistic model, where interac-
tions between the community members are inferred rather than assumed. For example, communities
can be modeled by combining the stoichiometric matrices of individual species into one community-
stoichiometric-matrix (Stolyar et al., 2007). The limitation of this analysis lies in the definition of the
objective function that a community maximizes. It is common to find conflicts between the objectives
of different community members, and the choice of a community-objective is often arbitrary. Other
methods have been proposed to overcome this limitation. One of them solves nested FBA problems
(Zomorrodi and Maranas, 2012). At first it performs FBA on every community member independently,
and then on the community level (usually maximizing the entire community biomass). Another al-
ternative is to use an extension of dynamic FBA, solving FBA independently for each species in the
community and updating the environmental composition according to what the species consumed and
excreted between rounds of FBA (Zhuang et al., 2011; Hensen and Hanly, 2014).
In the laboratory, experiments are often done in well-mixed environments but microbial communi-
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ties may form complex spatial structures in nature. To account for this spatial heterogeneity, partial
differential equation models (Datta et al., 2013) as well as extensions of models based on game-theory
(Allen et al., 2013) or dynamic-FBA (Harcombe et al., 2014b) are used.
1.3 Thesis outline
Two centuries after the work of Wallace and Darwin, it is still puzzling how all the biodiversity that
Earth holds evolved and is maintained. Solving this puzzle, is one of the fundamental aims of biology.
In this thesis I contribute to this question by studying the evolution, assembly and persistence of
microbial communities. Specifically, I investigate the role that cross-feeding interactions play in these
processes.
We study macro-organisms and microbes in fundamentally different ways. We have learned ex-
tensively about the evolution and ecology of animals and plants from observing them in their natural
habitats. In addition, there is a rich fossil record that permits testing hypotheses about their evolution.
In contrast, we cannot directly observe microbes in nature, and their fossil record is sparse. Most of
our knowledge on microbes comes from experiments performed in the laboratory, where species are
studied in isolation or in small communities. Recently, low costs of sequencing and large amounts of
publicly available data have facilitated the study of microbial populations. We now face the problem
of how to best sample microbial communities so that we include all organisms with which microbes
interact, but exclude those that may be physically close on a macroscopic scale, but that are irrelevant
for the coexistence of the species in the community.
From the study of macro-organisms, we have learned that species-species interactions play an es-
sential role in the evolution and maintenance of communities. Experiments such as those described
in section 1.1.2, where populations of E. coli diversified into stably coexisting strains through evolv-
ing cross-feeding interactions, suggest that species-species interactions might be important for the
evolution and ecology of microbes as well. Inspired by this observation, I here explore the role of
cross-feeding for microbial communities in detail. Identifying species-species interactions such as cross-
feeding in microbial communities, either in nature or in the lab is challenging. Fortunately, multiple
curated metabolic networks for different organisms are available, together with experimentally vali-
dated constraint-based methods that allow us to simulate metabolic systems. In addition, we have
broad knowledge on the universe of metabolic reactions, as well as a method to efficiently sample this
large universe of reactions to obtain random viable networks. With these resources, metabolic analy-
sis becomes suitable to study microbial communities, because we can infer cross-feeding interactions
from the metabolic reactions present in the metabolic network of a species without the difficulties of
experimentation.
As stated earlier, the goal of this thesis is to investigate the role that cross-feeding interactions play
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in the evolution and ecology of microbial communities. In chapters 2 and 3, I study the function of
cross-feeding in microbial evolution. To this end, I explore the repertoire of cross-feeding interactions
that could evolve between members of a species, which can facilitate the diversification of a population
into coexisting ecotypes that feed on different resources. Moreover, I study the extent of metabolic
changes required for the evolution of various cross-feeding interactions. Then, in chapter 4, I switch
from the analysis of one species to the analysis of communities. Specifically, I explore how cross-feeding
between different species shapes the assembly of communities. In the following paragraphs I describe
more extensively the objectives and main results of each chapter.
The aim of the first analysis (presented in Chapter 2) is to explore the potential of E. coli to
diversify in simple environments as cross-feeding interactions evolve between individuals of a popula-
tion. To this end, I first explore which niches E. coli can create when growing in glucose medium as
it excretes by-product metabolites. To find out, I use the latest genome-scale metabolic model of E.
coli together with Flux Balance Analysis. I search for all those carbon-containing metabolites that
are by-products of E. coli growth in glucose and that could also serve as carbon sources for E. coli
once consumed. I find 58 such metabolites. Then, I study the stability of two-strain-communities: a
strain that consumes glucose but excretes a metabolic by-product into the environment, and a strain
that thrives on the by-product excreted by the first strain. For this purpose I use dynamic FBA.
Last, with the aim of exploring if the cross-feeding potential that my analysis uncovered is a gener-
ality of microbes or a peculiarity of E. coli, I repeat my analysis using genome-scale models for two
other organisms (Bacillus subtilis and Saccharomyces cerevisiae), and for hundreds of random viable
metabolisms. Every metabolic network analyzed resulted in a repertoire, more or less extensive, of
metabolites that could be cross-fed. These results suggest that diversification in sympatry through the
evolution of cross-feeding interactions could play an important role in the diversification of microbial
populations.
The motivation for the analysis presented in Chapter 3 comes from the results of Chapter 2.
Although I had found that 58 cross-feeding interactions could potentially arise in populations of E.
coli grown in glucose, only two such metabolites have been experimentally observed, those involving
acetate and glycerol as metabolic by-products. I hypothesized that the likelihood of a cross-feeding
interaction to evolve would be inversely related to the number of mutations required, and that multiple
mutations might be required for the evolution of computationally predicted (’the possible’) but not
experimentally observed (’the actual’) cross-feeding interactions. To explore this possibility I developed
a method to search for the minimal number of metabolic changes required for individuals to change
their metabolic state from an ancestral-like glucose-consuming state to an evolved state that produces
or consumes a metabolic by-product. I found that the metabolic changes required for the evolution
of acetate and glycerol cross-feeding are not less complex than those required for the evolution of
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other computationally predicted cross-feeding interactions. My observations suggest that multiple
cross-feeding interactions may await discovery. Chapter 3 is named The possible and the actual
in recognition of Nobel laureate François Jacob who in his book of the same name expressed that
the speculative and the empirical are not rival, but complementary facets of science. I share Jacob’s
opinion, which I think is reflected in the third chapter.
In Chapter 4 I extend my analysis from pairs of cross-feeding strains to communities composed
of dozens of species maintained by cross-feeding cascades. In this analysis, the metabolic by-products
of one species serve as a resource for other species which in turn excrete by-products that yet other
species can profit from. The analysis focuses on the exploration of whether biodiversity inhibits further
biodiversity as niches become filled with increasing numbers of species, or whether biodiversity fosters
further biodiversity as niches are created through species-species interactions such as cross-feeding.
To this end, I perform a mechanistic bottom-up analysis in which species are modeled with random
viable networks. Species-species interactions, such as cross-feeding and competition, result from the
networks of metabolic reactions I use to model species. I find that communities can host dozens of
species in homogeneous environments containing a single initial resource. However, diversity reaches a
maximum when no more new niches can be created, and when available niches cannot be partitioned
any more finely.
In sum, my work suggests that great microbial biodiversity can arise in sympatry, even in simple
environments that offer few resources, as cross-feeding interactions evolve. These cross-feeding inter-
actions may have not only facilitated the evolution of microbes, but may also play essential roles for
the persistence of microbial communities.
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2.1 Summary
Microorganisms modify their environment by excreting by-products of metabolism, which can create
new ecological niches that can help microbial populations diversify. A striking example comes from
experimental evolution of genetically identical Escherichia coli populations that are grown in a homo-
geneous environment with the single carbon source glucose. In such experiments, stable communities
of genetically diverse cross-feeding E. coli cells readily emerge. Some cells that consume the primary
carbon source glucose excrete a secondary carbon source, such as acetate, that sustains other com-
munity members. Few such cross-feeding polymorphisms are known experimentally, because they are
difficult to screen for. We studied the potential of bacterial metabolism to create new ecological niches
based on cross-feeding. To do so, we used genome scale models of the metabolism of E. coli and
metabolisms of similar complexity, to identify unique pairs of primary and secondary carbon sources
in these metabolisms. We then combined dynamic flux balance analysis with analytical calculations
to identify which pair of carbon sources can sustain a polymorphic cross-feeding community. We iden-
tified almost 10000 such pairs of carbon sources, each of them corresponding to a unique ecological
niche. Bacterial metabolism shows an immense potential for the construction of new ecological niches
through cross feeding.
2.2 Introduction
With as many as one trillion predicted species, microbial diversity on our planet is enormous (Locey
and Lennon, 2016). To understand the origins of biological diversity in general and microbial diversity
in particular is a central goal of ecology and evolutionary biology. For many decades, most biological
diversity was thought to arise in allopatry, that is, when populations become physically subdivided
(Coyne, 1992). More recently, biologists have increasingly accepted that populations can also diversify
in sympatry, that is, without any physical barriers (Kondrashov and Kondrashov, 1999; Dieckmann
and Doebeli, 1999a; Higashi et al., 1999; McKinnon and Rundle, 2002; Barluenga et al., 2006; Meyer
et al., 2016; Feder et al., 1988). Examples of sympatric diversification include insect populations
that adapt evolutionarily to different plant hosts (Feder et al., 1988), stickleback populations that
evolve reproductive isolation at least partly in sympatry (McKinnon and Rundle, 2002), Midas cichlid
populations that originated in a small volcanic crater lake in Nicaragua (Barluenga et al., 2006), and
bacteriophage lambda that specializes on different bacterial hosts (Meyer et al., 2016). In bacteria,
sympatric divergence has been observed both in nature (Sikorski and Nevo, 2005; Coleman et al.,
2006) and during experimental evolution (Rainey and Travisano, 1998; Helling et al., 1987; Rozen and
Lenski, 2000a; Koeppel et al., 2013).
Sympatric diversification is easiest in heterogeneous environments (Smith, 1966; Kassen, 2002).
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Because such environments provide multiple ecological niches, organisms can easily diversify when
they specialize and adapt to these niches. Such diversity can then be maintained according to the
niche exclusion principle – the principle states that different organisms cannot occupy the same niche
(Gause, 1934). Examples include the spatial structure of an unshaken growth medium, which facil-
itates morphological diversification in experimental evolution of Pseudomonas fluorescens (Rainey
and Travisano, 1998); spatial (free-living or particle-associated) and temporal (spring and fall) re-
source partitioning, which triggers sympatric speciation in bacterioplankton (Hunt et al., 2008); the
divergence that occurs as a result of host shifts from hawthorn to domestic apples in apple maggot
flies (Feder et al., 1988); as well as the specialization of bacteriophages to Escherichia coli expressing
different membrane proteins (Barluenga et al., 2006; Feder et al., 1988).
In apparent contradiction to the niche exclusion principle, sympatric diversification can also occur
in homogeneous environments (McKinnon and Rundle, 2002; Barluenga et al., 2006; Sikorski and
Nevo, 2005; Coleman et al., 2006; Helling et al., 1987; Rozen and Lenski, 2000a; Good et al., 2017).
Perhaps the most striking example involves stable genetic polymorphisms that can originate in E.
coli populations cultured in the homogeneous and well-mixed environment of a batch culture or a
chemostat, a device in which a cell culture is kept in a constant nutrient environment by continually
supplying it with nutrient medium (Helling et al., 1987; Rozen and Lenski, 2000a; Good et al., 2017;
Kinnersley et al., 2014; Rosenzweig et al., 1994; Treves et al., 1998). For example, over a mere 800
generations of laboratory evolution in a glucose-limited chemostat, initially isogenic populations of E.
coli can diversify into multiple genetically different strains (Helling et al., 1987; Kinnersley et al., 2014;
Rosenzweig et al., 1994; Treves et al., 1998). These strains stably coexisted in the chemostat as a result
of cross-feeding (Rosenzweig et al., 1994). That is, one strain consumes the primary carbon source
glucose and excretes a secondary carbon source (acetate or glycerol), whereas the other strain feeds
on the secondary carbon source. These phenotypic differences result from regulatory DNA mutations
in transcription factors and cis-regulatory regions. They include a cis-regulatory mutation affecting
the expression of acetyl CoA synthetase, an enzyme that catalyzes the transformation of acetate to
acetyl CoA, which enters the tricarboxylic acid cycle to produce energy. They also include a structural
mutation in the glycerol-3-phosphate repressor, which can result in constitutive expression of glycerol
utilization genes (Kinnersley et al., 2014). Experiments like this suggest that E. coli may readily
diversify genetically and metabolically in a completely homogeneous environment.
The emergence of cross-feeding is an example of niche construction, a process where organisms
change their environment in ways that can affect the evolutionary dynamics of themselves and of other
organisms (Laland et al., 1999; Day et al., 2003; Erwin, 2008; Thakur and Wright, 2017; Matthews
et al., 2014; Laland et al., 2016). Prominent examples of niche construction include animals that
construct artifacts such as webs, nests and burrows (Laland et al., 1999); earthworms and plants that
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alter the fertility, humidity and chemical composition of soil (Matthews et al., 2014; Turner, 2009;
Holmgren, M. et al., 1997); and bacteria that construct biofilms and excrete antibiotics as well as
metabolic by-products (McNally and Brown, 2015). Constructed niches can affect evolution even on
the short time scales of experimental evolution, where populations of Pseudomonas fluorescens become
dependent on their own modifications of their chemical environment (Callahan et al., 2014; Loudon
et al., 2016).
The origin of new niches associated with bacterial cross-feeding is not easy to detect experimentally:
Except for differences in colony morphology, cross-feeding polymorphisms generally lack phenotypes
that are both macroscopically visible and highly specific. However, computational analysis can help
predict the conditions under which cross-feeding polymorphisms can originate and persist. Some
authors use small biochemical networks to search for the conditions that would promote genetic di-
versification through cross-feeding interactions (Doebeli, 2002; Pfeiffer and Bonhoeffer, 2004; Gudelj
et al., 2016, 2007; Porcher et al., 2001; Keymer et al., 2012). Others use digital organisms with evolv-
able genomes and metabolic networks (Rocabert et al., 2017). Yet others simulate individuals in an
evolving population where random mutations can change nutrient consumption rates in a model of E.
coli central carbon metabolism, and show that glucose-acetate cross-feeding can originate in such a
population. Most recently, a genome scale metabolic network of E. coli was used to study cross-feeding
and other metabolic dependencies that emerge as a result of evolution under gene loss (McNally and
Borenstein, 2017) or amino-acid leakage (Zomorrodi and Segrè, 2017).
Here we go beyond this work and evaluate the general potential for the construction of new niches
associated with cross-feeding that is inherent to the metabolism of E. coli and to complex metabolic
systems in general. That is, we ask how many different kinds of ecologically stable cross-feeding
interactions can emerge in an initially homogeneous population, where one bacterial strain feeds on
a primary carbon source and produces a secondary carbon source that sustains the other strain.
To answer this question, we take advantage of a well-studied and experimentally validated (Orth
et al., 2011) genome-scale model of E. coli metabolism. We use Flux Balance Analysis (FBA), an
experimentally validated computational technique (Orth et al., 2010), to characterize the production
of secondary carbon sources that can help cross-feeding polymorphisms emerge. We then use dynamic
flux balance analysis (dFBA) (Varma and Palsson, 1994b; Chiu et al., 2014), a variant of FBA that
uses genome-scale metabolic information to predict the ecological dynamics of microbial communities
and how they change their chemical environment over time. We use dFBA to study the conditions
under which two cross-feeding strains can establish a stable community in a chemostat. After having
reproduced the experimentally observed glucose-acetate cross-feeding polymorphism (Helling et al.,
1987), we then identify additional pairs of primary and secondary carbon sources that can lead to
the establishment of stable cross-feeding communities. We find thousands of such pairs, both in E.
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coli and other metabolic reaction networks of similar complexity. Our work demonstrates the great
potential of metabolic systems to construct new ecological niches.
2.3 Results
2.3.1 The model
Our first analysis prepares the ground by examining the conditions under which a glucose-acetate
cross-feeding polymorphism can be stably maintained by two E. coli strains. We studied this specific
polymorphism, because it is experimentally well documented (Helling et al., 1987; Kinnersley et al.,
2014; Rosenzweig et al., 1994; Treves et al., 1998), and aimed to reproduce it in silico. Specifically,
we simulated the dynamic of a community composed of two cross-feeding E. coli strains (or ecotypes
(Koeppel et al., 2008)), a producer strain P that produces a secondary carbon source as a by-product of
feeding on some primary carbon source, and a consumer strain C that consumes this secondary carbon
source. We use the same genome-scale metabolic network of E. coli iJO1366 (Orth et al., 2011) to
model both strains. This means that the metabolic networks of both strains comprise exactly the same
reactions and metabolites. This modeling decision reflects the observation that cross-feeding strains
can emerge from a single E. coli ancestor in little evolutionary time (Rosenzweig et al., 1994). The
metabolic differences between cross-feeding strains do not result from differences in their complement
of enzyme-coding genes, but from regulatory mutations that affect how much of a specific carbon
source each strain can consume or produce (Kinnersley et al., 2009).
We model these differences phenomenologically, through differences in the flux through two specific
reactions in strains P and C. Specifically, we model the secondary carbon source production of strain
P by imposing a non-zero production flux pscs,P for this carbon source via the exchange reaction
that transports the secondary carbon source out of the cell. And we model the secondary carbon
source consumption of strain C by limiting the strain’s primary carbon source consumption. This
modeling decision is motivated by the experimental observation that when cross-feeding emerges in
E. coli (Rosenzweig et al., 1994), the consumer strain’s ability to consume its primary carbon source
becomes impaired. One might argue that increasing the consumption of the secondary carbon source
might be biologically more sensible. However, the two approaches are equivalent. Here is why. Since
we simulate a chemostat culture, once steady state is reached, the strains in the chemostat grow at
a constant rate. The consumer strain C achieves this growth rate by consuming both primary and
secondary carbon sources. If consumption of the primary carbon source increases, consumption of
the secondary carbon source becomes reduced by an equivalent amount (Equation 2.8, Supplementary
2.6.4 Text), such that the steady state is unaffected.
For the well-studied cross-feeding interaction of acetate producer and consumer strains, regulatory
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mutations in specific genes are known to bring forth the metabolic behavior of producer and consumer
strains (Kinnersley et al., 2014; Treves et al., 1998; Plucain et al., 2014). Since the objective of our
work was to study not only glucose-acetate cross-feeding but multiple other cross-feeding interactions
we decided not to incorporate assumptions about specific mutations in specific genes into our model.
By imposing general constraints on the production and consumption of specific carbon sources, we
allowed for the possibility that our modeled strains could achieve these constraints in different ways,
depending on the carbon source considered. The specific mutations that may underlie our strains’
metabolic behavior will be the subject of future work.
2.3.2 Acetate production creates a two-dimensional ecological niche that can sta-
bly support two E. coli strains through cross-feeding
In the first part of our analysis, we focus on glucose as a primary carbon source, and on acetate as a
secondary carbon source. The secondary carbon source is excreted by the producer strain P at a rate
pac,P , and consumed by the consumer strain C (Figure 2.1A). We initially assume that the consumer
strain C cannot consume glucose (cglc,C = 0), an assumption that we relax below (Supplementary
2.6.3 Text). To find out whether both strains can coexist in a stable chemostat community, we first
use Flux Balance Analysis (Orth et al., 2010) (FBA, Methods) in the form of dynamic FBA (Varma
and Palsson, 1994b; Chiu et al., 2014) (Methods).
To mimic typical experimental conditions, we performed all simulations with a dilution rate D,
the rate at which culture is replaced with fresh medium, of D=0.2 h−1 (Helling et al., 1987). At
this dilution rate, the maximum rate at which E. coli cells can produce acetate (pmaxac ) without being
eventually flushed out from the chemostat is 50.3 mmol gDW −1 h−1 (Supplementary 2.6.2 Text).
(Here and below, all units of metabolic flux are given in mmol gDW −1 h−1). To ensure survival of the
producer strain P, we simulated chemostat dynamics at an acetate production rate pac,P that is equal
to 5% of this maximum (2.6 mmol gDW −1 h−1). We initialized the chemostat in the presence of only
the acetate producing strain P, and once this strain had reached steady-state, which occurred after
no more than 50 hours, we introduced the acetate consuming strain C. We then monitored the joint
dynamics of both strains until they had reached steady-state or until one strain had gone extinct.
Figure 2.1B shows the change in biomass of P and C over time. Only three carbon-containing
metabolites – glucose, acetate, and carbon dioxide – change their concentration (Figure 2.1C).The
concentration of glucose (Figure 2.1C, grey) decreases as the acetate producer P consumes glucose and
this decrease is concurrent with an increase in P’s biomass (Figure 2.1B, blue). Strain P metabolizes
glucose partially to carbon dioxide (Figure 2.1C, green) and partially to acetate (Figure 2.1C, black),
which is why the concentration of both metabolic by-products increases. Once the acetate consumer
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Figure 2.1: Ecological dynamics of an acetate producer E. coli strain P and an acetate consumer
strain C in a chemostat. (A) Interactions between the strains. Producer strain P (blue) produces acetate
(black) at a rate pac,P and consumes glucose (grey) as its sole carbon source. Consumer strain C consumes
mainly acetate but can also consume glucose at some rate cglc,C . Both strains may also consume other
nutrients or produce other metabolic by-products, which are not shown. (B) Dynamics in a chemostat for
an acetate production flux by P of 2.6 (pac,P =2.6 mmol gDW
−1 h−1). The horizontal axis shows time, and
the vertical axis shows the biomass of P (in blue) and C (in red) vs. time. (C), as in (B), but the vertical
axis shows the concentration of glucose (grey), acetate (black) and carbon dioxide (green). (D) Steady state
biomass (vertical axis) of the producer strain (P, in blue), consumer strain (C, in red), and both strains
(P+C, in black) as a function of the acetate production rate (horizontal axis). This rate is expressed either
in absolute flux units (top horizontal axis) or as the percentage of the maximal acetate production rate
(bottom horizontal axis), that is, the rate beyond which the producer strain grows so slowly that it is flushed
out of the chemostat. (B), (C) and (D) show the results of simulations of ecological dynamics in a chemostat
inhabited by an acetate producer strain P and an acetate consumer strain C. For the purpose of these figures,
it is assumed that strain C cannot consume glucose (cglc,C=0). (E) Nutritional niche of the producer strain
P (blue) and the consumer strain C (red) when metabolically distinguishable strains coexist. The horizontal
and vertical axes show the glucose and acetate consumption rates, respectively, of the indicated strains in
metabolic steady-state. P’s steady-state nutrient consumption increases with its acetate production pac,P
(blue arrow). The blend and ratio of nutrients that C consumes varies with the maximal glucose consumption
rate cglc,C . That is, increasing C’s maximal glucose consumption cglc,C , increases C’s glucose consumption
in steady state while reducing its acetate consumption, as indicated by the red arrow.
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contains a substantial amount of acetate, which strain C metabolizes to carbon dioxide to synthesize
biomass. By 100 hours, the system has reached a new steady state, in which a stable polymorphism
of the acetate producer (P) and the acetate consumer (C) strain is maintained as a result of their
cross-feeding interaction.
We next wanted to find out how the population’s behavior changes if the amount of acetate excreted
by the producer strain P varies. We thus varied the acetate production rate pac,P up to the maximum
beyond which the producer goes extinct. Not surprisingly, the steady-state biomass of strain P is
reduced as its acetate production increases (Figure 2.1D, blue), because of the metabolic cost incurred
by acetate production. In contrast, the steady-state biomass of the consumer strain C has a unimodal
distribution, with a maximum biomass reached at approximately 80% of the maximal acetate produc-
tion rate. The reason is that C’s biomass reflects the acetate concentration in the chemostat, and this
concentration depends not only on the amount of acetate produced per unit of producer strain (pac,P ),
but also on the amount of producer biomass. As acetate production pac,P increases, the amount of
acetate produced per unit biomass increases but the amount of producer biomass decreases. The joint
effect of these opposing patterns is a unimodal distribution of consumer biomass.
The total (community’s) biomass (Figure 2.1D, black) decreases with increasing acetate production
and has its maximum (0.78 gDW/l) in the absence of acetate production. The reason is that part of
the acetate excreted into the chemostat environment is removed through the dilution flux D and not
available for usage. In addition, even if all produced acetate were available, its production and later
consumption are associated with losses in terms of energy and carbon atoms.
Regardless of the acetate production of the producer strain P, the producer and consumer strains
stably coexist, as has also been found experimentally (Rosenzweig et al., 1994). Additional simulations
show that the eventual steady-state composition of the chemostat does not depend on the initial
biomass of either strain or the time at which C is introduced (Supplementary 2.4 Fig). In contrast,
a higher dilution flux D will result in higher biomass for the producer P, but a lower biomass for the
consumer C. This can be intuitively understood if we consider the concentration of the nutrients that
support growth of each strain: The higher the dilution rate is, the more similar the composition of the
chemostat is to that of the fresh medium, which contains high amounts of glucose but no acetate.
When the consumer strain C can also metabolize the primary carbon source (cglc,C > 0), the two
strains compete for this carbon source, and coexistence is no longer guaranteed. However, analytical
calculations supplemented by simulations show that the two strains can stably coexist under a broad
range of glucose consumption and acetate production rates (Supplementary 2.6.3 and 2.6.4 Texts,
supplementary 2.5 and 2.6 Figs). When they do, they occupy distinct ecological niches in their nutrient
environment (Raubenheimer and Simpson, 1999; Behmer and Joern, 2008), as shown in Figure 2.1E.
One can visualize the ecological niche space in our chemostat environment as a multidimensional space,
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where each axis of the space corresponds to the availability or consumption of a nutrient available in
the environment. Because in our analysis only two carbon sources are present, the producer strain
P and the consumer strain C can compete only for these two carbon sources, which renders our
niche space two-dimensional (Figure 2.1E). Its axes correspond to glucose and acetate consumption
rates in metabolic steady state. The ecological niches for our two strains can overlap at the level
of glucose consumption (Figure 2.1E and supplementary 2.6 Fig), but the strains cannot consume
identical amounts of glucose without losing their metabolic differences. Thus, their ecological niches
cannot overlap completely, consistent with the competitive exclusion principle from ecological theory
(Gause, 1934). We note that this conception of a niche is consistent with the geometric framework of
nutritional niche representations (Raubenheimer and Simpson, 1999; Behmer and Joern, 2008), where
niches correspond to the “blend and ratio of nutrients that maximize fitness”.
2.3.3 Growth on glucose can create multiple additional carbon-source niches
Our analysis so far reproduced the experimentally observed construction of the glucose-acetate niche
(Rozen and Lenski, 2000a; Rosenzweig et al., 1994), and identified the conditions under which two E.
coli strains can coexist in this niche (Figure 2.1D, supplementary 2.6.3 and 2.6.4 Texts, 2.5 and 2.6
Figs). We next turn to secondary carbon sources other than acetate. Although only glycerol has been
experimentally identified as an additional secondary carbon source in cross-feeding experiments (Rozen
and Lenski, 2000a; Rosenzweig et al., 1994), E. coli cells can produce many other metabolites when
growing on glucose (Paczia et al., 2012). These metabolites, as well as possibly additional, still unknown
metabolites, might serve as secondary carbon sources. To identify all possible secondary carbon
sources, we first identified all carbon containing metabolites in the iJO1366 metabolic network that
can be transported across the cell wall (i.e., metabolites containing an associated exchange reaction).
We used FBA to identify which of these molecules can sustain E. coli growth when present as the sole
carbon source, which is a prerequisite for a molecule’s usefulness in the cross-feeding interactions we
study. FBA predicts 180 metabolites (whose acronyms are given in the circle of Figure 2.2A) that can
sustain growth of E. coli when used as sole carbon sources (Methods). (See Supplementary Table 3 in
(Orth et al., 2011) for a list of standard metabolite acronyms used in Figure 2.2A).
For each of these 180 metabolites, we determined whether E. coli can produce the metabolite when
it is provided with glucose as the sole carbon source (See methods). Figure 2.2A shows a graphical
representation of the answer, where an arc connects glucose (grey arrow) to another carbon source if
that carbon source can be produced when glucose is the sole primary carbon source. (This means that
the enzymes needed to transform glucose into the carbon source are present in E. coli). There are 58
such secondary carbon sources, acetate (black arrow) being one of them. In other words, E. coli cells
growing on glucose can modify the environment by producing 58 alternative nutrients, each of which
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can sustain the life of other E. coli individuals.
The secondary carbon sources differ greatly in the maximum rate (pmaxm ) at which they can be pro-
duced (Figure 2.2B), which ranges from 4.75 mmol gDW −1 h−1 for N-Acetyl-D-glucosamine(anhydrouds)N-
Acetylmuramic acid to 178 mmol gDW −1 h−1 for formate. Acetate’s maximal synthesis rate is 50.3
mmol gDW −1 h−1, about twice the mean production rate of 24.7 mmol gDW −1 h−1, and second high-
est among all secondary carbon sources (together with glycolate). This maximum production rate
reflects the cost of producing a carbon source: The costlier the production of a secondary carbon
source is, the smaller is its maximum production rate (supplementary 2.7 Fig). In addition, the sec-
ondary carbon sources differ in their specific biomass yield α, which is the growth rate that can be
achieved per unit of carbon source consumed (see Figure 2.2B and Supplementary 2.6.2 Text and
supplementary 2.10 Fig green dots). This yield varies from 0.0014 to 0.30 (in gDW mmol−1 of carbon
source). Acetate’s biomass yield equals 0.025 and is thus low, less than half of the mean value of
0.068. Thus, while acetate is not costly to produce, its low biomass yield also does not allow for much
biomass production in strains that consume it.
Following our analysis of the glucose-acetate niche (Figure 2.1), we then asked whether glucose,
in combination with each of these individual metabolites, could lead to a stable cross-feeding poly-
morphism. In other words, are there values of the production rate of metabolite x (px,P ) and the
consumption rate of glucose (cglc,C) that lead to a stable cross-feeding polymorphism? We found that
all secondary carbon sources other than formate can sustain a stable community of two strains, even
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Figure 2.2 (previous page): Multiple possible cross-feeding interactions involving glucose as a
primary carbon source. (A) Each of the 180 small grey circles labeled with an acronym corresponds to a
carbon source that can sustain viability of E. coli (iJO1366) when present as a sole carbon source. Metabolites
are ranked by increasing biomass yield, starting with formate at 9’ o’clock. Arcs connect glucose (glc, grey
arrow) with a carbon source (circles) m, if m can be produced when E. coli grows on glucose as the sole
carbon source. The black arrow indicates the location of the secondary carbon source acetate (ac). Colored
circles near each secondary carbon source represent the product of maximal production (pmaxm ) and biomass
yield (αm) of the carbon source. The magnitude of this product is represented by color (color bar), and this
color encoding is applied to all three panels of the figure. (B) Biomass yield and maximal production flux for
each secondary carbon source on glucose. The black arrow indicates the circle corresponding to acetate. (C)
Steady state biomass values of producer strain P (vertical axis) and consumer strain C (horizontal axis) at
different percentages of the maximum synthesis rate (pmaxm ), i.e., the synthesis rate of the secondary carbon
source beyond which the producer strain P is flushed out of the chemostat, for all secondary carbon sources
(grey lines). Circles are placed at 1, 5, 10-90, 95 and 99% of the maximum synthesis rate pmaxm , as indicated by
the numbers in the panel. The dashed-dotted line indicates the total steady-state biomass that is maximally
achievable (0.78 gDW/l, obtained when glucose is metabolized completely to CO2 without synthesis of any
secondary carbon source). The dashed line indicates where both strains have identical biomass. The product
of maximal production (pmaxm ) and biomass yield (αm) equals 1.26 h
−1 for acetate (black line superimposed
with blue circles).
If strain P completely respires glucose to carbon dioxide and thus does not excrete any secondary
carbon source, the total community biomass is equal to the biomass of P, and reaches a maximum
value of 0.78 gDW/l, which is indicated by a dashed-dotted line in Figure 2.2C. For any one secondary
carbon source excreted by strain P, the steady-state biomass of the community will change with the
carbon source’s excretion rate, up to a sustainable maximum (pmaxm ) beyond which the producer grows
so slowly that it will eventually be flushed out from the chemostat. The figure indicates this change
by one grey line (and superimposed colored circles) for each of the 54 secondary carbon sources, along
with percentages that indicate the percentage of the maximum rate pmaxm at which strain P produces
the secondary carbon source. (Displaying secondary carbon source excretion as a percentage of this
allowable maximum has the advantage of displaying the same cost for all producers, regardless of
which secondary carbon source they produce, such that at any given percentage of this maximum,
producers of all secondary carbon sources reach the same steady-state biomass.) As the amount of
a secondary carbon source produced by P increases, the total community biomass decreases, i.e., the
circles in Figure 2.2C become further removed from the dashed-dotted line. We already observed this
behavior for acetate (Figure 2.1C, black line in Figure 2.2C), but Figure 2.2C illustrates that it holds
for all secondary carbon sources.
The absence of a stable community in the glucose-formate niche space is a consequence of formate’s
low biomass yield, which requires high formate consumption (112 mmol gDW −1 h−1) to support a
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growth rate greater than the dilution rate D=0.2 h−1. This level of consumption is impossible under
our assumed transport limit (Vmax= 20 mmol gDW −1 h−1). Higher transport limits or lower dilution
rates would, however, permit the existence of a stable community.
The steady-state biomass changes of both strains P and C with increased production of a secondary
carbon source (Figure 2.2C) are analogous to what we observed in Figure 2.1D, and they exist for the
same reason. To support higher production fluxes of any secondary carbon source, P needs to consume
more glucose and therefore reaches lower steady-state biomass. To understand the change in steady-
state biomass of strain C with an increasing production rate of the secondary carbon source, one has
to take into account two factors. The first is the maximal production rate of the secondary carbon
source (pmax), which affects the carbon source’s availability for C’s consumption. The second is the
biomass yield α of the secondary carbon source, which affects the growth rate achieved per unit flux of
consumed carbon source. The product of production and yield (αmpmaxm ) determines the steady-state
biomass of C. If a metabolite is costly (with low maximal production) one can expect low excretion,
but a high biomass yield of the same metabolite may compensate for its low production and permit a
higher steady-state biomass of C. The colors in Figure 2.2 indicate the magnitude of αmpmaxm for all
58 secondary carbon sources. The figure illustrates that secondary carbon sources whose product of
production and yield (αmpmaxm ) is low will lead to communities with lower total biomass.
The product of production and yield αacpmaxac for acetate does not have an unusually large value
(equals 1.26 h−1). About half of the secondary carbon sources (29 out of the 58) have a higher maximal
growth rate αmpmaxm than acetate (αmp
max
m > 1.26, blue dots in Figure 2.2D), and therefore support
higher community biomass.
The observations in Figure 2.2D are based on the assumption that strain C consumes only the
secondary carbon source, but not the primary carbon source glucose (cglc,C=0). However, relaxing
this assumption to cglc,C>0 also allows for stable coexistence of P and C (supplementary 2.9 Fig). The
key difference is that stable coexistence then becomes possible for each of the 58 secondary carbon
sources, including formate. If C’s glucose consumption is so high that it covers at least 90% of the
energy and carbon required for persistence in the chemostat, formate can supply the remaining energy
and carbon needed. In this case, coexistence of a formate producer strain and a glucose-formate
consumer strain would be possible.
2.3.4 Primary carbon sources different from glucose can help construct even more
novel niches
Because glucose is not the only primary carbon source that can sustain E. coli, we extended the previous
analysis of searching for secondary carbon sources from glucose to all 180 primary carbon sources. We
began by identifying the number of potential secondary carbon sources that can be produced when
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E. coli B. subtilis S. cerevisiae Pan-metabolic network
Reactions 2583 1250 1577 7222
Metabolites 1805 990 1226 5625
Exchange reactions 330 229 164 330
Primary carbon sources 180 119 52 221
Secondary carbon sources (on glucose) 58 35 31 86
Secondary carbon sources (total) 83 46 34 109
Pairs of primary-secondary carbon sources 9913 4146 1585 18959
Blocked reactions 227 291 553 3070
Table 2.1: Metabolic characteristics of E. coli, B. subtilis, S. cerevisiae and the pan-metabolic network.
E. coli grows on each primary carbon source. This number ranges from 54 to 62, depending on the
primary carbon source (blue circles in supplementary 2.10 and 2.11B Figs).
Most secondary carbon sources can be produced from all primary carbon sources, as is the case
for acetate, but some secondary sources can be produced from just a few primary carbon sources (red
circles in supplementary 2.10 and 2.11B Figs).
Our analytical results (supplementary 2.6.4 Text) reveal that coexistence is possible for each pair
of primary and secondary carbon sources, as long as two conditions are met. The producer strain
must produce the secondary carbon source, and the consumer strain C must be able to persist in the
chemostat by consuming both the primary and the secondary carbon source (not just the primary
carbon source alone). If this were not the case, that is, if the consumer strain was able to persist in
the chemostat by consuming only the primary carbon source, then it would have an advantage over
the producer strain, which uses part of the consumed primary carbon source to produce the secondary
carbon source. In this case, the producer strain would go extinct.
In total, our analysis finds 83 different secondary carbon sources and 9913 unique pairs of primary
and secondary carbon sources that allow stable coexistence of a producer strain P and a consumer strain
C (Table 2.1). Taken together, these observations imply that the synthesis of by-product metabolites
by E. coli can create an enormous number of new ecological niches whose identity depends on the
primary carbon source available in the environment.
2.3.5 The potential for metabolic niche construction is not a peculiarity of E. coli
metabolism
The metabolism of any one organism is the product of a long evolutionary history. E. coli’s enormous
potential for the creation of novel metabolic niches could be an accident of this evolutionary history, or
it could be a more general property of the chemical reaction networks that constitute a metabolism. To
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find out, we performed several additional analyses. First, we analyzed the niche construction potential
of two microbes different from and not closely related to E. coli, i.e., the soil bacterium Bacillus subtilis
(model iYO844 (You-Kwan Oh et al., 2007)) and the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae (model iMM904,
(Mo et al., 2009)). (See methods for a detailed description of the procedure.) The analysis revealed
(Table 2.3) that these organisms also have a large niche construction potential. They can form stable
cross-feeding communities with more than 1000 pairs of primary and secondary carbon sources (Table
2.1).
Each of these three organisms has its own evolutionary history which molded its metabolic network.
The observation that they all share a large potential to construct new metabolic niches hints that this
potential is a general property of metabolic systems, and not just a peculiarity of the organisms studied
and their evolutionary history. To exclude the influence of this history more rigorously, we repeated our
analysis with metabolic networks that are not the product of evolution, but that we created in silico
with an algorithm that produces random viable networks. These are biochemical reaction networks
that produce all essential biomass molecules in a given chemical environment, but contain an otherwise
random complement of biochemical reactions drawn from the known “universe” of such reactions. We
obtained these networks through a previously published (Samal and Martin, 2011; Rodrigues and
Wagner, 2009) Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) procedure that samples such networks from a
vast space of metabolic networks (See Methods).
We note that simpler sampling methods, such as “brute force” uniform sampling of a given number
of reactions from a reaction universe is very unlikely to yield viable networks (Samal et al., 2010).
In contrast, MCMC sampling can yield not only viable networks but viable networks whose reaction
complement is effectively random beyond the requirements imposed by viability, as shown by previous
work (Samal et al., 2010; Samal and Martin, 2011).
We used this method to create samples of 500 random viable networks viable on glucose as a sole
carbon source and that have the same number of reactions (2251) as the E. coli network. We made
these networks permeable to all 330 metabolites to which E. coli is permeable. In other words, these
random viable metabolisms have the potential to consume and produce the same metabolites as E.
coli.
In our sampling procedure, we only required these networks to be viable on glucose, but as a result
of complex correlations between metabolic phenotypes (Barve and Wagner, 2013; Hosseini and Wagner,
2016), they are usually also viable on additional primary carbon sources (Figure 2.3A). Specifically,
the number of primary carbon sources on which each sampled metabolic network is viable ranges from
1 to 52 (mean 32±10) (Figure 2.3A). We observe 218 primary carbon sources on which at least one of
these random networks is viable.
When exposed to glucose as the primary carbon source, these networks produce between 0 and 22
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Figure 2.3: Niche construction potential with generic metabolic systems. (A) Histogram of the
number of primary carbon sources on which random metabolic networks required to be viable on glucose
are also viable. (B) Histogram of the number of secondary carbon sources produced by random metabolic
networks required to be viable on glucose. (C) Rank plot of secondary carbon sources produced by at least
one random viable network when glucose is used as a primary carbon source, ranked by the fraction of random
viable networks by which the secondary carbon source is synthesized. The main panel shows the names of
the 20 metabolites with the highest rank, which includes acetate (black box) and glycerol. The grey square
shows one secondary carbon source that occurred in random viable networks but not in E. coli. The inset
shows all 84 secondary carbon sources that are produced by at least one random network viable on glucose.
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secondary carbon sources (mean 11±5) that can sustain a two-strain community (Figure 2.3B). Taking
all sampled metabolic networks we find 84 secondary carbon sources that are produced by at least
one random viable network (26 more than produced by E. coli). Most secondary carbon sources are
produced by more than one random viable network. Figure 2.3C shows all secondary carbon sources
that are produced by any random network, ranked by the fraction of the 500 random viable networks
that produce them. Acetate and glycerol, the secondary carbon sources found experimentally when
growing E. coli on glucose are among the top-ranked carbon sources, with respective ranks of 19 and
13.
When exposed to not just glucose but to each of its primary carbon sources in turn, a random
viable metabolic network can produce on average 14±6 secondary carbon sources (ranging from 0 to
26). The number of primary-secondary carbon source pairs varied greatly between networks, ranging
from 0 to 1065 (mean 404±236). In total we observe 15685 different primary-secondary carbon source
pairs that could serve as the foundation of a stable community in at least one random viable network.
In sum, because even random viable metabolisms show high niche construction and cross-feeding
potential, this potential is likely an intrinsic property of metabolic systems.
2.3.6 Niche construction potential in the pan-metabolic network
Our last analysis complements the previous analysis by constructing a pan-metabolic network that
contains all metabolic reactions from a known and curated “universe” of metabolic reactions (Methods).
For various reasons, such a network could never be realized in any one organism, but it provides another
way to inform us which kind of cross feeding interactions are metabolically possible. (Supplementary
2.13 Fig illustrates how this pan-metabolism analysis relates to our previous analysis of random viable
networks.) The pan-metabolic network we analyzed comprises 7222 reactions and 5625 metabolites.
As in our analysis of random viable metabolic networks, we only allowed those 330 metabolites to enter
and leave a cell that can also enter or leave E. coli. This focuses our analysis on novel biosynthetic
abilities rather than on novel transport as a reason for the production or consumption of novel carbon
sources. It also implies that we may underestimate the numbers of primary and secondary carbon
sources, and perhaps dramatically so.
The pan-metabolic network harbors 221 metabolites that can be used as primary carbon sources,
41 more than E. coli. The minimum number of secondary carbon sources produced per primary carbon
source is 85 (supplementary 2.11C Fig), compared to the 54 in E. coli (supplementary 2.11A Fig).
In total, the pan-metabolic model can produce 109 secondary carbon sources. The total number of
primary-secondary carbon source pairs almost doubles relative to E. coli (18959 and 9913 pairs for the
pan-metabolic and the E. coli network, respectively). See table 2.1.
In sum, the numbers of primary-secondary carbon source pairs that can sustain stable communities
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is greatest in the pan-metabolic network. In different organisms, different subsets of such pairs may
be suitable for cross-feeding induced niche construction.
2.4 Discussion
When an isogenic bacterial population grows in a homogeneous environment with a single nutrient or
carbon source, the organisms in the population initially behave similarly and consume this nutrient.
They may also excrete by-product metabolites that accumulate in the environment. If they can express
the necessary enzymes, they may switch to consume the by-products once most of the initial nutrient is
consumed. In such a population, DNA mutations may arise that alter metabolic properties like enzyme
activities or expression permanently. As a result, ancestor and mutant strains may compete for the
original nutrient, and one of them may eventually be excluded from the population. Alternatively, a
mutant may specialize in the consumption of the ancestor’s by-products. Our work focuses on this
commensal or mutualistic scenario, which can help ancestor and mutant to coexist stably, and thus
permanently increase genetic and metabolic diversity.
We searched exhaustively for by-product or secondary carbon sources that can be excreted when
a microbial strain grows on some primary carbon source, and that can themselves sustain microbial
life. We performed this search with the metabolism of three non closely related organisms: E. coli,
B. subtilis and S. cerevisiae; with 500 randomly sampled metabolic networks that we required to be
viable on at least glucose and that contained the same number of biochemical reactions as E. coli;
and with a pan-metabolic network containing 7222 biochemical reactions known to occur in extant
organisms. For each of these metabolisms we identified thousands of possible cross-feeding interactions
where one strain produces a carbon source that can sustain the other strain. Through a combination of
analytical calculations and simulations of the ecological dynamics of two-strain chemostat communities,
we demonstrated the existence of 9919 unique cross-feeding niches in E. coli alone that can sustain
a stable two-strain community. Each niche corresponds to a unique pair of primary and secondary
carbon sources. Our observations suggest an enormous potential for population diversification through
niche construction and cross feeding.
Although it may seem puzzling that an organism would dispose of metabolites that could advance
its own growth, it is not an unusual phenomenon. The causes are multiple, and include membrane
leakage, overflow metabolism, genetic mutations, and cells fermenting carbon sources even in the pres-
ence of oxygen (Pfeiffer and Bonhoeffer, 2004; Xu et al., 1999; Pfeiffer et al., 2001). In addition to
acetate, for example, E. coli frequently releases formate, lactate, succinate and ethanol into the envi-
ronment as a result of fermentation or membrane leakage (Xu et al., 1999). Various microorganisms,
including Escherichia coli, Corynebacterium glutamicum, Bacillus licheniformis and Saccharomyces
cerevisiae, excrete a broad diversity of more than 30 metabolic intermediates and amino acids (Paczia
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et al., 2012). Detecting such secondary carbon sources may promote the experimental discovery of
new cross-feeding interactions.
Our work differs in various ways from previous studies on microbial metabolic interactions that
include competition, commensalism and mutualism (Chiu et al., 2014; Tzamali et al., 2011; Klitgord
and Segrè, 2011; Stolyar et al., 2007; Harcombe et al., 2014a; Zelezniak et al., 2015; Zomorrodi and
Maranas, 2012; Levy and Borenstein, 2013; Estrela et al., 2012; Hoek et al., 2016) in general, and cross-
feeding in particular (Doebeli, 2002; Pfeiffer and Bonhoeffer, 2004; Gudelj et al., 2016, 2007; Porcher
et al., 2001; Keymer et al., 2012; Rocabert et al., 2017; McNally and Borenstein, 2017; Hoek and
Merks, 2017; Großkopf et al., 2016; Mori et al., 2016). The most closely related studies (McNally and
Borenstein, 2017; Chiu et al., 2014; Tzamali et al., 2011) use a metabolic model of E. coli to study the
various cross-feeding interactions that can emerge in co-culture after single gene knock-out (Tzamali
et al., 2011) or extensive gene loss (McNally and Borenstein, 2017). Our work, in contrast, shows that
even without such alterations to its reaction complement E. coli can create many niches. In addition,
we also analyzed other organisms, as well as random viable metabolisms to demonstrate that this
niche construction potential is not just a property of E. coli or closely related organisms, but a generic
property of complex metabolic systems. Other authors have demonstrated that microbes from different
species that are cultured together can show new biosynthetic abilities (Chiu et al., 2014). In contrast,
our work shows that new niches and stable communities can emerge from within a population of
initially identical individuals. And perhaps most importantly, we have not merely reproduced a single
experimentally demonstrated niche construction process, but found that metabolic systems can give
rise to myriad new niches through cross-feeding.
Our analysis has several limitations. First, we rely on current knowledge about the metabolism
of E. coli, B. subtilis, S. cerevisiae and on reactions in the pan-metabolic network. Future research is
likely to discover additional reactions in these networks. They may allow the consumption of additional
primary carbon sources, or the synthesis of additional secondary carbon sources. In either case, such
additional reactions can only increase, not decrease, the niche construction potential of metabolism.
Second, whereas different organisms can import or excrete a different spectrum of molecules, our
analysis of random viable networks and the pan-metabolic network allowed only those metabolites to
enter or leave a cell that can also enter or leave E. coli. Even so, we found thousands of potential niches.
Had we opened cellular transport to further molecules, the number of niches would have increased as
well and perhaps dramatically so.
Third, we varied only carbon sources. Similar analyses could be conducted for sources of other
chemical elements, such as nitrogen or sulfur. Again, the potential for niche construction could only
increase in this case, because different sources of a chemical element can facilitate to the production
of novel secondary metabolites. In sum, these limitations, when overcome, would strengthen our
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conclusion.
Fourth, random viable metabolic networks and the pan-metabolic network may contain thermody-
namically infeasible ATP producing cycles (Beard et al., 2002; Price et al., 2002a; Fritzemeier et al.,
2017) that can alter biomass growth. For this reason, it would not have been sensible to simulate
cross-feeding dynamics for these metabolic networks. However, our analytical calculations show that
the conditions for coexistence hold generally and independently of any one metabolism.
Our observations raise the question why the only known cross-feeding polymorphisms that have
been detected in E. coli chemostats involve acetate and glycerol as secondary carbon sources. One
candidate reason is that many other such polymorphisms exist but have not been detected, because
currently no systematic screen for cross-feeding interactions exists. Cross-feeding polymorphisms are
usually manifest in different colony morphologies on agar plates, and substantial biochemical and
genetic work is needed to prove that such polymorphisms result from cross feeding (Helling et al., 1987;
Rozen and Lenski, 2000a; Rosenzweig et al., 1994). A second candidate reason is that in many such
polymorphisms, one of the strains may constitute a small fraction of community biomass, which would
make its detection even harder. For instance, we showed (Figure 2.2D) that half of the secondary
carbon sources that E. coli can produce in a glucose environment cause a high metabolic cost to
the producer strain or little biomass gain to the consumer strains, which leads to an even lower
biomass of the consumer strain than for glucose-acetate cross-feeding. Third, perhaps not all cross-
feeding polymorphisms we predict can be biologically realized. For example, on some primary carbon
sources multiple regulatory mutations may be needed before a strain produces or consumes some of the
secondary carbon sources we predict. Even though such combinations of mutations may arise in large
populations of bacteria, the respective secondary carbon sources will be less frequently produced than
carbon sources for which single mutations suffice. Characterizing the regulatory mutations needed to
bring forth specific secondary carbon sources is a complex undertaking that we will focus on in future
work.
Our work focuses on bacterial populations, but similar phenomena may occur elsewhere. For
example, they may help explain a hallmark of cancer, the metabolic heterogeneity within tumors
(DeBerardinis and Chandel, 2016). Many tumors occupy low oxygen-environments, because they
grow faster than blood vessels can form. As a result, they synthesize fermentation products like
fumarate or succinate (Jain et al., 2002). In addition, even when oxygen is available, tumor cells
exhibit the Warburg effect (Warburg, 1956), the fermentation of glucose to lactate. It is possible that
these phenomena may help create new nutritional niches that may be colonized by tumor cells.
Like most biodiversity, bacterial diversity may have arisen through repeated adaptive radiations, in
which a single lineage rapidly diversifies to occupy multiple ecological niches (Rainey and Travisano,
1998; Maharjan et al., 2006; MacLean et al., 2005; Travisano and Rainey, 2000). Usually, species
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created during adaptive radiations are thought to occupy pre-existing niches, but the rapid emergence
of extensive cross-feeding in homogeneous environments (Helling et al., 1987; Rozen and Lenski, 2000a;
Good et al., 2017) raises the possibility that many niches are constructed during a radiation. That is,
when a bacterial population excretes one or more energy-rich by-product metabolites, it creates niches
that can be occupied by mutant strains that are well-adapted to these niches. By excreting their own
specific metabolites, these strains can then become stepping stones towards further diversification.
In this process, the new metabolic niches into which a population radiates are constructed by the
population itself. Because any one bacterial strain can excrete a broad spectrum of metabolites, and
because our work identified thousands of niches that could sustain stable communities, the potential
for such diversification should not be underestimated. We hope that our observations will motivate
experimental work that identifies the extent to which this potential is realized.
2.5 Methods
2.5.1 Flux balance analysis (FBA)
Flux balance analysis (FBA) is a computational method to predict metabolic fluxes – the rate at which
chemical reactions convert substrates into products – of all reactions in a genome-scale metabolic net-
work (Orth et al., 2010). FBA requires information about the stoichiometry of chemical reactions in a
metabolic network. It makes two central assumptions. The first is that cells are in a metabolic steady-
state. The second is that cells effectively optimize some metabolic property such as biomass production
(growth). Additional constraints can be incorporated into the optimization problem that FBA solves,
in order to account for the thermodynamic and enzymatic properties of a network’s biochemical reac-
tion. The optimization problem that FBA solves can be formalized as a linear programming problem
(Orth et al., 2010; Varma and Palsson, 1994b) in the following way:
Maximize vgrowth
s.t. Sv = 0
li ≤ vi ≤ ui
(2.1)
Here, S is the stoichiometric matrix, a matrix of size m × r that mathematically describes the
stoichiometry of the network’s metabolic reactions. The integer m denotes the number of metabo-
lites and r denotes the number of biochemical reactions in the network. These reactions include all
known metabolic reactions that take place in an organism, which are called internal reactions. They
also include reactions that represent the exchange (import or export) of metabolites with the external
environment. Furthermore, they include a biomass growth reaction, which is a “virtual” reaction that
reflects in which proportion biomass precursors are incorporated into the biomass of the modeled organ-
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ism (Orth et al., 2011, 2010; Varma and Palsson, 1994b). Each entry Sij of the stoichiometric matrix
contains the stoichiometric coefficient with which metabolite i participates in reaction j. The vector
v is a vector (of size r) that harbors the metabolic flux through each reaction in the network. vgrowth
specifies the flux through the biomass growth reaction. Fluxes through biochemical reactions are re-
stricted by lower and upper bounds that constrain the flux through each reaction in the network. These
bounds are given by the variables l and u, respectively, which are vectors of size r. We performed FBA
optimization with the GNU Linear Programming Kit (GLPK; http://www.gnu.org/software/glpk).
2.5.2 The dynamics of producer strain P and consumer strain C in a chemostat
Strains P and C will grow at rates µP and µC , a process that will increase their respective biomasses
XP and XC . In a chemostat, fresh medium is continuously added and culture is continuously removed
at a dilution rate D. Such dilution leads to a decrease in biomass inside the chemostat. Overall,




= (µP − D)XP
dXC
dt
= (µC − D)XC
(2.2)
The concentration of any one metabolite (M) in a chemostat also varies. If a metabolite is present
in the fresh medium at concentration M0, the metabolite’s concentration will increase at a rate DM0
as a result of fresh medium continually being added to the chemostat. In addition, the metabolite’s
concentration will also increase if it is produced by strain P (with flux JoutM,P ) or C (with flux J
out
M,C).
The total rate at which M is produced will then equal JoutM,P XP ∆t + J
out
M,CXC∆t. Conversely, the
concentration of M will decrease due to removal of old medium at a rate DM , and possibly also due
to consumption by P (with flux J inM,P ) and C (with flux J
in





We denote the net flux of metabolite M as JM = JoutM − J
in
M , i.e., which results in a positive net flux
JM if the metabolite is produced and negative otherwise. Overall, the change in concentration for
each metabolite present in the chemostat is then described by the differential equation
dM
dt
= D(M0 − M) + JM,P XP + JM,CXC (2.3)
We performed FBA to compute instantaneous growth rates (µP and µC) in h−1, as well as consump-
tion and excretion fluxes of each metabolite by strains P and C (JM,P and JM,C , in mmol gDW −1 h−1).
We used the values thus computed in dynamic FBA (Varma and Palsson, 1994b) to determine the
changing amounts of biomass (expressed in gDW/l) of our microbial strains, as well as the abundance
of all metabolites (in mM), nutrients, and waste products in our simulated chemostat.
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2.5.3 Simulating chemostat dynamics with dynamic FBA (dFBA)
Dynamic FBA (dFBA) (Varma and Palsson, 1994b) is an FBA-based method to describe the temporal
growth dynamics of microbes and how this dynamics affects the microbes’ chemical environment. It
has been used, for example, to describe chemical growth and by-product secretion of E. coli in batch
and fed-batch cultures (Varma and Palsson, 1994b), to study the dynamics of a two-species microbial
ecosystem in batch culture (Chiu et al., 2014) and to simulate the growth and metabolic dynamics of
microbes in time and space (Harcombe et al., 2013).
Briefly, dFBA starts from some initial time point and performs Flux Balance Analysis (FBA)
iteratively at each time point during a given time interval to compute the maximally possible growth
rate for each strain in the chemostat environment. As microbial strains grow, they consume nutrients
and excrete waste products (including, possibly, secondary carbon sources) and thus change their
growth environments. Dynamic FBA takes these changes into account by computing the chemical
composition of the environment at each time point. In doing so, dynamic FBA predicts how the
biomass of bacterial strains and the chemical composition of the environment can change over time.
We used dFBA to predict the temporal behavior of a microbial population composed of acetate
producer strain P and consumer strains C in a chemostat. We next describe in detail how we used
dFBA to simulate population growth in a glucose-limited minimal medium. We note that our procedure
can be applied to any other carbon source by substituting glucose with the desired carbon source.
Our simulations used the following parameters and initial conditions. We chose a dilution rate
of D = 0.2 h−1 to mirror conditions from previous experiments that had identified cross-feeding in-
teractions (Helling et al., 1987). We set the glucose concentration in the fresh medium to 1 mM ,
close to the 0.7 mM used in (Helling et al., 1987). We assumed that ammonium, calcium, chloride,
cobalt, copper, iron, magnesium, manganese, molybdate, nickel, oxygen, phosphate, potassium, pro-
tons, sodium, sulphate and zinc are present in non-limiting amounts. The initial concentrations of all
metabolites in the chemostat are identical to those of the fresh medium. Unless otherwise stated, we
initialized the chemostat with 0.01 gDW/l of strain P and 0.001 gDW/l of strain C which corresponds
to an overall cell density of approximately 107 cells/ml (Milo et al., 2009; Sezonov et al., 2007; Ren
et al., 2013). We chose these initial biomass values arbitrarily, except that their unequal values are
well-suited to ask whether the consumer strain C, when introduced in small amounts into a culture
of strain P, can invade the culture. However, we also show that changing initial biomass values, the
ratio of the biomass values, and the time of introduction of C into the chemostat have no effect on the
biomass of P and C once steady-state is reached (supplementary 2.4 Fig).
After initializing our simulations, using these parameters, we discretized time into short intervals of
0.1 h and performed dynamic FBA (Varma and Palsson, 1994b) by iterating the following three steps
(described in more detail below): calculation of maximum nutrient uptake rates, FBA, and calculation
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of environmental composition.
1. Calculation of maximum uptake rates. The uptake of a nutrient by an organism is limited
by two factors: the capacity to transport the nutrient across the cell wall (transport limitation) and
the availability of the nutrient in the environment (nutrient availability limitation). To determine the
nutrient transport limit (for a nutrient at concentration M), we assumed Michaelis-Menten kinetics
(Vmax M/(kM + M)) with parameter values set to Vmax =20 mmol gDW −1 h−1 and kM =0.05 mM .
These parameters are based on data in the Brenda enzyme database (Scheer et al., 2011; Bar-Even
et al., 2011) and have been used in related analyses (Chiu et al., 2014).
At the beginning of a simulation, the nutrient concentration is high and the biomasses of P and
C are low. Therefore, nutrient consumption is initially limited by transport. As biomass grows
the nutrient begins to be scarce and nutrient availability rather than transport become limiting for
nutrient consumption. In other words, the transport limit shapes the transient biomass dynamics but
the availability limit determines the steady-state biomass. This also means that Vmax and kM can
vary over a wide range without affecting the steady state. In supplementary 2.4 Fig we demonstrate
the chemostat dynamics for various values of Vmax and kM to exemplify how these parameters modify
the transient biomass dynamics, but not the steady state.
To determine the nutrient availability limit, we divided the nutrient concentration M by the nu-
trient consuming biomass. This biomass depends on how much nutrients the strains consumed in the
immediately past (according to equations 2.4 and 2.5 in supplementary 2.6.2 Text). We describe and
justify our procedure to calculate the nutrient availability limit, which differs from that of some other
authors, in depth in the supplementary material (supplementary 2.6.1 Text).
Once we had determined a strain’s transport limit for a nutrient and the nutrient’s availability
limit, we set the uptake rate of the nutrient to the minimum of both, which ensures that organisms
do not consume more of a nutrient than is physiologically feasible and available to them.
2. FBA. Once we had calculated maximum uptake rates of nutrients as just described, we performed
FBA for each strain independently. The calculation yielded growth rate values (µP and µC) for both
strains, as well as consumption or excretion rates of each metabolite M for both strains (JM,P and
JM,C).
3. Calculation of environmental composition. With the results of FBA in hand, we used Euler’s
method (John C. Butcher, 2003) to determine the environmental change caused by nutrient consump-
tion, waste production, and biomass growth. We did so in accordance to equations 2.2 and 2.3, using
the conditions from the beginning of this section and a time increment of 0.1 h.
We repeated these three steps until at most 1000 h (104 time steps) had elapsed or until the
chemostat had reached steady state. We assumed that steady state had been reached if the standard
deviation of growth rates determined over 50 consecutive time steps was smaller than 10−5 for both
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strains. We carried out these simulations using MATLAB (Mathworks Inc.).
2.5.4 Search for primary and secondary carbon sources
We searched for all metabolites that could serve as carbon sources in the following way. To identify
primary carbon sources, we first considered all metabolites in the E. coli model iJO1366 (Orth et al.,
2011) a candidate primary carbon source, if it contained at least one carbon atom and if E. coli had an
exchange reaction for this carbon source. Second, we used FBA to determine E. coli’s maximal biomass
production when each of these primary carbon sources was available as the sole carbon source. (We
assumed that ammonium, calcium, chloride, cobalt, copper, iron, magnesium, manganese, molybdate,
nickel, oxygen, phosphate, potassium, protons, sodium, sulphate and zinc can be consumed without
constraints). Third, if any one carbon source was able to sustain non-zero biomass production, we
considered it an actual primary carbon source. Here and below, we viewed only biomass production
fluxes above 10−5 mmol gDW −1 h−1 as being different from zero.
Our approach identified 180 primary carbon sources (Figure 2.2A). On about half of these carbon
sources, growth of E. coli has been demonstrated experimentally (AbuOun et al., 2009; Feist et al.,
2007). No experimental data is available for multiple other carbon sources. Metabolic reconstruction
errors may account for the discrepancies between computational predictions and experimental observa-
tions for some other carbon sources, but at least for the well-studied E. coli, they may be a minor cause
compared to regulatory constraints that are not incorporated by most genome-scale models analyzed
with FBA (Feist et al., 2007). Such regulatory constraints, where enzymes are encoded by a genome
but are not expressed when needed, can be easily broken. That is, even on the short time scales of
laboratory evolution, microbial populations can adapt to grow on a novel carbon source in accordance
with FBA predictions (Ibarra et al., 2002). Because regulatory evolution can occur during the long-
term cultivation of E. coli that we model, we assume that regulatory constraints can be by-passed,
and thus use all 180 primary carbon sources on which FBA predicts growth in our analyses.
We considered a metabolite a secondary carbon source if (i) it can serve as a primary carbon
source and (ii) if it can be produced as a metabolic by-product when another metabolite serves as
a primary carbon source. The first condition ensures that the metabolite can sustain growth of a
strain consuming it, and the second condition ensures that the metabolite can be produced. Note
that all primary carbon sources are potential secondary carbon sources, but only some of them may
be produced as metabolic by-products in a given environment. Most importantly, whether a carbon
source is produced depends on the available primary carbon source. To identify actual secondary
carbon sources and distinguish them from potential ones, we iterated through all pairs of primary
carbon sources and potential secondary carbon sources, and performed FBA. More specifically, we used
the primary carbon source as the sole carbon source (uptake rate: 10 mmol gDW −1 h−1), maximized
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the production of the potential secondary carbon source, and constrained biomass production in FBA
to be greater than zero. If the potential secondary carbon source could be produced at a rate greater
than zero under this constraint, we considered the carbon source an actual secondary carbon source.
We used the same method described in the previous paragraphs to search for primary and secondary
carbon sources in the genome scale metabolic networks of B. subtilis (model iYO844 (You-Kwan Oh
et al., 2007)) and S. cerevisiae (model iMM904, (Mo et al., 2009)), modifying only the chemical
environment. Specifically, for B. subtilis we used an environment composed of ammonium, calcium,
carbon dioxide, iron, magnesium, oxygen, phosphate, potassium, protons, sodium and sulphate. We
constrained the ammonium, phosphate and sulphate uptake rates of B. subtilis to a maximum of
5 mmol gDW −1 h−1. For S. cerevisiae , we used a medium consisting of ammonium, iron, oxygen,
phosphate, potassium, protons, sodium and sulphate, and constrained the oxygen uptake rate to a
maximum of 2 mmol gDW-1h-1. We obtained all three metabolic models (iJO1366, iYO844 and
iMM904) from the BiGG Database (Schellenberger et al., 2010).
2.5.5 Pan-metabolic network
The pan-metabolic network is a network containing all metabolic reactions with well-defined stoichiom-
etry that are known to take place in some organism. For our analysis, we extended a previously used
pan-metabolic network comprising 5484 metabolites and 6892 reactions (Barve and Wagner, 2013) by
adding the 141 metabolites and 330 reactions from E. coli iJO1366 that were not already present in
this network. This amended pan-metabolic network includes 5625 metabolites and 7222 reactions.
We found that 3070 reactions (43%) in the pan-metabolic network are unconditionally blocked
(Burgard et al., 2004). That is, they cannot carry non-zero flux without violating FBA’s steady state
assumption when all metabolites to which E. coli is permeable can freely enter and leave the cell. We
note that if more metabolites where allowed to enter and leave the pan-metabolic network the number
of blocked reactions would decrease. For reference, in the well-curated iJO1366 model 227 reactions
(9%) are unconditionally blocked. In terms of absolute numbers, the pan-metabolic network contains
1569 more reactions that can carry nonzero flux than the iJO1366 model.
Genome scale metabolic network reconstructions often contain spurious energy producing cycles
that violate the second low of thermodynamic (Beard et al., 2002; Price et al., 2002a; Fritzemeier et al.,
2017). Unless removed from the network, these cycles can spuriously increase biomass production.
(For example, removal of these cycles causes an approximately 25% reduction of biomass production
in 92% of the networks analyzed in (Fritzemeier et al., 2017)). The pan-metabolic network that we
use contains reactions that create spurious ATP producing cycles, allowing ATP to be produced even
in the absence of nutrients. However, because 67 metabolites in addition to ATP must be produced
for biomass growth, biomass cannot be produced in the absence of nutrients. We emphasize that we
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evaluated the pan-metabolic network’s viability on specific carbon sources and its ability to produce
secondary carbon sources without any quantitative evaluation of fluxes, for which spurious cycles might
be a problem.
2.5.6 Random viable metabolic networks
We wanted to study the niche construction capacity not only of E. coli, but of multiple networks of
similar complexity that do not share E. coli’s or any other organism’s evolutionary history. Any one
metabolic network can be thought of as a subset of reactions drawn from the set of all metabolic
reactions feasible in a living organism, i.e., the pan-metabolic network. In the enormous space of
all possible metabolic networks only a tiny fraction is viable on any one carbon source, i.e., they
can produce biomass when this carbon source is the sole carbon source. We focused on such viable
networks, and to sample them from the space of such networks, we used a technique based on Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling (Samal et al., 2010; Rodrigues and Wagner, 2009), which
samples networks during long random walks in the space of all metabolic networks of a given size. The
statistical theory behind MCMC sampling (Brooks, 1998) shows that its random walks are ergodic,
i.e., roughly speaking, they are equally likely to visit all metabolic networks in a connected region of
the space of such networks. In previous work, we have shown that in the space of all possible networks,
networks viable on a specific carbon source form indeed a subset connected by single reaction changes
(Barve et al., 2014). One requirement of the method is that random walks have a sufficiently long burn-
in period to ensure that any “memory” of the starting network of such a random walk has decayed.
In previous work (Samal et al., 2010), we determined that a burn-in period of 5000 reaction changes
is sufficient for this purpose. When this requirement is met, the method essentially ensures that
the sampled networks contain a random complement of reactions, with no similarity to the starting
network in excess of that required for viability on a specific carbon source.
The method starts from an initial network, which we chose as a network that is viable on glucose as a
sole source of carbon and that has the same number of reactions (2583) as E. coli. (The computational
cost of MCMC sampling prevented us from exploring other primary carbon sources.)To create this
initial network, we first performed Flux Balance Analysis on the pan-metabolic network, with glucose
as the only source of carbon. Of all reactions in the pan-metabolic network, 1263 reactions showed
non-zero flux and were included in the initial network, which ensured viability on glucose. We chose
the remaining (1320) reactions needed to arrive at an equal number of reactions as E. coli at random
from the pan-metabolic network. From this initial network the MCMC method creates a long sequence
of modified networks. In our implementation of the method, a new network is created by a reaction
swap, in which a reaction from the existing network is randomly chosen for deletion, while a randomly
chosen reaction (that is not yet present in the network) from the pan-metabolic network is added to
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the network. If the network remains viable after this reaction swap, the swap is accepted, and the
network is modified with a further reaction swap. In contrast, if the reaction swap disrupts viability
on glucose, the swap is rejected and a new swap is tried. Modifying metabolic networks through
reaction swaps ensures that the number of reactions in the network remains constant (and equal to the
number of reactions in the initial network). As the number of reaction swaps increases, the number of
reactions that the altered networks share with the initial network becomes smaller and smaller, until
the complement of reactions has become effectively randomized after 5000 successful swaps (Burgard
et al., 2004). We stored such a randomized network (which is still viable on glucose) for further analysis
after 5000 successful swaps.
We performed 500 independent such random walks, thus creating 500 metabolic networks all viable
on glucose and containing as many reactions as the network of E. coli does. Each of them is the end
point of a sequence of 5000 successful reaction swaps. This procedure is very time consuming, and
to accelerate it, we first determined the reactions that are essential for growth on glucose in the
pan-metabolic network, and did not subject these (169) reactions to deletions.
We note that we did not alter the exchange reactions of the starting network, which ensures that in
the randomized networks the same metabolites can be exchanged with the environment as in E. coli.
We also note that random networks contain a large number of reactions (1197±36) that cannot carry
non-zero flux in any of the environments we consider, i.e., they are unconditionally blocked. Even
though all networks analyzed in this work contain unconditionally blocked reactions, the numbers
observed for the random viable networks are especially large.
Because we created random networks by sampling reactions from the pan-metabolic network, these
networks may also contain spurious cycles (Beard et al., 2002; Price et al., 2002a; Fritzemeier et al.,
2017). For this reason we analyzed them similarly to the pan-metabolic network, evaluating only
viability on specific carbon sources and the ability to produce secondary carbon sources, without any
quantitative evaluation of fluxes which are most affected by spurious cycles.
We implemented our sampling procedure in python, using the cobrapy package (Ebrahim et al.,
2013) to perform flux balance analysis to check for viability on glucose of the networks created after
each reaction swap.
2.6 Supplementary material
2.6.1 Calculating the nutrient availability limit
In this section, we describe how to determine the nutrient availability limit for each environmental
nutrient, and for each strain in our simulated chemostat. This maximal availability is required to




The two strains in our chemostat do not necessarily compete for any one nutrient. For example,
a nutrient may be available in sufficiently high concentrations that it does not limit growth, or only
one of the strains may be able to use the nutrient for growth. In such cases it is straightforward to
determine the nutrient availability limit: It is calculated by dividing the total concentration of the
nutrient by the biomass of the strains consuming the nutrient.
In contrast, it is less straightforward to determine a nutrient’s availability limit when the strains
compete for this nutrient. Some authors (Harcombe et al., 2014a) select randomly to which strain they
allocate the whole amount of nutrient existing in the environment at a given time. The remaining
nutrients can be consumed by the other strain. This strategy is reasonable but it may alter the
ecological dynamics of the strains depending on which strain is selected for nutrient allocation at each
time step of the simulation. Other authors (Chiu et al., 2014) divide the nutrient’s concentration
by the total biomass (adding the biomass of all the strains) and allocate equal amounts of nutrient
to be consumed by each strain. Although this approach is also reasonable, it eliminates frequency
dependency effects that can arise when a strain with small biomass consumes a nutrient that is not
consumed by the other strain. Specifically, consider two strains P and C that are present in the
chemostat. Strain P is abundant whereas C is rare. Both can in principle consume the nutrient m
(they express the necessary enzymes to do so), but when strain P grows its biomass at the maximally
possible rate, as predicted by FBA, it does not consume m, perhaps because maximal biomass growth
is achieved with other available nutrients. If we calculated the nutrient availability limit for C by
simply dividing the concentration of m by the sum of the biomass values of P and C, we would allow
little of m to be consumed by C. In consequence, C’s growth rate would remain low, and most of m
would remain unutilized in the chemostat, because it is not consumed by the much more abundant
strain P.
To overcome undesirable artifacts like this, we pursued the following, third strategy, which is more
appropriate for our purpose. At each time step ti, both strains are allowed to consume a given nutrient,
but we make the amount allocated to each strain dependent on their consumption at the previous time
step ti−1. By doing so, we encourage continuity with respect to the strains’ nutrient consumption.
With two strains (P and C), there are four possibilities regarding nutrient consumption at time ti−1:
1) both strains consumed the nutrient, 2) only strain P did, 3) only strain C did, 4) none of the strains
did. In case 1) both strains consumed the nutrient at time ti−1, so we simply calculate the nutrient
availability limit by dividing the nutrient’s concentration by the total biomass. In case 2), where
only strain P consumed the nutrient, we calculate the nutrient availability limit for P by dividing the
metabolite’s concentration by the biomass of P. At time step ti, since the environment has changed
with respect to time ti−1 it may have become beneficial for C to consume the nutrient of interest,
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i.e., doing so may help increase the growth rate of C. To allow for this possibility, we calculate the
nutrient availability limit for C by dividing the nutrient’s concentration by the total biomass of both
strains. For case 3) the nutrient availability limitcalculates analogously to case 2, but with strain
identities reversed. In the last scenario 4), where none of the strains had consumed the nutrient at
the previous time step, we permit both strains to consume the available nutrient. In this case, the
nutrient availability limit for each strain is obtained by dividing the nutrient concentration by the
strain’s biomass. In theory, under scenario 2, 3 or 4, either strain may consume all nutrient at time
ti, and total nutrient consumption may thus exceed the amount of available nutrient. In practice, this
will not occur if the time steps are small enough, and for our time step size (0.1 h−1) it never occurred.
Note that in scenario 2, 3 or 4, the availability limit of the nutrient may differ between the strains.
Overall, this strategy provides continuity in the nutrient consumption pattern of the two strains
from one time step to the next, while still permitting change in this pattern. We can formalize the
calculation of the nutrient availability limit as follows. For strain P at time ti the availability limit of
a nutrient (metabolite) with concentration M calculates as
M/((XP + fM,C(ti−1)XC)∆t) (2.4)
Here, fM,C(ti−1) can take values of one and zero, corresponding to the situation where strain C
consumed or did not consume the nutrient at time ti−1, respectively. The variables XP and XC denote
the biomass values of strains P and C, respectively. With analogous notation, the availability limit of
this nutrient for strain C at time ti calculates as
M/((XC + fM,P (ti−1)XP )∆t) (2.5)
2.6.2 Biomass yield, maximal production and cost
We define the biomass yield αm of a nutrient or metabolite as the growth rate a metabolism can achieve
per consumed unit of flux of the metabolite. To compute this yield in E. coli for any one metabolite,
we allowed an uptake rate (J inm ) of 10 mmol gDW
−1 h−1 of the metabolite, and maximized biomass
production with Flux Balance Analysis. We then reported the yield as the maximal growth rate
obtained per unit flux of metabolite consumed.
A second quantity relevant to our analysis is the maximal production rate of a metabolite pmaxm . We
define this rate as the maximal rate of a metabolite’s production that allows the organism producing
the metabolite to grow at a rate that is identical to the chemostat’s dilution rate D. In other words,
it is the highest metabolite production rate at which the organism will not get flushed out of the
chemostat over time. For the calculation of this rate, we performed FBA to maximize the production
of the desired metabolite, while constraining the growth rate to the value of the dilution rate D.
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A third relevant quantity is the metabolic cost of producing a metabolite. To calculate this cost, we
computed the maximal biomass growth rate with FBA twice, first without any additional constraints,
and then by requiring that the focal metabolite is produced at a rate of 1 mmol gDW −1 h−1. We
quantify the cost of producing the metabolite as the reduction in growth rate when the metabolite is
produced at this rate.
We note that the cost and maximal production rate of a metabolite are closely related and show
an inverse relationship. The greater the cost, the smaller the maximum rate that a metabolite can be
produced at a given biomass growth rate (supplementary 2.5 Fig).
2.6.3 The limits of coexistence when strains compete for the primary carbon
source
In the main text we explored a simple scenario in which the strain C consuming a secondary carbon
source cannot metabolize the primary carbon source (cglc,C = 0). This scenario leads to coexistence of
strains P and C. In this section we explore the consequences of a more realistic but complex scenario
that emerges when strain C can consume not only the secondary carbon source, but also the primary
carbon source (Figure 2.1A of main text with cglc,C > 0). In this scenario, the strains compete for
the primary carbon source. To identify the conditions for their coexistence, we varied the producer’s
acetate synthesis rate between 0 and 100% of the maximally possible value pmaxac,P beyond which the
strain would eventually be flushed out of the chemostat. To model the consumer strain’s dynamics, we
first used FBA to determine the minimal glucose consumption rate cminglc,C C would need to persist in
the chemostat by itself (in the absence of the other strain), if glucose were the only carbon source. This
minimal glucose consumption rate is 2.04 mmol gDW −1 h−1 for our dilution rate of D=0.02 h−1. We
then varied C’s glucose consumption rate cglc,C between zero and a value larger than this minimum,
at which C can persist in the chemostat by consuming only glucose.
Supplementary 2.5 Fig shows the steady-state composition of the chemostat for different values
of glucose consumption by C (horizontal axis), expressed as a percentage of the minimal glucose
consumption rate cminglc,C under which strain C can persist on glucose alone, and acetate production by
P (vertical axis), expressed as a percentage of the maximum acetate production rate pmaxac,P under which
strain P persists. Depending on these rates, C alone may persist (dark grey), P alone may persist
(light grey), neither strain may persist (black), or both strains may persist (coexistence, colored).
When C’s glucose consumption exceeds cminglc,C , such that it could persist on glucose alone, then
only two persistence outcomes are possible. First, only C may persist (supplementary 2.5 Fig, dark
grey). This occurs if P produces acetate, which inflicts a metabolic cost on P. This cost reduces
P’s growth rate, and thus causes a growth disadvantage relative to C, which leads to P’s eventual
extinction. Second, the two strains coexist but are metabolically indistinguishable (supplementary 2.5
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Fig bright yellow). This occurs when P produces no acetate, such that C uses the same resources
as P for growth (supplementary 2.6 Fig). Since the two strains harbor identical metabolic networks,
they metabolize glucose in the same way, respiring it completely to carbon dioxide, and are thus
metabolically indistinguishable.
When C’s glucose consumption is insufficient for its persistence (cglc,C < c(glc, C)
min) three out-
comes are possible. First, if P produces no acetate, P persists but C goes extinct (supplementary 2.5
Fig, light grey), because C consumes insufficient glucose for its persistence and because no acetate
is available to supplement its glucose consumption. Second, if P produces acetate at the maximal
rate pmaxac,P , P and C go extinct. P goes extinct because it has to produce more acetate than it is
capable of while persisting. After P’s extinction, the acetate it produced will eventually disappear
from the chemostat, which leads to the extinction of C, because C cannot persist on glucose alone.
For intermediate acetate production (0 < pac,P < pmaxac,P ) the two strains coexist stably and cross-feed.
In the experiments that motivated this work (Rosenzweig et al., 1994) the steady state biomass
of the producer strain was reported to be approximately nine times that of the consumer strain.
We predict this ratio when P produces little acetate (∼ 1% of the maximal acetate production rate
pmazac,P ) and C consumes glucose at a rate of up to ∼70% of the minimum rate c
min
glc,C needed for growth
on glucose alone. To our knowledge, the maximal acetate production pmaxac,P and minimal glucose
consumption rates have not been measured experimentally. However, our prediction is reasonable
given the short divergence times and high metabolic similarity between strains, because it requires
only that the producer strain produces very little acetate and the consumer strain consumes high
amounts of glucose.
2.6.4 Analytical analysis of the limits for coexistence
In supplementary 2.5 and 2.6 Figs we observed that for some combination of acetate production by P
(pac,P ) and glucose consumption by C (cglc,C), two metabolically distinguishable strains cannot coexist.
In this section, we analyze the conditions for coexistence analytically to demonstrate the generality of
our observations. In the following, we use notation specific to glucose and acetate, but we emphasize
that our conclusions are independent of the primary and secondary carbon source considered.
At a metabolic steady state (ss), if P and C strains are to coexist, the growth rates of the pro-
ducer strain P and the consumer strain C must be equal to the dilution rate of the chemostat. In
mathematical terms (see also equation 2.2 in the main text):
µssP = µ
ss
C = D (2.6)
The producer strain P consumes glucose at some rate J inglc,P . Part of this glucose flux is used
for acetate production and the rest is used for growth. The amount used for acetate production will
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depend on pac,P , i.e., the acetate flux to be produced. It will also depend on the ‘cost’ of acetate
production, βacglc, which we define as the growth reduction observed per unit of acetate flux produced,






In other words, strain P consumes glucose at a rate J inglc,P , and part of the consumed glucose




glcpac,P ) is used for growth,
and the growth rate can be calculated by taking into account the biomass yield of glucose (αglc)
(Supplementary 2.6.2 Text).
Similarly, the growth rate of the consumer strain depends on the amount of glucose and acetate







In metabolic steady state, the dilution flux D must be equal to the biomass production for any
strain persisting in the chemostat (equation 2.6), which allows us to derive a simple condition for the
persistence of consumer strain C in the presence of strain P. Specifically, by combining equation 2.6








ac,C )/αglc. By definition,
J in,ssac,C > 0 must hold for any acetate consumer strain C, and since αac is always positive, we obtain
J in,ssglc,C < D/αglc (2.9)
This expression indicates that as long as the glucose consumption rate of strain C is lower than
the dilution rate divided by the biomass yield of glucose, the metabolically distinguishable strains
P and C can coexist. Higher dilution rates D will permit higher glucose consumptions by C simply
because to sustain growth at higher dilution rate, more carbon must be consumed (either as primary
or secondary carbon source). The same reasoning explains why consuming a primary carbon source
with lower biomass yield than glucose permits higher primary carbon source consumption by C for
coexistence. That is, a reduced biomass yield of the primary carbon source leads to a lower growth
rate per unit flux, such that a higher rate of consuming C becomes acceptable for coexistence. (We
note that this entire analysis assumes that some acetate exists in the medium to be consumed by strain
C, i.e., that 0 6 pac,P 6 pmaxac,P .
We have determined the biomass yield of glucose in the E. coli metabolism (iJO1366) as αglc =
0.098. With a dilution rate of D=0.2 used throughout this paper, equation 2.9 gives a maximum
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glucose consumption rate by C of 2.04 mmol gDW −1 h−1 at which two metabolically distinguishable
producer and consumer strains can coexist. This analytically derived rate explains the change from
coexistence to non-coexistence we observed in our simulations (supplementary 2.5 and 2.6 Figs) as
the glucose consumption rate of strain C (cglc,C) increases from cglc,C = 2.02 (99%) to cglc,C = 2.04
(100%).
In addition to these considerations, we can also combine equations 2.6, 2.7 and 2.9 to obtain a value








The inequality shows that although P and C can both consume glucose, coexistence requires that
their consumption rates are unequal. Specifically, C’s glucose consumption rate must be lower than
P’s glucose consumption rate, and how much lower is given by the cost of acetate production and the
amount of acetate pac,P to be produced (supplementary 2.6 Fig). We emphasize again that the above
analyses, in particular equations 2.9 and 2.10, are not specific to glucose and acetate, but apply to any
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Figure 2.4: Dynamics in the chemostat for various initial conditions. Horizontal axes in all panels
indicate time in hours. Panels (A) and (B) show the biomass values of P and C respectively (vertical axes),
as a function of time, while changing the initial biomass ratio of P and C (see color legends in both panels).
Panels (C) and (D) show the biomass values of P and C respectively, as a function of time when changing
the total initial biomass, while maintaining the ratio of P to C biomass at a constant value of 0.5 (see color
legends in both panels). Panels (E) and (F) show the biomass values of P and C, respectively, as a function of
time for two scenarios. In the first, the chemostat is initiated with equal amounts of P and C biomass at time
zero (red line). In the second, the chemostat is initiated just with P, and C is introduced at various times
in an amount equal to that of P at time zero (see color legend).The chemostat composition and all other
parameters used in these simulations are identical to those described in the main text (Section “Simulating
chemostat dynamics with dynamic FBA” in methods).
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Figure 2.5: Steady state biomass of P (left panel) and of C (right panel) in the chemostat. The
amounts of biomass are shown as a function of P’s acetate production rate (vertical axis) and of C’s glucose
consumption rate (horizontal axis), which are expressed as percentages of the maximal acetate production
rates and glucose consumption rates that permit coexistence of metabolically distinguishable strains P and
C. Note the nonlinear scale used at low values of pac,P (vertical axis). The amount of biomass is indicated by
a color gradient (see color legend) in the region where the two strains can coexist. Note that for parameter
combinations where no acetate is produced and where glucose consumption is higher than 99% of cglc,C ,
both strains coexist but are metabolically indistinguishable, because both completely respire glucose to
carbon dioxide. Areas (parameter combinations) where coexistence is not possible are shown in light grey
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Figure 2.6: Steady state glucose consumption ratio. The figure shows the ratio of glucose consumption
rates of strains C and P, as a function of P’s acetate production rate (vertical axis) and of C’s glucose
consumption rate (horizontal axis), expressed as percentages of the maximal acetate production rates pac,P
and glucose consumption rates cglc,C that permit coexistence of metabolically distinguishable strains P and
C. As in supplementary 2.5 Fig, depending on the values of cglc,C and pac,P , the chemostat in steady state
may either contain no biomass (black region), only strain P (light grey), only strain C (dark grey), or both
P and C (color). Colors from blue to yellow (see color bar) indicate the ratio of C’s glucose consumption
rate and P’s glucose consumption rate when both strains are present in the chemostat, which varies between
zero (when C does not consume glucose) and one (when C and P consume glucose at the same rate).
The glucose consumption ratio is large (green, orange and yellow) when the producer strain produces little
acetate (small pac,P ) while the consumer strain C consumes a lot of glucose (high cglc,C). The maximally
possible glucose consumption ratio of one (bright yellow) is observed only when both strains are metabolically
indistinguishable, i.e., when P produces no acetate and C uses glucose as the only source of carbon. The
lower panel magnifies part of the upper panel for low values of acetate production (pac,P < 30) to appreciate
how glucose consumption changes at these values.
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Figure 2.7: Correlation between maximal production rate and cost. The figure shows the maximal
production rate and cost for each of 58 secondary carbon source (grey circles) that E. coli can produce when
growing on glucose. The black arrow indicates the data for acetate. See supplementary 2.6.2 Text for a

























Figure 2.8: Steady state biomass ratios for different secondary carbon sources. The figure is a
different representation of the data shown in Figure 2.2D. The vertical axis shows the steady state biomass
ratio C/P as a function of the product (horizontal axis) of maximal production (pmaxm ) and biomass yield
(αm) of the secondary carbon sources considered here (horizontal axis). Each circle in the plot corresponds to
a secondary carbon source that E. coli can produce when glucose is the primary carbon source. Circle colors
indicate the product of maximal production (pmaxm ) and biomass yield (αm) of a secondary carbon source.
This product equals 1.26 h−1 for acetate. The biomass ratio is shown for 1, 10 and 30% of the maximally
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Figure 2.9: Steady state biomass of all cross-feeding strain pairs, when glucose is the primary
carbon sources and when the consumer strain consumes different amounts of glucose. Steady
state biomass of producer strain P (vertical axes) and consumer strain C (horizontal axes) at different
percentages of the maximum synthesis rate (pmaxm ), i.e., the synthesis rate of the secondary carbon source
beyond which the producer strain P is flushed out of the chemostat, for each of 54 secondary carbon sources
(grey lines, one line per carbon source). Circles are placed at 1, 5, 10-90, 95 and 99% of the maximum synthesis
rate. The dashed-dotted line indicates the maximally achievable total steady-state biomass (0.78 gDW/l),
which is obtained when glucose is metabolized completely to CO2 by the producer strain, without synthesis
of any secondary carbon source. The dashed line indicates where both strains have identical biomass. Circle
colors indicate the product of maximal production (pmaxm ) and biomass yield (αm) of a secondary carbon
source. This product equals 1.26 h−1 for acetate (black line superposed with blue circles).The consumer
strain has a consumption rate of glucose cglc,C that is equal to 0% (A), 54% (B), and 99% (C) of the rate it
needs to persist on glucose alone in the chemostat. Panel A is identical to Figure 2.2D and merely shown to
facilitate comparison.
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Figure 2.10: Carbon sources and associated statistics for E. coli. The outermost circle lists all of E.
coli’s carbon sources (as in Figure 2.2A), ordered clockwise according to biomass yield, starting from formate
(for, 9’ o’clock). Green circles (solid green scale bar from center to top right) indicate the biomass yield of
each carbon source. Black circles (solid black scale bar from center to top left) indicate the number of carbon
atoms of the carbon source. Blue circles (solid blue scale bar from center to lower left) indicate the number
of secondary carbon sources that can be produced when E. coli grows on a given primary carbon source. Red
circles (solid red logarithmic scale bar from center to down right) indicate from how many primary carbon
sources this carbon source can be produced as a secondary carbon source (if it can be produced at all). Most
secondary carbon sources can be produced from all primary carbon sources (ln(179)=5.2 on the red scale),
but some can be produced only from few primary carbon sources. Among them is glucose (grey arrow),
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Figure 2.11: Primary and secondary carbon sources in E. coli and in the pan-metabolic network.
(A) Histogram of the number of secondary carbon sources that can be produced per primary carbon source
in E. coli (blue dots in supplementary 2.10 Fig). (B) Histogram of the number of primary carbon sources
from which each of the 83 secondary carbon sources in E. coli can be produced (see also red circles in
supplementary 2.10 Fig). (C) and (D), like (A) and (B) but for the pan-metabolic network.
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Figure 2.12: Chemostat dynamics of a glucose consumer-acetate producer community for
different transport-associated parameters. We model transport limitation with Michaelis-Menten
kinetics with parameters Vmax and kM (Methods). Horizontal axes in all panels indicate time in hours.
Panels (A) and (B) show the biomass values of P and C, respectively (vertical axes), as a function of time,
while changing kM (expressed in mM , see color legends in both panels). The range of kM values simulated
covers 60% of all kM values present in Brenda database (Pharkya et al., 2003) (The median kMin the database
is approximately 0.1 mM , with 60% of kM values between 0.001 and 1 mM (Bar-Even et al., 2011)).Panels
(C) and (D) show the biomass values of P and C, respectively (vertical axes), as a function of time, while
changing Vmax (in mmol gDW
−1 h−1,see color legends in both panels). If, for any one consumed metabolite,
Vmax is not high enough to permit growth at the dilution rate, the population will go extinct. Values of Vmax
above this minimalvalue that permits growth at the dilution rate can alter the transient biomass dynamics
but does not affect the steady state biomass. The chemostat composition and all other parameters used in
these simulations are identical to those described in the main text (Section “Simulating chemostat dynamics
with dynamic FBA” in methods). We ended any one simulation when a population had reached steady state,
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C D
Figure 2.13: Hypothetical example to illustrate the concepts of primary and secondary carbon
source and the relationship between pan-metabolic network and random viable networks. Panel
(A) shows a hypothetical pan-metabolic network comprising 10 internal and 5 transport reactions. Panel (B)
shows four networks created by randomly selecting 4 internal reactions (in black) from the pan-metabolic
network. In this hypothetical example, ATP must be produced from at least one of the environmental
nutrients (A, D, F and G) for a network to be viable. All four networks are viable on A if nutrient H is
available in the environment. The random networks 2, 3 and 4 are also viable on metabolites D, F and F and
G respectively. If a metabolite on which a network is viable can be produced when nutrient A is consumed,
the metabolite is a secondary carbon source (green). (C) Histogram of the number of secondary carbon
sources per random network, for the four random networks considered here. (D) Rank plot of secondary
carbon sources (horizontal axis) that can be produced by at least one random network when A is used as
a primary carbon source, ranked by the fraction of random viable networks (vertical axis) by which the
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CHAPTER 3. THE POSSIBLE AND THE ACTUAL
3.1 Summary
The evolution of cross-feeding among individuals of the same species can help generate genetic and
phenotypic diversity even in completely homogeneous environments. Cross-feeding Escherichia coli
strains, where one strain feeds on a carbon source excreted by another strain, rapidly emerge during
experimental evolution in a chemically minimal environment containing glucose as the sole carbon
source. Genome-scale metabolic modeling predicts that cross-feeding of 58 carbon sources can emerge
in the same environment, but only cross-feeding of acetate and glycerol has been experimentally
observed. Here we use metabolic modeling to ask whether acetate and glycerol cross-feeding are
especially likely to evolve, perhaps because they require less metabolic change, and thus perhaps also
less genetic change than other cross-feeding interactions. However, this is not the case. The minimally
required metabolic changes required for acetate and glycerol cross feeding affect dozens of chemical
reactions, multiple biochemical pathways, as well as multiple operons or regulons. The complexity of
these changes is consistent with experimental observations, where cross-feeding strains harbor multiple
mutations. The required metabolic changes are also no less complex than those observed for multiple
other of the 56 cross feeding interactions we study. We discuss possible reasons why only two cross-
feeding interactions have been discovered during experimental evolution, and argue that multiple new
cross-feeding interactions may await discovery.
3.2 Introduction
One trillion microbial species have been predicted to inhabit our planet (Locey and Lennon, 2016).
To understand how life on earth became so enormously diverse is a central goal of ecology and evolu-
tionary biology. For many decades, most biological diversity was thought to arise when populations
become physically subdivided (Coyne, 1992), allowing mutations to accumulate independently in each
subpopulation. More recently, biologists have increasingly accepted that populations can also diver-
sify without any physical barrier (Kondrashov and Kondrashov, 1999; Dieckmann and Doebeli, 1999b)
when organisms specialize and adapt to different niches available in a heterogeneous environment
(Smith, 1966; Kassen, 2002). For instance, when apples were introduced to North America, some ap-
ple maggot flies changed their plant host from hawthorn to apple. Today, apple maggot fly populations
feed on hawthorns or apples. Such emerging ecological barriers can lead to the creation of new species.
Remarkably, diversity can also evolve in homogeneous environments (McKinnon and Rundle, 2002;
Barluenga et al., 2006; Helling et al., 1987; Rozen and Lenski, 2000a; Good et al., 2017). Perhaps
the most striking example involves stable genetic polymorphisms that originated in populations of
Escherichia coli cultured in homogeneous batch or chemostat environments. Initially isogenic popu-
lations of an ancestral E. coli strain developed genetic polymorphisms which coexisted over hundreds
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of generations in eleven out of fifteen evolution experiments performed in a chemostat (Helling et al.,
1987)–a culturing device in which a cell culture is kept in a constant environment with the continuous
addition of fresh medium and the removal of culture liquid containing leftover nutrients, metabolic
waste products, and micro-organisms. The chemical environment used in these experiments was a
minimal medium containing glucose as the only carbon source. Diverse strains isolated after ap-
proximately 800 generations from one of these parallel experiments showed that glucose-acetate and
glucose-glycerol cross-feeding enabled the coexistence of these strains. That is, one strain consumed
the primary carbon source present in the medium (glucose) and excreted a secondary carbon source
(acetate or glycerol), whereas the other strains fed on the excreted secondary carbon source. Genome
sequencing of the ancestral and evolved strains (Kinnersley et al., 2014) revealed almost 600 muta-
tions in the evolved strains. Approximately 30 repeatedly mutated genes encode enzymes involved
in glucose uptake, central metabolism, fermentative pathways, the TCA cycle, glyoxylate shunt and
phospholipid biosynthesis. The ancestral strain itself harbored further regulatory mutations in genes
required for acetate and glycerol catabolism, which may have predisposed it to evolve acetate and
glycerol cross-feeding interactions (Kinnersley et al., 2009, 2014). The polymorphisms that evolved
in the other parallel experiments have not been so thoroughly analyzed, but it has been shown that
acetate cross-feeding was also responsible for the maintenance of five other polymorphism.
Similar cross-feeding emerged when the experiment was performed in batch culture, an environment
different from a chemostat, where nutrients get depleted, waste products accumulate, and cell densities
rise over time, before a sample of the culture is transferred into fresh medium. In this experiment, an
isogenic population of E. coli cultured in a minimal glucose medium also diversified into coexisting
strains which persisted for at least 10000 generations in nine out of twelve populations (Good et al.,
2017). Genome sequencing of two such strains in one of these populations showed that they emerged
after 6500 generations and coexisted due to glucose-acetate cross-feeding (Rozen and Lenski, 2000a).
Their emergence was possibly facilitated by the population’s hypermutator phenotype – the clones
harbored on average 199 mutations (Plucain et al., 2014).
Experiments like these suggest that E. coli readily diversifies genetically and metabolically in a
completely homogeneous environment by filling niches which do not exist in the environment but are
created by the organism itself. We are interested in finding out how much microbial diversity can
be created through such cross-feeding by characterizing the whole spectrum of molecules (beyond
acetate and glycerol) that can be cross-fed. In recent work we discovered through metabolic modeling
that all metabolic systems have a large potential for the evolution of cross-feeding interactions. For
example, we found that when E. coli feeds on glucose, 58 metabolites can be excreted as by-products
of metabolism. Each of these metabolites can in turn serve as a carbon source that can help sustain
a stable community of cross-feeding strains. Among these metabolites are acetate and glycerol, for
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which cross-feeding was observed experimentally. In other words, metabolic modeling predicts 56
additional cross-feeding interactions, which raises the question why none of these interactions have
been observed experimentally. Possibly, many other such polymorphisms have indeed evolved but
went undetected, because currently no systematic experimental screen for cross-feeding interactions
exists. (The cross-feeding strains were detected through colony morphologies on agar plates, and
substantial biochemical and genetic work was needed to prove that their polymorphisms resulted from
cross-feeding.) A second possible reason is that not all predicted cross-feeding polymorphisms can
evolve with the same likelihood. For example, metabolites may differ in the number of metabolic
changes or DNA mutations needed to turn a strain into a producer or consumer of the metabolite.
Here we explore this second possibility. That is, we ask whether glucose-acetate and glucose-glycerol
cross-feeding have been observed because they are much more likely to evolve than other cross-feeding
interactions. Ideally, to quantify the likelihood that a given cross-feeding interactions evolves, it would
be necessary to know all mutations that give rise to the evolution of a producer or consumer strain,
the probability that each mutation takes place, and the mutation’s fitness effect in every genetic
background and in the population in which it occurs. This amount of information is not within reach
of current technology, especially because the genetic changes leading to cross-feeding may be complex
and involve changes in metabolic enzymes, regulatory molecules, and transport proteins (Kinnersley
et al., 2014; Plucain et al., 2014). The problem is aggravated by the fact that the same phenotypic
change, such as the emergence of cross-feeding, can often be achieved through multiple and perhaps
myriad different combinations of genotypic changes (Tenaillon et al., 2012; Hong and Gresham, 2014;
Kryazhimskiy et al., 2014).
Faced with these obstacles, we here take a phenomenological approach, in which we estimate the
likelihood for a cross-feeding interaction to emerge through the amount of metabolic change that
an ancestral strain must experience to bring forth a producer and consumer strain for the cross-fed
metabolite. In other words, we use an assumption of parsimony: The producer and consumer strains
most likely to evolve from an ancestor are those that are metabolically most similar to the ancestor.
More specifically, we perform the following analysis for each of 58 metabolites that can form the
basis of a stable cross-feeding polymorphism emerging in a chemostat initialized with an ancestral
E. coli strain and supplied with a glucose-minimal medium. We analyze the genome scale metabolic
model of E. coli iJO1366 to identify the distribution of metabolic fluxes – the rates at which enzymatic
reactions proceed – that are most similar between a producer strain of the metabolite and the ancestor,
as well as between the consumer strain of this metabolite and the ancestor. We use multiple measures
of similarity, among them the number of reactions that require a change in flux, and we assume that a
producer or consumer strain is more likely to emerge if this number is small. Our analysis shows that
acetate and glycerol cross-feeding do not require exceptionally small metabolic changes compared to
66
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the 56 other metabolites we consider.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Complex metabolic changes are needed for the evolution of glucose-acetate
and glucose-glycerol cross-feeding.
The four stably co-existing and cross-feeding E. coli strains that evolved from an ancestral strain in a
glucose-limited chemostat showed genetic and physiological differences with respect to glucose, acetate,
and glycerol uptake and metabolism (Helling et al., 1987). Our first analysis prepares the ground by
modeling the ancestral and evolved flux distributions of E. coli that are relevant to reconstruct the
lab-evolved glucose-acetate and glucose-glycerol cross-feeding interactions. We began by modeling the
metabolic behavior of the ancestral strain using a modified version of Flux Balance Analysis (FBA)
known as parsimonious FBA (pFBA), together with a genome scale metabolic network of E. coli
(iJO1366) (see Methods).
Flux balance analysis is a computational method for predicting metabolic fluxes (the rates at
which substrates are converted into products) for all reactions in a genome-scale metabolic network.
Essentially, FBA identifies a flux distribution that results in maximal biomass growth while fulfilling
a set of constraints. These include the assumption that metabolism operates in a steady-state, where
the production and consumption of each metabolite are exactly balanced. The constraints also include
assumptions about the reversibility of reactions, as well as about maximally possible rates of nutrient
transport. Generally there are multiple alternative flux distributions that fulfill all constrains and
permit maximal growth. Among them, parsimonious FBA (Lewis et al., 2010) identifies the flux
distribution that minimizes the sum of all metabolic fluxes, which can be viewed as a proxy for the
total expression level of metabolic enzymes. In other words, pFBA assumes that a metabolism must
achieve maximal growth subject to minimal cost. This cost minimization increases consistency between
computational predictions and transcriptomic and proteomic data (Lewis et al., 2010).
We applied pFBA to determine the flux distribution of the ancestral strain from which cross-feeding
emerged under the conditions in which its evolution had been observed experimentally (Helling et al.,
1987). Specifically we assumed a chemically minimal environment where sufficient glucose – the sole
carbon source – is available to allow growth at the dilution rate of the chemostat in the experiments that
inspired this work (0.2 h−1) (Helling et al., 1987). (See methods for details.) Figure 3.1B illustrates part
of the resulting flux distribution graphically for central carbon metabolism. After having obtained this
ancestral flux distribution we predicted the flux distributions of the evolved cross-feeding strains. We
used the same metabolic network of E. coli (iJO1366) to model ancestral and cross-feeding strain. This
modeling decision reflects the observation that cross-feeding strains can emerge in little evolutionary
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time (Helling et al., 1987; Rozen and Lenski, 2000a), and that metabolic differences between strains are
not due to differences in their enzyme-coding genes, but result from mutations that affect the expression
of these genes or the activity of the encoded enzymes. In addition, we assumed that evolution is most
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Figure 3.1 (previous page): Metabolic changes required for the evolution of the acetate and
glycerol cross-feeding strains. (A) Minimal number of reactions requiring a change in flux in the ancestor
for acetate and glycerol cross-feeding to evolve. Most reactions requiring a flux change belong to glycoly-
sis and gluconeogenesis, the pentose phosphate pathway, the citric acid cycle or from transport processes.
The remaining reactions (‘others’) come from multiple pathways that comprise oxidative phosphorylation,
alternate carbon metabolism, pyruvate metabolism, glycine and serine metabolism, alanine and aspartate
metabolism, folate metabolism, anaplerotic reactions, or that are unassigned to a pathway. In the table we
also include the number of genes associated with the reactions requiring a flux change, the number of operons
into which these genes fall, as well as the number of regulons. (B) Central carbon metabolism of E. coli.
Every orange circle represents a metabolite and every line a reaction. Thick grey lines indicate a non-zero flux
in the ancestral strain (|αi|>0.001 mmol gDW
−1 h−1). (C) to (F) As in (B), but each panel shows reactions
with non-zero flux in cross-feeding strains (blue for producers, red for consumers) in addition to non-zero
fluxes in the ancestor (grey). Panels (G) to (J) show, on the left of each panel, the number of reactions that
are activated in a producer (blue) or consumer (red) relative to the ancestor (‘on’), or the reactions that are
inactivated relative to the ancestor (‘off’, grey). On the right of each panel, the amount of flux change is
shown for reactions that change their flux relative to the ancestor.
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We first focused on the origin of the strain that produces acetate. Experimentally, this strain was
found to consume more glucose than the ancestor, and to excrete acetate and glycerol into the envi-
ronment. To disentangle the metabolic changes that are required for acetate and glycerol production,
we modeled two separate producer strains: an acetate producer and a glycerol producer. To model the
acetate producer strain, we imposed non-zero (1 mmol gDW −1 h−1) acetate excretion on this strain
and allowed the strain to consume more glucose than the ancestral strain, because it could otherwise
not persist in the chemostat. Specifically, we set glucose consumption to the minimal amount required
to satisfy the acetate excretion constraint and to allow growth at the dilution rate value. To reflect
our parsimony (minimal metabolic change) assumption, we assumed that acetate production in this
strain is achieved via the smallest possible flux rearrangement relative to the ancestral strain. More
specifically, we used Regulatory On/Off Minimization (ROOM), an optimization method that finds
the flux distribution which minimizes the number of reactions whose flux needs to change from the
ancestral distribution such that the strain can produce acetate.
We modeled the evolution of the second cross-feeding strain, the acetate consumer, analogously.
Experimentally, this strain was found to consume glucose but distinguished itself from the ancestor
and the other evolved strains by its large acetate consumption capacity. We modeled the acetate con-
sumer strain by disallowing glucose consumption completely and permitting only acetate consumption,
because it allows us to identify the metabolic changes that are associated with a change in carbon
source most clearly. (We also repeated the analysis allowing the acetate consumer strain to consume
both acetate and glucose, which led to the same conclusions. See supplementary 3.4 Fig.)
Again, we applied ROOM to identify the smallest number of reactions whose flux needs to change to
bring forth an acetate consumer strain. We then repeated this entire procedure for both the glycerol
producer and consumer. Figures 3.1C-F show the flux through central carbon metabolism in the
producers (in blue) and consumers (in red) on top of the flux distribution identified for the ancestral
strain (in grey). We found that acetate (glycerol) production and consumption requires changes in
fluxes through at least 41 (45) and 60 (43) reactions (Figure 3.1A). In other words, the required flux
change, even though it is the minimally necessary change, is complex.
This complexity is also evident in different kinds of predicted flux changes. Some reactions are
active (non-zero flux) in the ancestor but inactive (‘off’) in the evolved strain. Other reactions are
active (‘on’) only in the evolved strain. Yet other reactions change only their flux magnitude in the
evolved strain. Figure 3.1G-J show the numbers of reactions in these three categories. Although the
majority of reactions (65-95%) change only their flux magnitude, between 2 and 21 reactions need to
be turned on or off to allow the production or consumption of acetate and glycerol.
In addition to comprising different kinds of changes, the changed fluxes fall into various metabolic
subsystems, including glycolysis and gluconeogenesis, the pentose phosphate pathway, the citric acid
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cycle, and transport (Figure 3.1A). Thus, it is unlikely that they could be brought forth by one or few
mutations, an assertion that is corroborated by our next analysis.
To find out how flux changes might be related to genetic changes, we used the Gene-Protein-
Reaction association (GPR) map available for the metabolic model of E. coli iJO1366. The GPR map is
only one-to-one in the simplest case, where a gene product catalyzes one reaction. Alternatively, a gene
product may catalyze more than one reaction; the products of multiple genes may be needed to catalyze
one reaction; or the products of different genes may catalyze the same reaction. The 41 reactions
requiring a flux change to bring forth acetate producer strain are linked to 90 genes, which are organized
in 52 operons and 35 regulons. Figure 3.1A shows the number of genes, operons and regulons associated
with the reactions requiring a flux change for the evolution of the acetate consumer and glycerol cross-
feeding strains. The changes involve multiple operons and regulons. Consistent with the prediction
that one or few mutations could not bring about all these changes, experimentally evolved cross-feeding
strains harbored hundreds of mutations. Multiple repeatedly mutated genes (Kinnersley et al., 2014)
were directly involved in glycolysis and gluconeogenesis, the TCA cycle, and transport, which are
three of the subsystems where we also observe most of the reactions changes. Transcriptomic changes
(Kinnersley et al., 2014, 2009) showed very limited agreement with computational predictions (see
supplementary 3.6.1 text and supplementary 3.5 Fig). This is unsurprising, because gene expression
change poorly reflects metabolic flux change for several reasons, for example because mRNA and
enzyme abundance correlate poorly (Futcher et al., 1999; Greenbaum et al., 2003b; Ideker et al., 2001;
Washburn et al., 2003; Vogel and Marcotte, 2012; Guimaraes et al., 2014).
3.3.2 Acetate and glycerol cross-feeding does not require exceptionally little metabolic
change.
A previous analysis of the metabolic network of E. coli showed that 56 distinct cross-feeding inter-
actions other than the experimentally described glucose-acetate and glucose-glycerol interactions can
evolve and lead to stable polymorphic communities (San Roman and Wagner, 2018). This raises the
question why only the latter two types of cross-feeding polymorphisms have been described. One
possible answer is that the evolution of acetate and/or glycerol cross-feeding requires less metabolic
changes than cross-feeding involving other metabolites, and is thus more likely to evolve. To find out,
we repeated the analysis from the previous section, but replaced the secondary carbon sources acetate


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CHAPTER 3. THE POSSIBLE AND THE ACTUAL
Figure 3.2 (previous page): Metabolic distance between the ancestor and cross-feeding strains.
(A) The ancestor-producer and ancestor-consumer distances (measured as the number of reactions requiring
a flux change) obtained when performing RooM are given on the x- and y- axes respectively. Every circle
in the plot corresponds to one metabolite with cross-feeding potential. Acetate and glycerol are shown as
orange and green circles respectively. The diagonal line is shown as a visual guide. A circle on the line
indicates that the same number of reactions needs to change their flux to create the corresponding producer
and consumer strain. Blue and red histograms show the distribution of the ancestor-producer and ancestor-
consumer distances, respectively. (B) The y-axis shows acronyms for the 58 metabolites that can lead to stable
cross-feeding interactions, ranked according to decreasing probability of evolving cross-feeding, as quantified
by the total RooM-predicted distance (sum of ancestor-producer and ancestor-consumer distances) shown
on the x-axis. Different bar colors indicate the number of reactions classified as turned ‘on’ in the producer
relative to the ancestor (blue), turned ‘on’ in the consumer relative to the ancestor (red), turned ‘off’ in either
the producer or consumer relative to the ancestor (dark grey), as well as reactions requiring a flux change in
either producer or consumer relative to the ancestor (‘flux change magnitude’, in light grey). Black circles
show the total distances obtained when RooM-het was used to minimize strain distances.
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The minimal metabolic distances between ancestor and producer, as well as between ancestor and
consumer, as obtained with RooM, are shown in figure 3.2A. The mean producer-ancestor distance
equaled 57±15 reactions with changed flux. The corresponding consumer-ancestor distance equaled
62±17 reactions. In 41 out of the 58 cross-fed metabolites (those situated above the diagonal in figure
3.2A), the producer of a given metabolite can evolve more easily than its consumer, requiring fewer
flux changes.
The cross-feeding of seven carbon sources requires less flux change to create both producer and
consumer strains than acetate cross-feeding. These carbon sources are dihydroxyacetone (dha), α-
ketoglutarate (akg), pyruvate (pyr), glycolate (glyclt), ethanol (etoh), acetaldehyde (acald) and D-
gluconate (glcn). Likewise, cross-feeding on dihydroxyacetone (dha), D-gluconate (glcn) and 5-Dehydro-
D-gluconate (5dglcn) requires less flux change than cross-feeding on glycerol.
Figure 3.2B shows 58 metabolites ranked by the likelihood that cross-feeding evolves for them.
Based on our minimal change criterion, cross-feeding of 18 metabolites is easier to evolve – it requires
fewer reaction changes in producer and consumer. In contrast, cross-feeding of only three carbon
sources is easier to evolve than glycerol cross-feeding. In sum, acetate and glycerol are not exceptional
in their potential to evolve in cross-feeding.
Thus far, we have used the sum of the ancestor-producer and ancestor-consumer distances as
a proxy of the likelihood of the cross-feeding interaction to evolve. By doing so we are inherently
assuming that producers and consumers evolve independently from each other. This is strictly not
correct, because the producer needs to evolve before the consumer does, otherwise the consumer will
lack a carbon source on which to feed. However, because a more complex model (supplementary 3.6.3
Text) yields essentially identical predictions (see supplementary 3.7 Fig), we will continue to use the
sum of metabolic distances below.
Figure 3.2B uses bars with different colors to distinguish reactions that are activated (‘turned
on’), inactivated (‘turned off’), and that change flux magnitude relative to the ancestor. Just as
for acetate and glycerol cross-feeding (figure 3.1G-J), most reactions change their flux quantitatively
rather than qualitatively (being turned on or off). Of special interest are those reactions that change
flux qualitatively, because it is possible that such flux change is more difficult to achieve genetically,
for example because fewer mutations eliminate a gene than modulate its activity (Eyre-Walker and
Keightley, 2007). For acetate cross-feeding to emerge, 23 reactions are turned on or off, a number
that is lower for five other carbon sources. Likewise, for glycerol-cross feeding to emerge, 20 reactions
are turned on or off, a number that is lower in four other carbon sources. Thus, even if the number
of reactions turned on or off were the most appropriate measure of metabolic distance, acetate and
glycerol cross-feeding would not be exceptional in their metabolic distance to the ancestor. Cross-
feeding of other carbon sources requires even fewer qualitative changes than cross-feeding of acetate
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and glycerol.
The reactions which change flux overlap to some extent across different cross-fed carbon sources.
Specifically, out of the 2583 reactions present in E. coli’s model iJO1366, 392 (390) reactions are
required to change their flux to convert the ancestor into a producer (consumer) of at least one of
the 58 carbon sources. Nine (four) reactions require a flux change for the evolution of every producer
(consumer). 36 (40) changing reactions are shared among 80% of all producer (consumer) strains.
This overlap suggests that the mutations required to create producer and consumer strains of different
metabolites may also overlap.
In sum, if metabolic distance is an appropriate proxy for the likelihood that cross feeding evolves,
acetate and glycerol cross-feeding are not exceptionally likely to evolve compared to cross-feeding on
56 other carbon sources. This is further supported by our observation that the reactions that require
a flux change for the evolution of producers or consumers overlap among different cross-fed carbon
sources.
3.3.3 Can a heterogeneous ancestral population affect the likelihood that cross-
feeding emerges?
Thus far we assumed that the ancestral population is homogeneous, i.e., it is composed of phenotypi-
cally identical individuals. This is why we modeled it with a single flux distribution predicted through
pFBA. However, bacterial populations are often phenotypically heterogeneous. This heterogeneity
may arise from genetic differences among individuals in a population, or from noisy gene expression
in genetically homogeneous (isogenic) populations. Likewise, in the chemostat experiment that in-
spired this work, the isogenic ancestral strain may have been phenotypically heterogeneous, or it may
have diversified genetically before cross-feeding emerged. Such heterogeneity can affect ecological and
evolutionary processes. In this section we ask how such heterogeneity might affect the evolution of
cross-feeding. To this end, we developed a method we call “RooM-het” which allows us to identify the
cross-feeding strains that most likely evolve from a heterogeneous ancestral population. As opposed to
RooM, RooM-het does not use a single (ancestral) flux distribution as reference. Instead, it identifies
two minimally distant flux distributions simultaneously, each fulfilling a different set of constraints
(See figure 3.3A and ‘Methods’ for details).
We applied RooM-het to identify producer and consumer strain for each of our 58 carbon sources
that can lead to cross feeding. Assuming a heterogeneous ancestral population led to a lower distance
to the ancestor in producer and consumer strains. However, the distance reduction was only modest
(two changed reactions on average, supplementary 3.8 Fig). As in the previous section, we used the
sum of the ancestor-producer and ancestor-consumer distances as a proxy of the likelihood that the
different cross-feeding interactions emerge. The black circles in figure 3.2B show the total distance
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to the ancestor as obtained with RooM-het. Taking into account population heterogeneity affects the
likelihood of cross-feeding only modestly, changing the rank of acetate (glycerol) cross-feeding from
19-th (4-th) to 18-th (5-th) most likely to evolve. Thus, acetate and glycerol cross-feeding are not
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Figure 3.3: Impact of a heterogeneous ancestral population on the evolutionary outcome. (A)
Explanation of the RooM and RooM-het methods. The figure shows a hypothetical flux space where the
fluxes through reaction i (Ji) and j (Jj) are shown. Different carbon source consumption and production
rates impose different constraints that affect the allowable solution space of ancestor, producer and consumer
strains differently. The allowable solution space corresponds to the space of flux distributions that fulfill a set
of constraints, here shown as grey, blue and red areas for the ancestor, producer and consumer respectively.
To perform RooM we first identified an ancestral flux distribution with pFBA (here represented as the grey
circle labeled ApF BA). We used this flux distribution as a reference to identify the producer (blue circle
labeled PROOM ) and consumer (red circle labeled CROOM ) flux distributions that would require the minimal
number of flux changes. In contrast, RooM-het requires no ancestral reference flux distribution. When using
this method to identify a producer flux distribution, the method returns two flux distributions, one that
satisfies all the constraints of being a producer, and another that satisfies all the constraints of being an
ancestor. The same holds when predicting a consumer flux distribution. In the figure, the resulting producer
and consumer flux distributions are shown as blue and red circles labeled PROOM−het and CROOM−het). The
two distinct ancestral flux distributions that result when identifying the producer and consumer distribution
are labeled AROOM−het. (B) Sum of the ancestor-producer and ancestor-consumer distances (vertical axis)
as a function of the glucose consumed by the ancestral population (horizontal axis). Predictions for acetate
and glycerol are shown in orange and green, respectively. Grey circles correspond to predictions for one of
the twenty metabolites with a predicted likelihood of being subject to evolved cross-feeding greater than that
observed for acetate when either RooM or RooM-het are performed at the minimal glucose consumption rate
of 2.14 mmol gDW −1 h−1.
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3.3.4 Greater glucose consumption can modify the likelihood of cross-feeding in-
teractions to emerge
Thus far, we assumed that the ancestral strain was maximally efficient in consuming glucose, that is,
it consumed the minimal amount of glucose required for growth at a dilution rate of 0.2 h−1. Reducing
this efficiency, that is, allowing more than this minimal glucose consumption, may affect metabolism
in multiple ways (San Román et al., 2014). It may open alternative ways of metabolizing carbon,
increase the production of waste products, and in doing so, increase population heterogeneity. Here
we explore how such increased glucose consumption may affect the likelihood of observing different
cross-feeding interactions. We focus on 20 metabolites, which comprise acetate and the 19 metabolites
(including glycerol) whose likelihood to be cross-fed is higher than acetate based on either RooM or
RooM-het.
In this analysis, we employed again RooM-het but now we varied the ancestral glucose consump-
tion from the minimum required for growth at 0.2 h−1 (2.14 mmol gDW −1 h−1) to a value of 3.1
mmol gDW −1 h−1, which corresponds to the glucose consumption required by the gluconate (glcn)
producer strain, which has the highest glucose requirement. As the ancestor consumes increasing
amounts of glucose, the metabolic change required for the emergence of producer and consumer strains
decreases substantially (supplementary 3.9 A and B Figs). For example, when glucose consumption is
minimal (2.14 mmol gDW −1 h−1) the mean ancestor-producer distance for the twenty metabolites of
interest equals 41±7 changed reactions, which reduces to 25±8 reactions when glucose consumption
increases by only 7% (2.3 mmol gDW −1 h−1). Remarkably, this ancestor-producer distance declines
to zero for all carbon sources above some threshold of glucose consumption, meaning that the ances-
tor already produces the cross-fed metabolite without any flux change when it consumes a sufficient
amount of glucose. The mean ancestor-consumer distance also decreases substantially (from 44±10
to 29±6 reactions with a 7% increase of glucose consumption), but it generally does not decline to
zero. The relative proportion of reactions that are activated, inactivated, or that merely changed flux
magnitude relative to the ancestor does not change as glucose consumption increases (supplementary
3.9 C to H Figs).
Given these observations, it is not surprising that the sum of the ancestor-producer and ancestor-
consumer distances decreases as glucose consumption increases. However, the extent of this de-
crease differs between metabolites (figure 3.3B) and thus, the ranking of metabolites most likely to
be cross-fed changes as glucose consumption increases. For example, Spearman’s correlation coeffi-
cient of these ranks varied from a minimum of 0.42 (when changing glucose consumption from 2.3 to
2.5 mmol gDW −1 h−1) to a maximum of 0.89 (when changing glucose consumption from 2.7 to 2.9
mmol gDW −1 h−1). Acetate ranks highest (fifth) when glucose consumption is 2.5 mmol gDW −1 h−1,
in which case cross-feeding involving dihydroxyacetone (dha), D-gluconate (glcn), glycolate (glyclt)
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and glyceraldehyde (glyald) are more likely to evolve. Glycerol ranks highest (fourth) at a glucose
consumption of 2.3 mmol gDW −1 h−1, where it is preceded by dihydroxyacetone (dha), glyceralde-
hyde (glyald), and 5-dehydro-D-gluconate (5dglcn).
In sum, even at elevated glucose consumption, cross-feeding of several metabolites is more likely
to evolve than cross feeding of acetate and glycerol. However, this likelihood is sensitive to glucose
consumption, which shows that interactions between a metabolism and its environment are critical to
determine the likelihood that cross-feeding emerges.
3.4 Discussion
Based on our previous predictions that 58 different metabolites can sustain stable communities of
cross-feeding E. coli bacteria which emerge in a glucose limited chemostat (San Roman and Wag-
ner, 2018), we here identified the minimal amount of metabolic change (numbers of reactions with
changed metabolic flux) required for the emergence of each such cross-feeding interaction. We used
this amount of change as a proxy for the likelihood of cross-feeding to evolve, with more change im-
plying a lower likelihood of evolution. Regardless of the cross-fed carbon source, the required change
was complex. It involved multiple biochemical reactions, metabolic pathways, operons, and regulons.
These observations are consistent with a large number of mutations and regulatory changes observed
in experimentally identified cross-feeding communities (Kinnersley et al., 2014; Plucain et al., 2014).
Most importantly, our analysis predicts that the experimentally observed cross-fed metabolites
acetate and glycerol are not the most likely to be involved in cross-feeding interactions. Multiple
other metabolites can evolve cross feeding through similar or less metabolic change. This prediction
is independent of how we quantified the amount of metabolic change (supplementary 3.6.2 Text and
supplementary 3.6 Fig), how we computed to likelihood of cross-feeding to emerge (supplementary
3.6.3 Text and 3.7 Fig), or whether we took the heterogeneity of an ancestral population into account
(supplementary 3.8 Fig). However, we note that the amount of metabolic change required to evolve
cross feeding interactions is sensitive to the amount of glucose consumed by the ancestral population,
and the extent of this sensitivity depends on the cross-fed metabolite. Thus, the likelihood to evolve
cross-feeding depends not only on the reaction complement of a metabolism, but also on interactions
between this metabolism and the environment.
For two reasons, cross-feeding may emerge more easily in chemostats than in batch culture. First,
theory shows that for cross-feeding to evolve in batch cultures, the secondary carbon source has to
be produced at a high rate (Doebeli, 2002), which reduces the likelihood that cross-feeding emerges.
Second, in chemostats operating at low dilution rates (such as the ones we are considering) mutants
with high affinity for the available carbon source are favored and will accumulate in the population
(Rabbers et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2006; Tsen et al., 1996). Because such mutants consume a lot of
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the carbon source, they may not metabolize all of it completely, and may thus excrete metabolic by-
products (similarly to what occurs in overflow metabolism (Xu et al., 1999)). In other words, just as
for our analysis of excess glucose consumption, producer strains can emerge with little or no metabolic
flux changes, which also facilitate the emergence of consumer strains (figure 3.3B).
Our analysis has two main limitations. First, we assumed that the most frequently evolving produc-
ers and consumers are those requiring the least amount of metabolic change, which we used as a proxy
for the smallest amount of genetic change. However, it is well known that the relationship between
genetic and phenotypic (metabolic) change is not straightforward. Whereas some DNA mutations may
affect only one biochemical reaction, others may affect multiple reactions. What is more, the same
amount of phenotypic change in different individuals may be caused by different numbers or kinds of
mutations (Tenaillon et al., 2012; Kryazhimskiy et al., 2014; Treves et al., 1998; Chou and Marx, 2012;
Toprak et al., 2011). Although these factors will reduce any association between metabolic change
and genetic change, one would expect some statistical association between the two whenever multiple
mutations must be responsible for the observed phenotypic change. This is probably the case for
cross-feeding, where the minimal metabolic changes affect dozens of reactions in multiple biochemical
pathways, modulating them and their regulation – which is driven by multiple regulons and operons
– both qualitatively and quantitatively.
Second, we tacitly assumed that genetic change causes the metabolic differences leading to cross-
feeding. However, phenotypic plasticity may also be involved, especially for the consumer strain. Once
a producer strain has evolved and excreted a new metabolite, other individuals in the population may
sense the new metabolite and respond accordingly; perhaps through a change in gene regulation that
does not require mutations. Such plasticity may be important for yet-to-be-discovered instances of
cross-feeding, but we know that it is not solely responsible for experimentally characterized cross-
feeding interactions. For example, mutations in the regulatory region of gene acs, which expresses the
enzyme acetyl CoA synthetase needed for acetate uptake, occurred in all acetate consumer strains that
evolved in parallel chemostat experiments (Treves et al., 1998). Such parallel evolution indicates that
the mutations may be required for the evolution or maintenance of cross-feeding interaction (Blount
et al., 2018). Similarly, three mutations are required when the acetate consumer strain that evolved
in batch experiments is to invade and coexist with the acetate producer strain (Plucain et al., 2014).
There may be several reasons why only acetate and glycerol cross-feeding have been observed
experimentally, even though multiple other carbon sources may be just as likely to evolve cross-feeding.
First, we cannot exclude that other cross-feeding interactions did evolve but went undetected, because
detecting cross-feeding requires extensive genetic and biochemical analysis. In addition, cross-feeding
strains must reach a sufficiently high population frequency to become detectable. In previous work
(San Roman and Wagner, 2018) we showed that about half of the metabolites we study here would
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support lower community biomass than acetate cross-feeding. Thus, the frequencies of some cross-
feeding strains in a population may be low and hard to detect. Second, cross-feeding interactions
may be transient. Given sufficient time, a generalist strain that combines maximum glucose uptake
with the ability to recover a secondary metabolite could evolve (Rosenzweig et al., 1994; Le Gac
et al., 2012). Evolution experiments in environments alternating between pairs of carbon sources
showed that such generalists evolve when both carbon sources are metabolized in similar ways, whereas
specialists evolved when carbon sources are metabolized differently (Sandberg et al., 2017). Based on
this observation, one would expect that a generalist might replace a cross-feeding polymorphism if
glucose and the cross-fed metabolite are metabolically similar. Third, the evolution of acetate and
glycerol cross-feeding in the chemostat experiments may have been facilitated by the initial genotype
(Kinnersley et al., 2014; Treves et al., 1998). The reason is that the ancestral genotype in these
experiments harbored regulatory mutations that prevented cells from recovering excreted acetate and
overexpressed the glycerol regulon.
In this contribution, we only studied 58 cross-feeding interactions that can evolve in a single
minimal glucose-limited environment. Hundreds or thousands of other cross-feeding interactions can
evolve in minimal environments with different primary carbon sources (San Roman and Wagner, 2018),
and many more interactions are conceivable in complex environments. To validate such cross-feeding
predictions through long term evolution experiments that directly assay for such cross-feeding remains
an important task for future work. However, even if only a small fraction of these interactions can be
experimentally verified, cross-feeding will emerge as an important source of biodiversity in unstructured
and homogeneous environments.
3.5 Methods
3.5.1 Flux balance analysis (FBA)
Flux balance analysis (FBA) is a computational method to predict metabolic fluxes – the rate at which
chemical reactions convert substrates into products – of all reactions in a genome-scale metabolic
network (Orth et al., 2010). It has been successfully used in many applications, for example to
study bacterial growth in different environments (Ibarra et al., 2002) or in response to gene deletions
(Edwards and Palsson, 2000).
FBA requires information about the stoichiometry of chemical reactions in a metabolic network.
It makes two central assumptions. The first is that cells are in a metabolic steady-state. The second
is that cells effectively optimize some metabolic property such as biomass production (growth). Ad-
ditional constraints can be incorporated into the optimization problem that FBA solves, in order to
account for the thermodynamic and enzymatic properties of a network’s biochemical reaction. The
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optimization problem that FBA solves can be formalized as a linear programming problem (Orth et al.,
2010; Varma and Palsson, 1994b) in the following way:
Maximize vgrowth
s.t. Sv = 0
li ≤ vi ≤ ui
(3.1)
Here, S is the stoichiometric matrix, a matrix of size m × r that mathematically describes the
stoichiometry of the modeled network’s metabolic reactions. The integer m denotes the number of
metabolites, and r denotes the number of biochemical reactions in the network. These reactions include
all known metabolic reactions that take place in an organism, which are called internal reactions. They
also include reactions that represent the exchange (import or export) of metabolites with the external
environment. Furthermore, they include a biomass growth reaction, which is a “virtual” reaction
that reflects in which proportion biomass precursors are incorporated into the biomass of the modeled
organism (Ibarra et al., 2002; Varma and Palsson, 1994b; Orth et al., 2011). Each entry Sij of the
stoichiometric matrix contains the stoichiometric coefficient with which metabolite i participates in
reaction j. The vector v is a vector (of size r) whose entries vi represent the metabolic flux through
reaction i in the network. vgrowth specifies the flux through the biomass growth reaction. Fluxes
through biochemical reactions are restricted by lower and upper bounds that constrain the flux through
each reaction in the network. These bounds are given by the variables l and u, respectively, which are
vectors of size r.
3.5.2 Identification of the flux distribution that characterizes the ancestral strain
Cross-feeding interactions evolve when E. coli cells are grown in a glucose-minimal chemostat envi-
ronment (Helling et al., 1987). In this experiment, the ancestral strain, i.e., the strain present at the
beginning of the experiment, is able to grow at a rate equal to the dilution rate of the chemostat (0.2
h−1) while consuming the only carbon source present (glucose).
Mirroring these conditions, we used the genome scale metabolic model of E. coli iJO1366 (Orth
et al., 2011) and simulated a minimal chemical environment containing glucose as the sole source
of carbon. We set glucose consumption to a maximum of 10 mmol gDW −1 h−1, an arbitrary value
based on typical glucose uptake rates in E. coli (Varma and Palsson, 1994b; Orth et al., 2011). We
assumed that ammonium, calcium, chloride, cobalt, copper, iron, magnesium, manganese, molybdate,
nickel, oxygen, phosphate, potassium, protons, sodium, sulphate and zinc are present in non-limiting
amounts. Moreover, we assumed that our (simulated) ancestral strain was able to grow at a dilution
rate of 0.2 h−1. Then, we used parsimonious Flux Balance Analysis (pFBA) (Lewis et al., 2010) to
identify the flux distribution that best describes the ancestral strain.
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pFBA is a variation of FBA . It embodies the hypothesis that organisms have evolved the ability
to grow at a maximally possible rate but at a minimal cost, for example, in the form of enzyme
expression. Its predictions are more accurate than those obtained with traditional FBA (Lewis et al.,
2010). pFBA identifies the flux distribution that satisfies a given growth rate (for example growth at
the chemostat dilution rate) while minimizing the sum of all fluxes - a proxy for the total energetic




s.t. Sa = 0
li ≤ ai ≤ ui
agrowth = 0.2
(3.2)
We performed pFBA in python, using the cobrapy package (Ebrahim et al., 2013).
Using pFBA we identified a flux distribution (a for ancestral) that satisfies the growth rate and
glucose consumption constraints while minimizing the total flux. With this flux distribution, the
E. coli metabolism supports growth at the dilution rate of 0.2 h−1, and completely oxidizes 2.1
mmol gDW −1 h−1 of glucose consumed, excreting carbon dioxide as the sole carbon containing metabo-
lite.
3.6 Supplementary material
3.6.1 Comparing computational predictions and experimental data
Thorough experimental analysis performed on the ancestral and acetate/glycerol cross-feeding E. coli
strains provided extensive information on gene expression differences among the strains (Kinnersley
et al., 2009). Transcriptional profiling of the evolved strains (acetate and glycerol cross-feeding strains)
in monoculture revealed 181 genes whose expression was significantly altered in the evolved strains
relative to the ancestral strain (Kinnersley et al., 2009). Approximately half (93) of these genes were
classified as metabolic genes (using MultiFun (Serres and Riley, 2000)). Forty-nine genes were up- or
down-regulated relative to the ancestral strain, and showed similar expression changes in the acetate
and glycerol cross-feeding strains. Forty-four genes showed different expression changes among the
cross-feeding strains.
Although our analysis is based on metabolic fluxes and not gene expression, and although the two
quantities may show very limited association, for example because of post-translational regulation and
differences in enzyme half-lives (Futcher et al., 1999; Greenbaum et al., 2003a; Ideker et al., 2001;
Washburn et al., 2003; Vogel and Marcotte, 2012; Guimaraes et al., 2014; Gygi et al., 1999), we
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wished to analyze to what extent computationally predicted metabolic changes agree with published
experimental gene expression data.
To compare flux predictions with gene expression data, we used the Gene-Protein-Reaction asso-
ciation (GPR) map available for the metabolic model of E. coli iJO1366 (Orth et al., 2011). The
relationship between genes and enzymatic reactions is only one-to-one in the simplest case, where
one gene product catalyzes one reaction. Alternatively, a gene product may catalyze more than one
reaction; the products of multiple genes may be needed to catalyze one reaction; or the products of
different genes may catalyze the same reaction.
Gene expression data is available for 72 genes included in the genome scale metabolic reconstruc-
tion we used for this analysis (iJO1366) (Kinnersley et al., 2009, 2014). The products of most of these
genes are associated with few reactions. Exceptions include ompF (Blattner id b0929), tesA (b0494),
and ptsH (b2415), which are associated with 271, 21, and 18 reactions. Gene ompF expresses an outer
membrane porin which is involved in many transport reactions; tesA expresses acyl-CoA thioesterase
I, an enzyme involved in the biosynthesis of unsaturated fatty acids; and ptsH expresses the phospho-
carrier protein HPr involved in the phosphotranspherase system (PTS). In total, these 72 genes are
associated with 457 reactions.
Four strains evolved and coexisted for many generations in the glucose minimal chemostat exper-
iment (Helling et al., 1987): an acetate consumer (strain CV101), an acetate and glycerol producer
(strain CV103), and two glycerol consumers (strains CV115 and CV116). With the aim to disentangle
the metabolic changes required for acetate and glycerol production and consumption, we computa-
tionally predicted four different flux distributions, i.e., a distribution for an acetate producer, an
acetate consumer, a glycerol producer, and a glycerol consumer. We then compared the experimen-
tally observed gene expression changes with the computationally identified flux changes relative to
the ancestor. Specifically, we compared (i) the computationally predicted flux changes for the acetate
producer strain with the gene expression changes observed experimentally for strain CV103 (an ac-
etate and glycerol producer); (ii) the computationally predicted flux changes for the acetate consumer
strain with the gene expression changes observed experimentally for strain CV101 (an acetate con-
sumer strain); (iii) the computationally predicted flux changes for the glycerol producer strain with
the gene expression changes observed experimentally for strain CV101 (which produces both acetate
and glycerol); and (iv) the computationally predicted flux changes for the glycerol consumer strain
with the gene expression changes observed experimentally for strains CV115 and CV116 (two glycerol
consumer strains).
For each pair of computationally predicted and experimentally observed changes we performed the
following analyses. First, we classified all 72 metabolic genes in the metabolic network of E. coli as
up-regulated, down-regulated or unchanged relative to the ancestor, using available gene expression
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data from (Kinnersley et al., 2009, 2014) for the strains listed above. Then, we classified all (1295)
remaining genes included in the model of E. coli which were not part of these 72 genes as genes with
unchanged expression. Supplementary 3.5 A to E Figs shows in the form of grey bars the number
of genes that were classified as up-regulated, down-regulated or unchanged for every experimentally
observed strain.
Second, for every gene classified as up-regulated, we examined if at least one of the associated
reactions showed a flux increase in the evolved strain (flux ei) relative to the ancestral strain (flux ai,
|ei| > |ai|+0.001). If so, we considered that the experimentally observed gene expression change agreed
with the computationally predicted flux change. We applied the same procedure to genes classified
as down-regulated, requiring that at least one of the associated reactions showed a flux decrease
(|ei| < |ai| − 0.001) to consider that experimental data agreed with the computational prediction. For
genes classified as unchanged, we only assumed agreement between experiment and computational
prediction when all reactions associated with a gene showed the same flux in the evolved and the
ancestral strain (|ai| − 0.001 < |ei| < |ai| + 0.001).
We repeated the analysis just described for computational predictions based on RooM, MoMA,
minimization of changed reaction subsets and RooM-het. The results are shown in supplementary
3.5 Fig. Green bars in supplementary 3.5 A to E Figs show the number of genes showing agreement
between the experiment and computation (true positives). Orange bars show the number of false
positives, i.e., genes computationally predicted to be up-regulated, down-regulated, or unchanged, but
where this prediction was not supported by experimental data.
The same data is summarized in panel F of supplementary 3.5 Fig, a table whose entries show the
number of true positives and false positives, respectively, separated by a slash (‘/’). We performed a
Fisher exact test to test the null hypothesis that the number of genes correctly predicted to be up-
regulated, down-regulated or unchanged cannot be attributed to chance alone. We found predictions
to be significant (p-value<0.05, denoted with *) and very significant (p-value<0.01, denoted with **)
for all consumer strains, irrespective of the computational method used to identify the strain.
The data shows that the agreement between experimental data and computational predictions is
very limited, which is unsurprising, given that metabolic flux is affected by multiple factors besides
mRNA expression level. In addition, computational predictions are even less accurate for producer
strains than for consumer strains. One possible reason is that the strain found experimentally to excrete
acetate (CV103) also excretes glycerol, while we computationally modeled two separate producer
strains excreting either acetate or glycerol.
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3.6.2 Alternative methods used to identify the cross-feeding strains.
In this supplementary file we introduce alternative methods that we used to identify the flux distri-
bution of the cross-feeding strains. We also present a comparison of the results obtained with these
methods and the results presented in the main text obtained with RooM.
Minimization of Metabolic Adjustments (MoMA)
MoMA, like RooM, was first described (Segrè et al., 2002) to predict metabolic changes after genetic
perturbations such as gene deletion. It is based on the assumption that after a genetic perturbation,
the flux change in a metabolic network relative to a wild-type will be minimal. It identifies a flux
distribution that satisfies a set of constraints while minimizing the distance to a flux distribution, just
as RooM does. The difference between RooM and MoMA consists in the distance metric used: While
in RooM the number of reactions with a significant flux change relative to a reference flux distribution
is minimized, in MoMA the Euclidean distance to the reference flux distribution is minimized. The





s.t. Se = 0
li ≤ ei ≤ ui
(3.3)
Here, S is the m×r stoichiometry matrix and li and ui are lower and upper bounds, respectively,
that constrain the flux through each reaction i in the network. These bounds reflect thermodynamic
and capacity constraints on a reaction. The flux distribution a corresponds to the reference flux
distribution, which for our analysis equals the flux distribution of the ancestral strain obtained with
pFBA, as explained in the main text.
We repeated the analysis presented in the main text, identifying every producer and consumer
strain with MoMA instead of RooM. We found that the mean ancestor-producer distance was 10.3±7.7
mmol gDW −1 h−1 (supplementary 3.6A Fig). The distances between the ancestor and the acetate and
glycerol producer strains were 3.3 mmol gDW −1 h−1 and 2.9 mmol gDW −1 h−1, respectively. When
ranking producer strains according to increasing distance to the ancestor, the acetate producer had
rank eleven, while the glycerol had rank six. The ancestor-consumer mean distance was 27.8±41.6
mmol gDW −1 h−1 (figure S3_fig (B)). The acetate consumer strain occupied rank 47, with a dis-
tance of 26.5 mmol gDW −1 h−1. The glycerol consumer strain ranked third, with a distance of 8.6
mmol gDW −1 h−1.
We used the sum of the ancestor-producer and ancestor-consumer distances as a proxy for the
likelihood of cross-feeding interactions to evolve (supplementary 3.6C Fig). We observed that 34
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cross-feeding interactions can evolve more easily than the one involving acetate. In contrast, only
two cross-feeding interactions can evolve more easily than glycerol cross-feeding, those involving the
metabolites dihydroxyacetone (dha) and D-gluconate (glcn). Even though MoMA and RooM perform
different optimizations to identify the flux distributions of the cross-feeding strains and even though
the distances obtained differ in absolute values, we observed a high statistical association (Spearman’s
r= 0.86, P=6.1e-18, n=58) between the predictions of both methods with respect to metabolite rank,
i.e., the likelihood with which metabolite cross-feeding arises.
Minimizing the number of reaction subsets with a significant change in flux
Regulatory mutations may be important for causing the flux changes that allow cross-feeding, and
any one regulatory mutation may affect the flux through multiple reactions simultaneously. Bearing
this in mind, we wanted to quantify the number of flux changes not in terms of individual reactions
(as in RooM) but in terms of subsets of reactions which are co-regulated and whose flux may be
simultaneously affected by a single regulatory change. To this end, we first identified all subsets of
fully coupled reactions. (A set of reactions is fully coupled if the flux through one reaction constrains
the flux through all reactions in the set to a scalar multiple of the specified flux (Larhlimi et al.,
2012).These fully coupled reactions tend to be co-regulated (Notebaart et al., 2008). We used the
tool F2C2 (Larhlimi et al., 2012) to identify such reactions. We included all reactions that were fully
coupled in one subset of reactions. With this approach, we partitioned the 2583 reactions from the E.
coli metabolic model iJO1366 into 1118 subsets of fully coupled reactions.
We then performed an optimization similar to RooM, in which a flux distribution that fulfills a set
of constraints is identified, while the number of subsets of reactions that change their flux with respect




s.t. Se = 0
fsubseti ∈ 0, 1
li ≤ ei ≤ ui
ei − f
subset
i (ui − (ai + β)) ≤ ai + β
ei − f
subset
i (li − (ai − β)) ≥ ai − β
(3.4)
Once again, here S is the m × r stoichiometry matrix and li and ui are lower and upper bounds
respectively, that constrain the flux through each reaction in the network according to thermodynamic
and capacity constraints. fsubseti is a binary variable. It takes a value of 1 if reaction subset i shows a
substantial change in flux ei relative to the reference flux ai and zero otherwise. β specifies the amount
of flux change that is considered substantial, and as in RooM, we used a value of β=0.001.
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We used this method to identify all potential cross-feeding strains. We found that producers differed
from the ancestor on average in 50±10 reaction subsets (supplementary 3.6D Fig) while consumers
differed from the ancestor on average in 55±13 reaction subsets (supplementary 3.6E Fig). We also
used the sum of the ancestor-producer and ancestor-consumer distances obtained with this method
to estimate the likelihood of the various cross-feeding interactions to evolve. For acetate and glycerol
cross-feeding 92 and 83 subsets of reactions require a flux change, respectively. Cross-feeding of 17
metabolites is easier to evolve than acetate cross-feeding, whereas cross-feeding of only 6 metabolites
is easier to evolve than glycerol cross-feeding.
Although the results presented in the main text considered all reactions, whereas the method used
here considered only reactions subset, the methods produced highly concordant predictions about
metabolite rank,i.e., about the likelihood that metabolite cross-feeding arises (Spearman’s r= 0.98,
P=2.4e-44, n=58).
3.6.3 Model to quantify the probability of cross-feeding evolution.
The evolution of the consumer strain may not be independent of that of the producer. For example, if
the producer is not present in the population by the time the consumer evolves, the consumer will go
extinct because it lacks a carbon source on which to thrive. Therefore, the sum of ancestor-producer
and ancestor-consumer distances may not be the most accurate proxy for the likelihood that cross-
feeding evolves. In this section we develop a more adequate model that does not consider producer
and consumer origins as independent. We also show that the predictions of this more complex model
are virtually identical to those of the simpler model of the main text.
One fundamental assumption of our work is that metabolic ancestor-producer and ancestor-consumer
distances are proportional to the amount of metabolic or genetic change that is necessary to give rise to
a producer or a consumer strain for any one carbon source. In addition, we assume that these distances
are inversely proportional to the likelihood that a producer or consumer strain emerges. In a reflection
of these assumptions, we transformed metabolic distances (d) into probabilities that producers (con-
sumers) emerge in the population after one generation (P ). To this end, we took a phenomenological
approach and assumed that the probability that an evolved (producer or consumer) strain originates
in the population from the ancestor would have a maximal value of P=1 if the metabolic distance
between ancestor and the evolved strain had a minimal value of zero. This probability would mono-
tonically approach the smallest value of zero as the metabolic distance became larger. We used the





Equation 3.5 predicts, for example, that the producer of dihydroxyacetone (dha), which requires the
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fewest flux changes (19 reactions, figure 3.2A), is the one with the highest probability to emerge in the
population (P=0.050). In addition, the dihydroxyacetone (dha) consumer strain is also the consumer
strain with the highest probability to emerge (P=0.11), because it requires only 8 reactions (figure
3.2A) to change their flux relative to the ancestral strain. Conversely, the strain producing L-alanine-D-
glutamate-meso-2,6-diaminoheptanedioate-D-alanine (LalaDgluMdapDala) has the lowest probability
of emerging among all producer strains (90 flux changes, P=0.011), and the strain consuming formate
(for) has the lowest probability among all consumer strains (99 reaction changes, P= 0.010).
We used these probabilities to model the evolution of cross-feeding. For simplicity, we assumed
that generations are non-overlapping and that at every generation four scenarios are possible: the pro-
ducer and consumer strains arise simultaneously, which occurs with probability PP roducer∧Consumer;
only the producer arises (probability PP roducer∧(¬Consumer); only the consumer arises (probability
P(¬P roducer)∧Consumer; or neither producer nor consumer arises (probability P(¬P roducer)∧(¬Consumer).
For cross-feeding to evolve after the first generation, producer and consumer need to arise simulta-
neously. Therefore the probability of observing cross-feeding after the first generation is given by
P (cf, t1) = PP roducer∧Consumer. From the second generation onwards cross-feeding may arise by simul-
taneous evolution of producer and consumer (as in the first generation) or by evolution of a consumer
after the evolution of a producer. The probability of evolution of cross-feeding in generation t (with
t > t1) can be written as:












j!(t − m − j)!
PConsumer]
(3.6)
Where P(¬P roducer) (with P(¬P roducer) = P(¬P roducer)∧Consumer + P(¬P roducer)∧(¬Consumer)) is the
probability that the producer does not emerge in a given generation. PConsumer (with PConsumer =
PP roducer∧Consumer + P(¬P roducer)∧Consumer) is the probability of the consumer to emerge in a given
generation.
Defining p and c as the probabilities that producer and consumer evolve in the population, then
for a population composed of N cells (N=2x1010 in (Helling et al., 1987)) we can write the following
probabilities:
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P¬P roducer = (1 − p)
N
PP roducer = 1 − P(¬P roducer) = 1 − (1 − p)
N
P(¬Consumer) = (1 − c)
N
PConsumer = 1 − P(¬Consumer) = 1 − (1 − c)
N









N !prP crC (1 − p − c)N−rP −rC
rP !rC !(N − rP − rC)!
1 + (1 − p − c)N − (p + (1 − p − c))N − (c + (1 − p − c))N
PP roducer∧(¬Consumer) = PP roducer − PP roducer∧Consumer
P(¬P roducer)∧Consumer = PConsumer − PP roducer∧Consumer
(3.7)
We used equation 3.5 to estimate the probabilities of the producer PP roducer and consumer PConsumer
strains to evolve in a population. With these probabilities, we were able to calculate the probabil-
ities of producer and consumer to evolve per cell in the population (p and c). With p and c in
hand, we determined the remaining probabilities needed to calculate the probability of cross-feeding:
P(¬P roducer)∧(¬Consumer), PP roducer∧Consumer, PP roducer∧(¬Consumer) and P(¬P roducer)∧Consumer.
Supplementary 3.7A Fig plots the predicted cumulative probability (
∑
t P (cf, t)) that cross-feeding
emerges against time (in generations) for the evolution of each of the 58 possible cross-feeding interac-
tions. Orange and green lines show the predictions for acetate and glycerol respectively. Supplementary
3.7B Fig compares this prediction to that of the simpler model of the main text, where the sum of the
ancestor-producer and ancestor-consumer distances are used as proxies for these probabilities. The




Ancestor-Producer + Ancestor-Consumer distances. 
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of ancestor-consumer distances and B) the sum of ancestor-producer
and ancestor-consumer distances when the consumer strains consume (A) only the specific
secondary carbon source or (B) both glucose and the secondary carbon source The x-axes show
the ancestor-consumer and total distances obtained when the consumer strains cannot consume glucose but
only the specific secondary carbon source (see also figures 3.2 A and B). The y-axes show the same distances
but obtained when the consumer strain consumes 1 mmol gDW −1 h−1 of glucose and the respective secondary
carbon source in amounts that allow growth at 0.2 h-1. The ancestor-producer distances used to calculate the
total distances shown in (B) are those shown on the x-axis of figure 3.2A. Every grey circle represents one of
56 metabolites that can be cross-fed. Acetate and glycerol are shown as orange and green circles, respectively.
Even though the ancestor-consumer distances change when the consumer strains consume glucose in addition
to their specific secondary carbon source, the main conclusion of this work do not change: Multiple changes
are required for any cross-feeding interaction to evolve, and cross-feeding of multiple metabolites may evolve
with higher likelihood than acetate and glycerol cross-feeding.
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Figure 3.5 (previous page): Comparison of gene expression data of the cross-feeding strains
experimentally evolved in glucose minimal chemostats with computationally predicted flux
changes. The light grey areas in figures (A) to (E) show the number of genes found to be up-regulated,
down-regulated, or unchanged in expression for the experimentally observed acetate producer CV103, the
acetate consumer CV101, the glycerol producer CV103, and the two glycerol consumer strains CV115 and
CV116. The numbers above the grey bars add up to the total number of genes included in the metabolic
model of E. coli iJO1366 (1367). Green and orange bars show the genes predicted to be up-regulated, down-
regulated or unchanged, based on flux changes for reactions associated with these genes, as predicted by
(from left to right) RooM, MoMA, minimizing reaction subsets, and RooM-het. Green bars (overlapping the
grey area) indicate the number of genes correctly predicted to be up-regulated, down-regulated, or unchanged
(true positives). Orange bars indicate the number of genes computationally predicted but not experimentally
observed to be up-regulated, down-regulated, and unchanged (false positives). (F) Summarizes the data
shown in (A) to (E). For each strain (rows) and each gene category and prediction method (columns), the
two numbers separated by a dash indicate the number of true positives and false positives. ‘*’ indicates
p<0.05, and ‘**’p<0.01, based on a Fisher’s exact test of the null-hypothesis that the number of genes
correctly predicted to be up-regulated, down-regulated, or unchanged can be attributed to chance alone.
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Ancestor-Producer MoMA distances 










































































































































Ancestor-Producer Subsets distances 














































































Figure 3.6 (previous page): Comparison of the ancestor-producer, ancestor-consumer and total
distances obtained when using different methods to identify flux distributions of cross-feeding
strains. In figures (A) to (C) flux distribution distances predicted by MoMA (on the y-axis) are compared
with distances predicted by RooM (on the x-axis). The ancestor-producer distance, the ancestor-consumer
distance, and the total distance (sum of ancestor-producer and ancestor-consumer distances) are shown in
panels (A) to (C), respectively. Every grey circle represents one of 56 metabolites that can be cross-fed.
Acetate and glycerol are shown as orange and green circles. Panels (D) to (F) are analogous to (A) to (C),
but their y-axes show the distances predicted when minimizing the number of co-regulated reaction subsets
that change expression.
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Figure 3.7: Estimates of likelihood of cross-feeding to evolve considering the evolution of
producer and consumer strains are not independent events. (A) The cumulative probability for
the evolution of cross-feeding interactions as calculated with equation 3.6 from supplementary 3.6.3 Text is
plotted against time (in generations). Every grey line corresponds to a prediction for a different metabolite
subject to cross-feeding. Predictions for acetate and glycerol are shown in orange and green, respectively.
(B) Comparison of two proxies of the likelihood that cross-feeding evolves. The x-axis shows the sum of the
producer-ancestor and consumer-ancestor distances, which is the proxy used in the main text. The y-axis
shows the cumulative probability of cross-feeding to evolve after 100 generations, according to the model
from supplementary 3.6.3 Text, which takes into consideration that the evolution of producer and consumer
may not be independent events. Every grey circle represents a prediction for a different metabolite subject to
cross-feeding. Orange and green circles correspond to predictions for acetate and glycerol, respectively. The
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Figure 3.8: RooM-het and RooM distances comparison. (A) Ancestor-producer distances predicted
with RooM and RooM-het are shown on the x and y-axes respectively. Every circle corresponds to one
produced metabolite. The diagonal line indicates equal distances. (B) As in (A) but for predicted ancestor-
consumer distances and for consumed metabolites.
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Figure 3.9 (previous page): The x-axes in all panels show the maximal amount of glucose consumed by
the ancestor. As a function of this quantity, (A) and (B) show the predicted distance of the ancestor to the
producer and consumer, respectively. Among all reactions with a change in flux, (C), (E) and (G) show the
fraction of reactions that are turned ‘on’, ‘off’ and that change the flux quantitatively in the producer relative
to the ancestor, respectively; (D), (F) and (H) are analogous to (C), (E) and (G), but for the reactions that
require a flux change in the consumer relative to the ancestor. Each set of six grey circles connected by a grey
line corresponds to simulation data for one of the twenty metabolites with a predicted likelihood of being
subject to evolve cross-feeding greater than that for acetate when either RooM or RooM-het are performed
at the minimal glucose consumption rate of 2.14 mmol gDW −1 h−1. Predictions for acetate and glycerol are















































































































































































































































































Figure 3.10: The figure shows the ancestor-producer and ancestor-consumer distances (y-axis in the upper
and lower panel respectively) predicted by RooM for all 58 cross-feeding strains, using three different values
of the parameter beta, which is used in RooM to specify the amount of flux change that is considered
substantial (increasing distance in one unit). The data shows that changing beta from its default value
(0.001 mmol gDW −1 h−1, green circles) to a fifth of this value (0.0002 mmol gDW −1 h−1, yellow circles), or




From two to many
To be submitted as:
San Roman M. and Wagner A. (2020) Diversity-creating species interactions can shift ecological di-
versity limits during community assembly.
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4.1 Summary
Microbial communities are hugely diverse, but we do not yet understand how species invasions and
extinctions drive and limit their diversity. According to the ecological limits hypothesis, available
environmental resources limit diversity. According to the diversity-begets-diversity hypothesis, biotic
species interactions can create new ecological niches that help increase diversity. To find out whether
resource limitations or species interactions may be more important in the assembly of microbial com-
munities, we used metabolic modeling. We represent each microbial species by a metabolic network
that harbors thousands of biochemical reactions. Together, these reactions determine which carbon
and energy sources a species can consume, and which metabolic by-products – potential nutrients for
other species – it can excrete in a given chemical environment. We assemble communities by modeling
thousands of individual species invasions in a chemostat-like environment that initially provides only
a single source of carbon and energy. We find that early during the assembly process, diversity begets
diversity. By-product excretion and cross-feeding interactions produce a rich environment with up to
eighty different available carbon sources, which can sustain dozens of species. During later assembly
stages, the creation of new niches slows down, existing niches become filled, successful invasions become
rare, and species diversity plateaus. Thus, ecological limitations dominate the late assembly process.
However, these limitations are not just externally imposed. They result from species interactions that
have created new resources during early assembly. A community’s diversity ceiling is a joint product
of external limitations and internal processes that can raise this ceiling.
4.2 Introduction
Bacterial life on earth is extraordinarily diverse. Our planet is inhabited by an estimated 1.4 to
1.9 million bacterial lineages (Louca et al., 2018), and every gram of soil hosts between 2000 and
18000 distinct such lineages (Daniel, 2005). Understanding how Earth holds all this biodiversity is
a fundamental challenge to ecology and evolution. Part of the difficulty in meeting this challenge
is that planet earth offers limited resources, which may impose a ceiling on biodiversity. In this
vein, a prominent ‘ecological limits’ model of biodiversity (Rabosky and Hurlbert, 2015; Schluter and
Pennell, 2017) posits that rates of diversification should decrease as diversity increases and fills available
ecological niches. In contrast, the ‘diversity begets diversity’ perspective posits that diversity could
stimulate further diversification (Whittaker, 1972; Calcagno et al., 2017) as species-species interactions
get more complex and novel niches are created (Laland et al., 1999; Erwin, 2008), or as existing niches
are partitioned more and more finely as a result of competition (Dieckmann and Doebeli, 1999a; Bailey
et al., 2013).
Evidence for either model in bacteria, animals, and plants is mixed. For example, a combination
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of field work and phylogenetic analysis of Himalayan songbirds suggests that an observed slowdown
in their speciation rate is explained by niche filling. Their species distributions are well explained by
resource abundance (Price et al., 2014). Two evolution experiments with Pseudomonas fluorescens
also support the ecological limits model (Brockhurst et al., 2007; Gómez and Buckling, 2013). In the
first experiment, the evolutionary diversification of a strain of P. fluorescens (measured as the rate
at which distinct morphotypes evolved) was lower when the strain was co-cultured with a community
isolated from soil than when it was cultured in isolation (Gómez and Buckling, 2013). In the second ex-
periment, the strain’s diversification also slowed down as more strains where included in the co-culture
(Brockhurst et al., 2007). Conversely, similar experiments with a different strain of P. fluorescens
support the ‘diversity begets diversity’ perspective. These experiments tracked the diversification of a
focal lineage of P. fluorescens in bacterial communities that harbored from one to eight lineages of P.
fluorescens. More novel morphotypes evolved when communities were initially more diverse (Jousset
et al., 2016). Further support for the ‘diversity begets diversity’ model comes from experiments with
crops and weeds, which show that weed diversity is high whenever crop diversity is high (Palmer and
Maurer, 1997). It also comes from data on plant and arthropod diversity on the Canary and Hawaiian
islands, where the proportion of endemic species increases with increasing species numbers (Emerson
and Kolm, 2005). And it comes from inferences of microbial diversification rates from several taxo-
nomic ratios, such as the species to genus ratio (Madi et al., 2019). In addition, theoretical modeling
using adaptive dynamics also suggests that some initial diversity can facilitate further diversification
(Calcagno et al., 2017).
The evidence supporting one or other model comes from experiments or field work data where
it is difficult to disentangle ecological from evolutionary limitations. We believe this dichotomy of
whether diversity fosters or inhibits further diversity should be resolved based on purely ecological
processes: in a scenario where we could control the appearance of new species in a community, will
the environmental resources constrain community diversity or will species-species interactions promote
further diversity? This is what we explore here. We simulated the assembly of microbial communities
where each individual species is modeled with a metabolic network which comprises thousands of
metabolic reactions needed for an organism’s survival in a given chemical environment. The advantage
of this approach is that fundamental metabolic traits emerge from first biochemical principles, which
are embodied in the metabolic reaction network of an organism. Especially important traits for our
purpose include the ability to survive on a given source of carbon and energy, and the ability to
excrete specific by-products of metabolism. Traits like these can be computationally predicted with
Flux Balance Analysis (FBA, (Orth et al., 2010)), a computational method that can determine the flux
of matter through every reaction in a metabolic network when cells are in a metabolic steady-state,
and when they grow their biomass at the maximum possible rate given the biochemical reactions they
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can catalyze. The predictions of FBA have been experimentally validated (Varma and Palsson, 1994b;
Orth et al., 2011).They have also been successfully used to predict growth and by-product secretion
of bacteria in different media (Varma and Palsson, 1994b; Edwards et al., 2001; Ibarra et al., 2002).
Metabolic networks have been characterized for hundreds of organisms (Gu et al., 2019). They
are highly valuable to understand metabolic biology and evolution, because they reflect an organism’s
evolutionary history. For the same reason, however, they are of limited use for studies like ours,
which aim to understand how community assembly may be affected by specific metabolic properties
of the assembled species, such as the number of biochemical reactions any one species harbors, and
the number of carbon sources it can utilize. For this purpose, one needs to vary these properties
systematically, but in the network of any one organism, they are fixed.
To circumvent this limitation, we started our community assembly not from previously charac-
terized metabolic networks of microbial species. Instead, we randomly sampled metabolic networks
from a much larger space of possible metabolisms (Methods), such that each network fulfilled specific
requirements. These requirements include the ability to sustain life on specific carbon sources like
glucose, while containing an otherwise random complement of chemical reactions drawn from a much
larger ‘universe’ or ‘pan-metabolism’ of biochemical reactions. We refer to such metabolic networks
as random viable networks. We created them with a computational variant of Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) sampling which allows for a efficient sampling of the large space containing all possible
metabolic reaction, that is, the pan-metabolism. For our work, we used a pan-metabolic network com-
prising 5625 metabolites and 7222 biochemical reactions. Using this approach, we created thousands
of random viable networks (see Methods). For the purpose of our analysis, each such network repre-
sents a different ‘species’, and we used these ‘species’ to simulate the assembly of a community in a
well-mixed chemostat-like environment where resources are supplied by the environment at a constant
rate.
Our community assembly procedure consists of three iterated steps. First, a random species invades
the environment/community (Figure 4.1). This step simulates the evolution or migration of a new
species in the community. Second, the environment acts as a filter that selects those species that
succeed at persisting in the community. Specifically, we allow a species to persist if it grows faster
than all other species in the community on at least one of the available resources (carbon sources). In
other words, this second step embodies competition between species in the community. In a third step,
the persisting species may change the environment by excreting metabolic by-products. We repeated
these three assembly steps for thousands of species invasions in any one community, and simulated
hundreds of community assemblies in environments with different amounts of resources and varying
strengths of competition.
During community assembly, we found that many persisting species excrete metabolic by-products,
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which can sustain species that invade later through cross-feeding – interaction in which one organism
consumes the excretion of another. In other words, species create opportunities for cross-feeding,
which begets further diversity. Further, we find that communities grow more diverse when competition
among species is stronger. Taken together, these two observations show that biotic interactions between
species are critical to establishing diverse communities. At the same time, communities show limits
in the number of species they accommodate. As community richness increases, the probability that
a new species successfully invades a community decreases. The reason is that by-product excretion
cannot create new niches ad infinitum. Eventually all new niches have been created, and later invasions
mostly fill the existing niches. At this late stage, the assembly dynamics enters an ‘ecological limits’
regime.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Modeling community assembly
We used a very simple community assembly strategy inspired by the environmental filter metaphor and
trait-based models. In these models life is organized according to traits - properties of a species which
are essential for its survival. Typically, species show trade-offs in their traits and a trait that gives a
species an advantage in one environment might be disadvantageous in other. Then the environment
selects (filters) species according to their traits. These modeling strategy has been used, for example,
to predict community composition along environmental gradients (Mcgill et al., 2006; Thakur and
Wright, 2017; Allison, 2012; Litchman and Klausmeier, 2008; Laughlin et al., 2012). Here, we model
the assembly of microbial communities where the species traits are given by the species ability to grow
on a set of carbon sources. In the following paragraphs we describe our modeling procedure in detail.
To begin with, we created a pool of 1000 species, from which we sample individual species for
community assembly. Each species is represented by a metabolic network that we require to be
viable on a specific carbon source, but that contains an otherwise random complement of biochemical
reactions from a much larger universe (‘pan-metabolism’) of biochemical reactions known to take place
in the biosphere. To create this species pool, we used a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling
procedure, which allows us to create random viable metabolic networks with specific characteristic
(see methods). For most of our analysis these characteristics are that, first, all species (metabolic
networks)contain the same number of 2583 metabolic reactions as a well-established and widely used
metabolic model of E. coli (iJO1366, (Orth et al., 2011)). Second, all species are permeable to the
same 330 metabolites that E. coli cells can import or export (Orth et al., 2011). Third, we require
all species to be viable on the same carbon source glucose, a constraint we relax later (supplementary
4.10 Fig). We note that as a result of metabolism’s complex and reticulate structure, species required
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to be viable on one carbon source are usually also viable on multiple others (Barve and Wagner, 2013).
We used Flux Balance Analysis (see methods) to determine viability for each of our 1000 species
on 223 potential carbon sources (see methods), and found that they are viable on an average of 32±10
different carbon sources. We consider the carbon sources on which any one species is viable as the
species’ fundamental niche. In addition to viability, we also determined the metabolic by-products of
growth that any one species excretes when growing on any one carbon source.
We began our community assembly process with a deliberately simple chemical environment, which
supplies only one carbon source – glucose – at a constant rate. In other words, in this initial environ-
ment only one metabolic niche exists. Community assembly then consisted of multiple iterations of
the following three steps (Figure 4.1):
(I) Species invasion: a species is introduced into the environment/community. Each such species
is selected at random from our species pool with equal probability. The same species can be selected
multiple times in the course of assembling one community.
(II) Environmental filtering: the environment serves as a filter selecting those species from the
community that can persist in the environment. Specifically, we assume that those species that achieve
the highest growth among all present species when consuming at least one of the available carbon
sources in the environment persist. All other species go extinct. This modeling decision is based on
the competitive exclusion principle, which states that species cannot coexist if they compete for the
same limiting resources. We apply this filtering method because simulating the population dynamics
of all species in each community is computationally infeasible, given that we simulate thousands of
invasion steps in each of the thousand communities we assemble.
(III) Niche construction: all species that make up the community at a given time modify the
environment by excreting by-products of metabolizing the carbon sources they use for growth.
In a first analysis, we repeated this three-step process for 5000 invasions, at which point the
number of species in the communities no longer increased. In addition, we repeated the entire process
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Figure 4.1 (previous page): Modeling community assembly. (A) The three steps we used to model
community assembly. (I) Species (modeled as random viable metabolisms) are added at random to a standing
community. (II) The environment acts as a filter, selecting successful species, i.e., those best at growing on at
least one of the carbon sources available in the environment. Successful species persist in the community. (III)
The species that comprise the community modify the environment through the excretion of metabolites that
can serve as carbon sources for other species. (B) Example assembly trajectory of one community up to the
invasion of the fourth species. Simulations begin by initializing the composition of the environment, shown
as a purple rectangle at the top. The presence of each of the 223 potential carbon sources is represented as a
purple vertical bar, such that each location on the horizontal x-axis corresponds to one carbon source. In this
example and in most of our simulations unless otherwise stated, the initial environment contains glucose as the
sole carbon source, which is indicated in the top rectangle by the single vertical purple line. After initializing
the environment, we perform the first invasion with a ‘species 1’ chosen at random from our MCMC-derived
sample of random viable networks. The species’ ability to grow on each potential carbon source (whether or
not the carbon source is present in the environment) is shown in the green rectangle by a green line in the
x-position that corresponds to the specific carbon source. Darker green lines indicate higher growth. Species
1 grows on the only available carbon source glucose, and because no other species is yet present, we consider
species 1 successful. Species 1 modifies the environment with the excretion of by-products of its growth on
glucose, as shown in the second purple rectangle from the top, which are available for the second round of
assembly. In this round, a randomly chose species 2 invades the community. Its growth rate on each carbon
source is shown below that of species 1. Species 2 cannot grow faster than species 1 on any of the available
carbon sources. It therefore goes extinct and only species 1 persists in the community. The carbon sources
it excretes are available for the third assembly step. Each such step consists of a new round of (I) species
invasion, (II) environmental filtering, and (III) niche construction.
Figure 4.2A-C shows the assembly dynamics for 50 randomly chosen assembled communities out of
a total of 500 assembled communities, where each community had experienced up to 5000 individual
species invasion events. Figure 4.2A shows that the number of persisting species (community richness,
akin to alpha-diversity (Krebs, 2014)) increases rapidly until it plateaus before 5000 species invasions.
A final assembled community harbors on average 35.9±0.4 species (based on 500 assembled commu-
nities). Final species richness varies somewhat, and ranges from 33 species to 38 species. Collectively,
the final 500 communities harbor 64 different species, which implies there is an extensive overlap in
the species making up different communities. This suggests that the order in which species invade the
community have little effect on the community composition.
Figure 4.2B shows that the number of available metabolic niches, i.e., the number of carbon sources
present in the environment, also increases rapidly. This increase results from the excretion of an
increasing number of metabolic by-products as a community comes to host more and more species. At
the same time, an increasing number of species also consumes an increasing number of carbon sources.
This is why the number of free niches, that is, the number of carbon sources that are not consumed




















































































































































Figure 4.2: Species and niche dynamics during community assembly. (A-C) The horizontal axis
shows time (number of species invasion events) during community assembly. The vertical axes show (A)
community richness (number of species), (B) number of available niches (carbon sources in the environment)
and (B) number of free niches (carbon sources present in the environment and not consumed by any species
in the community). The insets show the same data but for up to 100 invasions. (D-F). The horizontal
axis shows community richness. The vertical axes show (D) invasion probability (number of trials before a
successful invasion), (E) the number of available niches (carbon sources), and (F) the number of free niches as
a function of community richness. The plots show data from 50 (A-C) or 500 (D-F) assembled communities.
During assembly, each community was subject to 5000 species invasion events. Error bars in plots D to F
indicate one standard deviation.
a peak after approximately 6 species invasions, and then declines slowly to zero. In other words, late
in the assembly process, newly invading species are more likely to consume existing carbon sources
(which are excreted by resident species) than they are to lead to the excretion of new carbon sources.
We determined the probability that a new species invasion is successful, i.e., that the invading
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species persists, as the number of invasion events that took place before a successful event occurred.
Figure 4.2D shows that this probability declines monotonically with the number of species in a com-
munity. Figures 4.2E and F show the number of available and free niches as a function of community
richness, averaged over 500 communities. The underlying data show that merely 12±2 species are
needed to construct 90% of the maximal number of available niches (figure 4.2E). When a community
hosts more than 6±2 species, a successful species invasion begins to create fewer niches than it fills, i.e.,
the number of newly excreted carbon sources becomes smaller than the additional number of carbon
sources consumed. As a consequence, the number of free niches stops increasing and starts decreasing
(see peak in figure 4.2F).
Taken together, the data in figure 4.2 demonstrate how important biotic interactions and in par-
ticular the construction of new metabolic niches is to the assembly process we studied. In the absence
of niche construction, our environment could have only accommodated the single species that is best
suited for growth on the only carbon source initially available in the environment. However, the con-
struction of new niches does not continue throughout the assembly process. Towards the end of this
process, newly invading species are more likely to fill existing niches than to help create new ones.
4.3.2 Richer initial environments lead to more diverse communities
Thus far, we had assembled communities starting from the simplest possible environment, which con-
tains only a single carbon and energy source. We next wanted to find out how the complexity of this
initial environment affects community assembly. For example, it is possible that environments contain-
ing more resources lead to the creation of more additional niches during the assembly process, which
can eventually sustain richer communities. To find out, we assembled communities in environments
that initially contained 1, 5, 10, 15 or 20 carbon sources. All these environments contained glucose,
and we selected the remaining carbon sources at random from the list of 223 potential carbon sources
(see methods).
Indeed, environments with more initial resources lead to more diverse final communities (Figure
4.3). However, initial resource differences do not translate one-to-one into final community richness.
For example, an environment that initially offers 20 times more resources than the simplest environment
results in communities that have only 4.0±0.1 more species (Figure 4.3). We also found that the
invasion probability as a function of community richness is consistently higher for the environment
that starts with the most resources, even though the difference is modest (supplementary 4.7A Fig).A
higher number of available and free niches is also observed in the initially rich environment, respect









































Figure 4.3: Richer initial environments lead to richer final communities. We simulated the
assembly of communities in environments that offered between one and twenty carbon sources (horizontal
axis) at the beginning of community assembly. The vertical axis shows the number of species (community
richness) at the end of a community assembly process consisting of 5000 species invasions. Circles show mean
values obtained from the assembly of 500 communities. Bars indicate one standard deviation.
4.3.3 Competition narrows the species’ realized niche
Classical competition theory (Hutchinson, 1959) argues that competition is the major biological process
controlling the structure of natural communities. Quantifying competition is generally difficult (Krebs,
2014) but our method allows us to quantify and manipulate competition strength in two ways. In this
section, we explore how competition affects community richness. First, we can vary the strength of
competition by changing the number of species that can invade the community, i.e. changing the size
of the species pool. In the previous section, we had assembled communities through iterative species
invasions, where we had chosen invading species from a pool of 1000 species. Now, we change the pool
size to 250, 500 or 750 species. We create the species’ pools at random from the original set of 1000
species.
As the size of the pool becomes larger the chances that any one species is the fastest-growing among
all species on any one carbon source is lower which means that competition for resources gets stronger.
In figure 4.4A we show how increasing the species pool size decreases the chances of any species from
the pool of being the fastest-growing one. To calculate this, first, we computed the average number of
resources on which a species showed the highest growth. This measure varies from 0 - if the species
grows worse than any other species from the pool in all carbon sources - to 1 - if the species grows best
than all other species in all carbon sources. We repeated this calculation for every species in a pool.
Then, we calculated the average considering all species from the pool. For pools of 250, 500 and 750
species we repeated the analysis 500 times, each time with a pool created at random. In figure 4.4A
we report the average of 500 repetitions.
Stronger competition, embodied in larger species pools, results in more diverse communities (fig-
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ure 4.4B). This higher community richness is explained by two factors. First, as competition gets
stronger, we observe a modest increase in the total number of niches available after 5000 species inva-
sions (86.9±1.6 and 88.9±0.2 available niches for species pools of 250 and 1000 species, respectively,
supplementary 4.8B Fig) while the number of free niches after 5000 invasions is not affected (all avail-
able niches are filled, supplementary 4.8C Fig).Therefore, more niches are filled. Second, we observe
that stronger competition causes a reduction of the realized niche (figure 4.4C)- each persisting species
consumes, on average, fewer carbon sources. (We calculated the average realized niche dividing the
number of filled niches by the community richness.) Altogether, the larger community richness ob-
served when competition is stronger results from more niches being available and filled, and from the
fact that each species occupies (consumes), on average, fewer niches (resources).
A second way to vary competition strength is to alter the degree of overlap in the fundamental niches
that two species occupy, i.e., the number of carbon sources that they can thrive on. Species with more
similar fundamental niches show more intense competition (Bailey et al., 2013). We can manipulate this
niche overlap by altering the metabolic complexity of the species that we assemble into communities,
i.e., by altering the number of biochemical reactions in each metabolic network, which is possible
with our sampling approach (see Methods). To this end, we created pools of metabolic networks that
had 500 or 1000 more reactions than the E. coli model we used as a reference (iJO1366,(Orth et al.,
2011)). We designated members of these pools as having metabolic complexity ‘r+500’ and ‘r+1000’,
respectively. Species in these pools are on average viable on more carbon sources – they have a broader
fundamental niche (supplementary 4.5 Fig). In addition, species pairs in these pools also overlap to
a greater extent in their fundamental niches. We quantified this niche overlap by enumerating the
number of carbon sources on which both species could grow, and divided this number by the total
number of carbon sources on which at least one of the species could grow (Figure 4.4D). In sum,
increased metabolic complexity increases competition among species by increasing their niche overlap.
We used species of equal metabolic complexity to assemble communities, selecting species from a
pool of 1000 species (in supplementary 4.8 Fig we show the results found for pool sizes of 250, 500 and
750).
We found that communities assembled from species with high metabolic complexity are more
species rich (figure 4.4E). For these three values of metabolic complexity, we observe no difference
in the number of available or free niches (supplementary 4.8B and C Figs respectively). The larger
community diversity observed at high metabolic complexity results from a narrower partition of niche
space among the species (figure 4.4F).
We also explored the consequences of reducing metabolic complexity below that of r. We assembled
communities with species that contain 500 or 1000 fewer reactions than the reference model (pools
















































































































































































































































Figure 4.4: Competition causes a narrower division of the available niches. (A-C) The horizontal
axis shows the number of species in the species pool from which communities are assembled. Larger species
pools imply higher competition among species. Vertical axes show (A) the probability of a species to be the
fastest growing on a carbon source, average across carbon sources and across the whole pool, (B) community
richness (number of species), and (C) average number of niches filled by each species (average realized niche,
quantified as the number of available niches minus the number of free niches and divided by the total number
of species in a community). (D-F) The horizontal axis shows the metabolic complexity of the species used
for community assembly, i.e., their total number of biochemical reactions relative to the reference r=2583 of
E. coli model iJO1366. (D) The vertical axis shows the average overlap in fundamental niche between two
species pairs, quantified as the number of carbon sources on which both species can grow, divided by the
union of carbon sources on which either species can grow. Higher metabolic complexity resulted in higher
niche overlap between species, which increases the potential for competitive interactions between species.
(E) community richness, and (F) average realized niche breadth (quantified as in B). Arrows in A and D
indicate the direction in which competition gets stronger. Circles in B, C, E and F show averages over 500
assembled communities after simulating 5000 invasion events per community. Circle colors indicate the size
of the species pool used to assemble the communities (a color change from blue to green corresponds to an
increase in the pool size from 250 to 1000 species). Bars show one standard deviation.
complex than those observed for metabolic complexity higher than r. As in the analysis where we
changed the species’ pool, here it is the combination of two factors that explains the community
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richness, the total number of niches filled and the average realized niche.
In sum, we observe that when competition is strong that results in a narrower division of the niche
space each species occupies. Everything else being equal, this derives in more diverse communities.
4.4 Discussion
The ‘ecological limits’ and ‘diversity begets diversity’ models were proposed to explain the forces that
shape biodiversity on Earth. Therefore, it is reasonable that some analyses performed to explore the
validity of these hypotheses (Brockhurst et al., 2007; Gómez and Buckling, 2013; Jousset et al., 2016)
were done considering both evolutionary and ecological processes acting together, just as it happens
in nature. However, we believe that to test whether diversity inhibits or promotes further diversity we
should disentangle purely evolutionary from ecological processes. With this in mind, here we simulate
the assembly of thousands of communities were we control the amount of new species allowed to invade
a community and monitor the community’s response to the invasion.
Our results suggest that the dichotomy between diversity begets diversity and ecological limits is
a false dichotomy and that both principles may be correct. At initial stages of community assembly
species-species interactions, in the form of cross-feeding and competition, facilitate diversity. Species
create niches through their metabolic excretions opening the opportunity for new species to invade
as they thrive by consuming those excretions (figure 4.2).Competition causes a narrower partition of
niche space which can result in larger diversity (figure 4.4). At later stages in the assembly process, no
new niches can be created, niche space cannot be partitioned finer, successful species invasions become
rare and diversity reaches a ceiling. In sum, community diversity has limits, but those are not just
externally imposed but are modified by the species themselves.
Two other conclusions emerge from our results. First, that observing that all niches are filled
does not necessary mean that the diversity has reached its ceiling. Competition can raise community
richness even when all niches are filled by narrowing the niche space of species (supplementary 4.6 Fig).
Second, observing a slowdown in speciation or diversification rate is not proof of ecological limits model.
We quantified the probability of successful invasions and found that this probability decreases as the
community richness increases (figure 4.2D and supplementary 4.7 and 4.9 Figs).These results suggest
that we expect to observe a diversification slowdown as community diversity gets larger, in agreement
with the pervasive observation that diversification slows down as evolution proceeds (Condamine et al.,
2019). And this decrease is observed even in the range of community richness where niches are being
created by the species, that is, in ranges where ‘diversity begets diversity’ applies.
Competition is commonly thought to stimulate the diversification of species (Dieckmann and Doe-
beli, 1999a; Bailey et al., 2013; Meyer and Kassen, 2007; Tilman, 1982; Begon et al., 2006; Johnson
et al., 2012), although it can also prevent it (Bailey et al., 2013; Brockhurst et al., 2007; Gómez and
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Buckling, 2013). In our work, a successful invasion increases competition as the available resources
have to be shared between more species. After any one invasion, communities show an increase, no
change, or a net decrease in diversity if multiple species go extinct as a result of the invasion (Figure
4.2A).These disparate results found after a species invasion are in agreement with the contrasting re-
sults found in the literature. However, in our simulations, we observe that by the end of the assembly
process (once community richness no longer increases) those communities that experienced stronger
competition show larger species diversity (figure 4.4) and we conclude that, overall, competition fosters
diversity.
In an organism, traits might be interconnected. When a trait is advantageous for one function
but is associated to another trait that results somehow disadvantageous, trade-offs arise. Trade-offs
are thought to be important for determining community structure (Litchman and Klausmeier, 2008;
Tilman, 1982; Begon et al., 2006; Johnson et al., 2012). And our results indirectly suggest that trade-
offs in resource use are important for the communities assembled here. If there were no such trade-offs,
we would expect that one or a few species consumed all available resources. Instead, the richness of
species found in the communities assembled here suggests that trade-offs in the use of resources are
present. It is important to point out that these trade-offs arise simply from the set of reactions included
in the metabolic networks.
Our work has several limitations. First, we study a very constrained subspace of Hutchinsonian
niche space-the multidimensional space considering all environmental factors required for the survival
of a species (Hutchinson, 1957). Specifically, we only consider the sources of carbon and energy that
sustain heterotrophic organisms because they are frequently cross-fed in between bacteria (D’Souza
et al., 2018). We also only consider a small fraction of the thousands of conceivable natural carbon
sources.
Second, the overlap in the set of carbon sources on which species grow (the similarity in their
fundamental niche) may be a consequence of the method we used to create metabolic networks for
community assembly. Specifically, we constrained these networks to be viable on glucose, which may
have increased their similarity in terms of the carbon sources on which they are viable, because
these networks must share subset of reactions required for growth on glucose (Barve et al., 2012).
To explore how this choice may have affected our analysis, we created random metabolic networks
required to be viable on carbon sources other than glucose (acetate, pyruvate, serine, alanine and
lactose) (supplementary 4.10 Fig). Communities assembled using these networks differed little in
community diversity. This observation holds true when communities are assembled mixing species
whose metabolic networks were selected to be viable in one carbon source from a pair, suggesting that
this limitation does not affect our observations dramatically.
Third, we observed that communities can be composed of up to 80 species, which depended, directly
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or indirectly, on the species consuming the initial resource glucose. Unfortunately, our current modeling
approach cannot answer how abundant these species are, and how much glucose would be required
to sustain the community. Understanding the relative abundances of the species in communities like
those we model thus remains an important task for future work.
Though outside the scope of our work, the modeling framework used here can be used to study,
for example, successional dynamics (Nemergut et al., 2007; Dini-Andreote et al., 2014; Lockwood
et al., 1997; Chase, 2003) and the role of historical contingency (or priority effects) in the assembly
process (Chase, 2003; Fukami, 2015). What is more, whole-community genome sequencing, together
with semi-automatic methods for metabolic reconstruction, facilitate the creation of genome-scale
metabolic models for not just one organism, but for multiple organisms in a community (DeJongh
et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2018; Dias et al., 2015).Thus, it may soon be possible to conduct an analysis
like ours with metabolic networks characterized in a community from the wild. While such an analysis
cannot control all the variables that our computational work can control, it can go beyond a proof
of principle, explain actual limits on community diversity, and identify rules of community assembly
important in nature. It will be especially suited for the analysis of those complex communities where
cross-feeding interactions are important, such as that of the human gut (Magnúsdóttir et al., 2017),
the soil (Baran et al., 2015), or planktonic organisms (Enke et al., 2019).
4.5 Methods
4.5.1 Flux balance analysis (FBA)
Flux balance analysis (FBA) is a computational method to predict metabolic fluxes – the rate at which
chemical reactions convert substrates into products – of all biochemical reactions in the metabolism of
an organism (Orth et al., 2010). Because these reactions form a complex chemical reaction network, we
refer to them also as a metabolic network. Metabolic networks have been characterized for hundreds
of species (King et al., 2016), and are often also referred to as genome-scale metabolic models of these
species.
FBA requires information about the stoichiometry of all chemical reactions in a metabolic network.
It makes two central assumptions. The first is that cells (metabolisms) are in a metabolic steady-
state. The second is that cells effectively optimize some metabolic property such as biomass growth.
Additional constraints can be incorporated into the optimization problem that FBA solves, in order to
account for the thermodynamic and enzymatic properties of a network’s biochemical reaction (Orth
et al., 2010). The optimization problem that FBA solves can be formalized as a linear programming




s.t. Sv = 0
li ≤ vi ≤ ui
(4.1)
Here, S is the stoichiometric matrix, a matrix of size m × r that mathematically describes the
stoichiometry of the network’s metabolic reactions. The integer m denotes the number of metabolites,
and the integerr denotes the number of reactions in the network. Each entry Sij of the stoichiometric
matrix contains the stoichiometric coefficient with which metabolite i participates in reaction j. The
vector v (of size r) harbors the metabolic flux through each reaction in the network. vgrowth specifies
the flux through the biomass growth reaction. Fluxes through biochemical reactions are restricted by
lower and upper bounds that constrain the flux through each reaction in the network. These bounds
are given by the variables l and u, respectively, which are vectors of size r. We performed FBA
optimization with the GNU Linear Programming Kit (GLPK; http://www.gnu.org/software/glpk).
4.5.2 Modeling species with random viable networks
To sample random viable networks, we began with a specification of desired metabolic characteristics.
For example, for many of our analyses, we wanted to create networks that are at least viable on glucose
as a sole carbon source, and that comprise as many reactions as E. coli (i.e., 2583 reactions in the
widely used E. coli metabolic model iJO1366). To identify a single initial network fulfilling these
requirements, we first performed Flux Balance Analysis (see previous section) on the pan-metabolic
network of 7222 reactions (Barve and Wagner, 2013; San Roman and Wagner, 2018) in a chemically
minimal environment with glucose as the only source of carbon. Of all reactions in this pan-metabolic
network, 1263 reactions showed non-zero metabolic flux. We included all these reactions in the initial
network, which ensured the network’s viability on glucose. We then chose the remaining (1320)
reactions needed to arrive at an equal number of reactions as the E. coli metabolism at random (with
a uniform distribution) from the pan-metabolic network.
This initial network was the starting point of MCMC sampling from the space of all possible
metabolic networks. The MCMC procedure performs a long random walk through this space. Each
step in this walk consists of a reaction swap, in which a reaction from the current network is randomly
chosen for deletion, while a randomly chosen reaction from pan-metabolism but absent in the current
network is added to the current network. If the network thus modified remains viable after this reaction
swap, the swap is accepted, and the network is modified with a further reaction swap. In contrast,
if the reaction swap disrupts viability on the desired carbon source(s), such as glucose, the swap is
rejected and a new swap is tried. Modifying metabolic networks through reaction swaps ensures that
the number of reactions in the network remains constant and equal to the number of reactions in the
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initial network.
This MCMC procedure creates a long sequence of metabolic networks, all of them viable on the
desired carbon sources. As the number of reaction swaps increases, the number of reactions that the
altered network shares with the initial network becomes smaller and smaller, until its complement
of reactions becomes effectively randomized, which occurs after approximately 5000 successful swaps
(Samal et al., 2010). We stored such a randomized network for further analysis after 5000 successful
swaps, and repeated this procedure from the initial network to create 1000 random networks viable on
specific carbon sources, such as glucose. During this process we did not alter the exchange reactions
of the starting network, which ensures that in the randomized networks the same metabolites can be
exchanged with the environment as in E. coli. Furthermore, we used the biomass reaction from E. coli
iJO1366 to assess the viability of networks during MCMC sampling. We note that networks required
to be viable on specific carbon sources such as glucose also often happen to be viable on multiple
additional carbon sources, a consequence of the reticulate nature of metabolisms (Barve and Wagner,
2013).
4.5.3 Potential carbon sources
As in (Hutchinson, 1959), we performed FBA to examine all metabolites that the pan-metabolic net-
work could use as sole carbon sources. To this end, we used the biomass reaction of the model of E.
coli iJO1366 in the pan-metabolic network. We performed FBA in a simulated environment in which
one candidate carbon source was available at a time and assumed that ammonium, calcium, chlo-
ride, cobalt, copper, iron, magnesium, manganese, molybdate, nickel, oxygen, phosphate, potassium,
protons, sodium, sulphate and zinc were available in the environment in non-limiting amounts. We
considered a metabolite a ‘candidate’ or ‘potential’ carbon source if it contained at least one carbon
atom, and if an exchange reaction for this metabolite was present in the network of E. coli. In this
way, we identified 223 potential carbon sources. Any metabolism sampled from the pan-metabolic
network will be viable on a subset of these carbon sources.
4.5.4 Identifying species traits with Flux Balance Analysis (FBA)
For every random viable metabolic network (‘species’) we considered, we used FBA to determine its
viability on all 223 potential carbon sources. To this end, we again performed FBA in a minimal
environment where only one potential carbon source was available at a time, as explained in the
previous section. The result was a predicted maximal biomass growth flux for each species on each
of the 223 potential carbon sources. We used these predicted growth rates in the second step of our
simulation of community assembly, i.e., in the environmental filter which accounts for competition
among species, where the environment selects those species that grow best on the available resources.
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We also used FBA to analyze the niche construction potential of every species. We were interested
in those metabolites that could be excreted by one species, and thus potentially serve as carbon sources
for some other species. Therefore, we identified those metabolites from the list of potential carbon
sources that could be produced as by-product of growth when a species consumes a given carbon
source. To this end, we allowed consumption of this carbon source (with a maximal uptake rate of
10 mmol gDW −1 h−1) in an otherwise minimal environment, and maximized the production of each
potential carbon source, while constraining the species’ biomass production to be greater than zero.
If a potential carbon source could be produced at a rate greater than zero under this constraint, we
considered that the carbon source was excreted into the environment.
The results of FBA indicate that when microorganisms grow at their maximum, no potential
carbon source is excreted. All carbon consumed is used for biomass production. However, we know
from experiments that metabolites leak through the cell membrane and are excreted as result of
overflow metabolism (Paczia et al., 2012). Here, we assume that all species experience the same
biomass reduction by losing metabolites to the environment.
4.6 Supplementary material
4.6.1 Two factors affect species diversity when metabolic complexity is reduced
below r
As observed in figure 4.4A, increasing metabolic complexity from r to r + 1000 increases fundamental
niche overlap between species. The reason is that larger metabolic networks contain more reactions
from the pan-metabolic network (whose number of reactions is fixed at 7222 reactions), such that a
larger fraction of reactions is expected to be identical between pairs of random viable networks. This
larger overlap of reactions increases the likelihood that two networks are viable on the same carbon
sources, which causes a greater overlap in the fundamental niche. Conversely, when we decrease
metabolic complexity below r, we expect that at some value fundamental niche overlap will reach a
minimum, below which it will start to increase again. The reason is that any two random networks
viable on glucose must share reactions essential for viability on glucose. As metabolic complexity
decreases, more reactions in each network will be essential, and any two networks will share a greater
fraction of reactions. This will also increase the overlap between pairs of networks in terms of the
carbon sources on which both networks grow. In other words, it will increase the overlap in their
fundamental niche, a proxy for the strength of competition.
To find out whether this is the case, we created pools of metabolic networks that had 500 or
1000 fewer reactions than the E. coli model we used as a reference. We refer to these species pools
as the ‘r-500’ and ‘r-1000’ pools. Coincidentally, metabolic complexity r lies close to the point of
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minimal fundamental niche overlap (supplementary 4.8A Fig). Thus, competition strength increases
if we increase or decrease metabolic complexity from r.
We then used species of metabolic complexity r − 500 and r − 1000 to assemble communities. The
community richness after 5000 invasion events shows a complex pattern (r, r − 500 and r − 1000)
that can be explained by the same factors that explain community richness when we changed species
pool size (Figure 4.4A-C). As we reduce metabolic complexity below r, competition becomes stronger,
which results in a division of niche space into narrower realized niches (supplementary 4.8F Fig).
Although one might expect that communities get more diverse with narrower individual niches, this
is not what we observe. The reason is that the number of filled niches also influences community
diversity at low metabolic complexity. Specifically, as metabolic complexity decreases below r, fewer
niches become available, and more niches are left unfilled (supplementary 4.8B and C Figs). In sum,
at low metabolic complexity, both the breadth of realized niches and the total number of niches filled
are needed to explain community diversity. In contrast, at high metabolic complexity, as discussed in
the main text and shown in Figures 4.4D-F and supplementary 4.8 Fig, only the breadth of realized
























Figure 4.5: For species whose metabolic complexity increases from top (r − 1000 reactions) to bottom
(r + 1000 reactions), the histograms show the fundamental niche width, i.e., the number of carbon sources
on which the metabolic networks representing these species are viable. The variable r indicates the 2583
reactions of the reference metabolism of E. coli (Orth et al., 2011). Each panel shows data from 1000 random
viable metabolic networks (species).
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Figure 4.6: Competition for resources contributes to increase the diversity of communities even
in the absence of free niches. We show the results of simulating the assembly of 50 communities made
up of species modeled with networks of high metabolic complexity (which have 1000 reactions more than
the metabolic reference network of E. coli, r + 1000). Consecutive invasion events (horizontal axis) change
(A) community richness, (B) available niches, and (C) free niches. The area shaded in green highlights how
community richness keeps increasing even when no more niches are being created and no niches remain free,




















































Figure 4.7: The vertical axes show (A) invasion probability, (B) the number of available niches (carbon
sources), and (C) the number of free niches, plotted against community richness (horizontal axis). These are
results of assembly in an environment that initially contains only glucose (grey line) or glucose plus 19 other
carbon sources selected at random from a list of 223 potential carbon sources (blue line). Results show mean
values obtained from the assembly of 500 communities. Vertical bars indicate one standard deviation.
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Figure 4.8: The horizontal axis shows the metabolic complexity of the species used for community assembly,
i.e., their total number of biochemical reactions relative to the reference E. coli model iJO1366 (r). The
vertical axis shows (A) the average overlap in fundamental niche between two species pairs, quantified as
the number of carbon sources on which both species can grow, divided by the union of carbon sources on
which either species can grow. Higher metabolic complexity resulted in higher niche overlap between species,
which increases the potential for competitive interactions between species. Arrows indicate the direction in
which competition gets stronger. (B) and (C) the available and free niches, respectively, after 5000 invasion
events. (D) community richness at maximal number of free niches during assembly,(E) community richness,
and (F) average realized niche breadth (quantified as in figure 4.4B). Circles in (B)-(F) show averages over
500 assembled communities after simulating 5000 invasion events per community. Circle colors indicate the
size of the species pool used to assemble the communities (a color change from blue to green corresponds to







































Figure 4.9: Probability of successful species invasion(vertical axes) as a function of community richness
(horizontal axes) for networks of varying complexity (number of reactions relative to the reference r=2583
reactions of E. coli model iJO1366 (Orth et al., 2011), see inset text) . Results are based on mean values
calculated from the assembly of 50 communities. Bars indicate one standard deviation.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
1 - glucose
2 - glucose and acetate
3 - glucose and pyruvate
4 - glucose and serine
5 - glucose and alanine
6 - glucose and lactose
7 - acetate 
8 - acetate and pyruvate
9 - acetate and serine
10 - acetate and alanine
11 - acetate and lactose
12 - pyruvate 
13 - pyruvate and serine
14 - pyruvate and alanine
15 - pyruvate and lactose
16 - serine
17 - serine and alanine
18 - serine and lactose
19 - alanine
20 - alanine and lactose
21 - lactose
Carbon sources on which networks were selected:
Carbon sources on which 
networks were selected:
Figure 4.10: In this figure we show how various community properties change when the species that make up
those communities are required to be viable on carbon sources other than glucose. We used MCMC-sampling
to create metabolic networks viable on one of the following carbon sources: lactose, acetate, pyruvate, alanine
and serine. Specifically, we created 300 networks that are viable on each carbon source, and that contained
as many reactions (2583) as the reference network of E. coli (iJO1366, (Orth et al., 2011)). We used these
networks to assemble communities where all species in the community were required to be viable on the
same carbon source (green bars). In addition, we assembled communities from species whose networks were
required to be viable on either carbon source of a pair of carbon sources (blue bars, see figure legend).
Specifically, we created a mixed set of 300 species, where 150 species were required to be viable on one of
the carbon sources, and the other 150 species were required to be viable on the other source. From this
mixed set, we chose at random 150 species which constituted the mixed pool. By doing so, the mixed pool
can be formed with 150 species viable on one of the carbon sources, 150 species viable on the other carbon
source or any intermediate composition. We used this mixed pool to assemble 150 communities. Before
simulating the assembly of each community, we selected a new mixed pool. We simulated the assembly
of communities through 5000 species invasions. Horizontal axes show the carbon source or carbon source
pair on which species in the assembly pool were required to be viable. Vertical axes show mean (bar) and
standard deviation (whisker) of the (A) number of final available niches, (B) number of final free niches, (C)
community richness at maximal number of free niches during assembly, and (D) final community richness
(D). The data show that the carbon source(s) on which the metabolic networks were required to be viable
have very little influence on community properties.
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